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CHAPTER 1
THE PROBLEM
Introduction
Growing up in the Churches of Christ (COC) in the 1960s-70s was a heady
experience (for a description of a similar experience, see Harris 68-89). These
churches believed they were the fastest growing church in America in the post World
War II era (Yeakley, Why Churches Grow 1). I remember this belief being mentioned
often and a basis for great pride. Later, this belief turned out to be a pious fiction
(Hooper 281-86; cf. Yeakley, “Recent Patterns” 48-49). Like many churches in that
era, they were growing, but they never experienced the kind of growth that some had
projected.
Another basis of this pride was a set of convictions. COC had the right
worship, the right plan of salvation, the right church government (for representative
statements, see B. Baxter; Brownlow). COC were and continue to be known for
biblical patternism, a cappella worship music, and separation from the larger world of
Christendom (Highers). Not only were the unchurched considered outsiders, but all
other Christian individuals and denominations who were not part of our group were
outsiders, too. At best, they were apostate Christians; at worst, they never were
Christians. Either way, many who professed Christian faith were outsiders.
These convictions were undergirded by several fundamental assumptions that
John M. Jones and Michael W. Casey have identified. First, the New Testament
contained an original, primitive, ideal model for the church; they were looking for a
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pattern. Second, recreating this model is the work of all succeeding Christians. Third,
apostasy is always present. Fourth, any departure can be corrected by returning to the
model. Finally, all Christians should find common ground for unity in this model
(197-98). The third and fourth points were crucial since these churches saw
themselves as doing precisely what these assumptions required: correcting the
apostasy of the church so that the true church could reemerge. A unique combination
of three things created distinctive COC personae among other Christian churches.
Those elements are ecclesiology, primitivism, and patternism.
To understand how COC formed, one must return to the beginning. These
churches began on the American frontier and have spread so they are presently
represented in every state in America and in many other countries of the world.
Monroe E. Hawley summarizes the vision of the COC as returning to original
primitive Christianity so that all Christians may unite and then work to spread the
gospel to the whole world (Redigging the Wells 38). These churches reflect larger
movements of primitivism on the American frontier (Hatch).
Hawley notes a tragic irony. This unity movement has fragmented both from
the larger Christian community and within its own ranks (Redigging the Wells). A direct
cause of this splintering is the primitivism and patternism their ecclesiology requires.
Patternism appeared in a search for the right church structure, plan of salvation, and
worship. Martin E. Marty, the well-known modern church historian, speaks about the
American primitivism and its results:
But more orthodox believers came on the scene to argue in extravagant
ways that in complex America, the path ahead lay in a return to
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pristinely simple Christianity. Promoters of the “primitive gospel”
claimed that they wanted to start a movement, not a sect, in order to
overcome this sin of denominational division. Though in every case
they added one more sect to the national catalog, no prophets of purity
permitted the unsuccessful examples of competitors to deter them
from offering the wholeness for which the American souls hunger.
(196)
Marty continues about the quest for unity:
Success in organizing and gaining numbers brought no traces of victory
in the search for unity. . . the disciples found a following among those
who looked to the plow and the pew but who also dreamed that they
could really begin at the beginning and discover a new kingdom
beyond the sects. Yet even such dreamers carried some baggage from
the old world and did not travel light enough for everyone who then
trekked west on spiritual pilgrimages. (197-98)
Marty is not alone. Nathan O. Hatch (43-93), and, within, the COC, Richard T.
Hughes and C. Leonard Allen write extensively about how primitivism was common
and deluded those who had the disease. Marty also alludes to patternism in his
comment, “pristinely simple Christianity.” Patternism was the search for this simple,
primitive Christianity and a belief in the COC that Scripture contained a pattern of
the right worship, church organization, plan of salvation, and so on that must be
maintained. The two commitments, patternism and primitivism, intertwined with a
third, ecclesiology.
Ecclesiology, not soteriology, was the central category for these churches. As
Tom H. Olbricht notes, COC have always had the church at the center of their
thinking. Preaching the gospel was preaching a correct view of the structure, worship,
and leadership for the church, or, in other words, finding and following the pattern.
Olbricht notes that several passages about Christ as the head of the church were
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given significant attention (Matt. 16:18; 28:18; Eph. 5:28; Col. 1:18-20). Then
Olbricht astutely observes, “Christ is the head of the church, that is, its lawgiver. But
once it is clear that Christ died for the church and is the lawgiver in it, then he is
relegated backstage and the church moves up to the center” (“There Is a Noise” 25).
If this observation is correct, a COC platform where Christ is moved backstage is
theologically troubled (“There is a Noise”).
The search for the pattern of the church gave rise to a biblical hermeneutic
that would identify the primitive pattern. Richard T. Hughes argues extensively in his
recent history of the COC that Alexander Campbell adopted Baconian and Lockian
Common Sense philosophy to find a platform that resisted creedal and
denominational loyalties in favor of a desire to return to the New Testament alone
(21-91). At the same time, Campbell, argues Hughes, in his later years decried that
this platform led to numerous results that Campbell never intended. In particular, he
did not want to create a group that had no ties to other Christian groups (32-46).
Hughes and Hawley both note that while concerns about sectarianism existed from
the beginning, important examples of a better spirit and tolerance existed (Hughes
241-42; 307-25; Redigging the Wells, 171-216). In addition to Hughes, John Mark Hicks
and Bobby Valentine have discussed going back to those of earlier generations who
had more grace-oriented, soteriological, Christological, and spiritual language to talk
about the Gospel (1-197).
This spirit, however, was severely tested in the 1920s and 1930s when
churches differed over the millennium. Campbell and other early leaders were
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millenialists, but the rise of dispensational premillennialism created serious divisions.
Up to this point, churches could and did live with diversity and differences. By
contrast during these decades through the influence of two men, E. R. Harper and
Foy E. Wallace, this tolerance would be treated as compromise and apostasy. Harper
and Wallace argued that if the pattern found in the New Testament is from God, any
departure was apostasy. Since they did not believe that churches who held
dispensational views were correctly interpreting the Scriptures, they were apostate.
This topic and the influence of these men are widely recognized as a watershed
(Hughes 137-89; Holloway and Foster 108-09). Some resisted this hardening of the
tradition, but they were mostly unsuccessful (Hughes 190-216).
As a result of the search for a pattern, the question of how to study the
Scriptures moved center stage. COC have had a very simple plan. The Scriptures
teach by direct command, approved example, and necessary inference. Since the
emphasis was on finding the ancient order or pattern, this reading strategy worked
well because hermeneutical programs are like fishing equipment. They are designed to
catch specific kinds of fish. This interpretational strategy found precisely the pattern
elements to identify the true church. In particular, no practice could be allowed that
was not explicitly authorized by one or more Scriptural bases. This reading strategy is
similar to the regulative principle used among Reformed Presbyterians (Frame,
Worship 38-40; “Some Questions” 357-66). Both COC and some Reformed
Presbyterians have on this basis rejected instrumental music (noted by Frame, but he
does not agree). For this reason, most discussions within COC have a significant
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component about how to interpret the Bible (see Allen 19-79; Casey, “Origins, Part
One; Origins, Part Two; Osborn 53-70) and, in particular, how to interpret the
silence of the Scriptures (see Woodrow). An example of this discussion is Hawley. He
followed up his earlier work with a specific treatment of the role of Scripture and the
need to have a spiritual, rather than a legal, method of reading the biblical text (Focus
of Our Faith). In addition, Hawley points out that the first two are rather
uncontroversial, but the third is as slippery as a fish. One person’s necessary is to
another person’s not necessary at all. This large debate about restoration and how to
interpret Scripture has been intense since about 1980 when Hawley and Rubel Shelly
came to people’s attention.
At the same time, Olbricht and others argue that early fathers of Restoration
did look for an ancient pattern or order, but they set that order in a much larger
historical and redemptive framework that was lost over time (“Recovery”). James O.
Duke also argues, like Olbricht, that the narrow, anorexic vision of more recent times
does not reflect early leaders such as Campbell, Robert Richardson, Tolbert Fanning,
and James Sanford Lamar.
Biblical interpretation drove the patternism of COC in another way. Carroll D.
Osburn highlights the role that 2 John 9 has played in the thought of people such as
Harper, Wallace, and others. Osburn points out how their understanding hinged on a
very specific interpretation of the phrase “the doctrine of Christ.” If this phrase is
taken one way, as an objective genitive, the phrase means what is taught by Christ
and, by extension, any of his appointed representatives. This interpretation means
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that any departure becomes a matter of apostasy. Here is a classic example of how an
exegetical error in a text that is in some way foundational can lead to a tragically
unstable house (Carson; Sire). This understanding gave some in COC a biblical
reason to break or refuse fellowship to anyone whom they deemed were not
following the New Testament pattern.
What Osburn further points out in the context of 2 John is that the teaching
of Christ is not an objective genitive, but a subjective genitive, and means a teaching
about Christ, namely, his incarnation (2 John 7). Not only is the passage being
exegetically distorted, but Osburn says that this leads to a hermeneutical nightmare.
Everything then becomes a basis for refusing or withdrawing fellowship since
thinking people can and do disagree about many things in Scripture (71-92). Osburn
in this same work argues later for basing fellowship on careful historical and literary
exegesis and broadly recognized spiritual categories, not exclusively ecclesiastical or
structural ones (123-38).
What is remarkable about this history is that a group of churches who began
with an agenda to unite so that Christians could fulfill the Great Commission have
fragmented so badly because so much time has been spent arguing about who is the
true church. The tragedy is that this argument ignores a vital reality: God decides who
is in the real church, not God’s people. Knowing this history has impressed on me
that how God’s people think about those who are outside is a vital issue. This
description of the distinctive personae of COC not only provides perspective needed
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to understand how outsiders were viewed in COC. In addition, the material in
Chapter 2 informs the analysis of the sermons about outsiders by COC ministers.
In spite of both these problems and pride, I found great things about these
churches. COC taught the members to love the Bible, to take its commands and
countercultural lifestyle seriously, to be vitally interested in spreading the gospel, and
to take the church, worship, and mission seriously. This seriousness applied both
corporately and individually. As a result, discipleship was very important, but it was
defined in mostly ecclesiastical terms. A disciple was a person who came to be a
Christian by the right plan, who worshipped correctly, and who attended a
congregation that was properly organized.
Around 1980, I first had a crisis of understanding when I read a work by
Hawley, a COC preacher from Milwaukee, Wisconsin, entitled Redigging the Wells. His
major point was the movement had become sectarian because it would not extend
fellowship to other Christian churches who believed fundamentally the same things
as the COC. I found his book amazing because he was not trying to undo distinctive
teachings of the COC, but he was saying that both biblically and historically one
could be sectarian, even with truth. Reading Hawley has sent me on a lifelong quest
to understand how God wants his children to look at outsiders. This work also
significantly reworked my understanding of other Christians, so I could no longer
consider them outsiders.
Another element of Hawley’s work argues that while structural restoration in
terms of the right worship, the right plan of salvation, and the right church
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organization are important, COC need restoration in another significant area. Hawley
says that no restoration is complete unless it restores the conquering spiritual life
projected in the New Testament (Redigging the Wells 145-55). In particular, Hawley
contends that being a disciple requires spiritual development in terms of Christian
character. He attacks the COC emphasis on structural correctness that is silent about
biblical teachings such as the fruit of the Spirit and other ethical directives. This
emphasis on a transformed spiritual life particularly struck me because I found in
myself and others unkind, disrespectful attitudes and even mean-spiritedness against
other Christians. These attitudes could not be reconciled with the posture that Jesus
showed and taught. Pride in a superior rightness was not a virtue, but a vice.
At about this same time, one of my teachers from Freed-Hardeman College
and a very well-known preacher, Shelly, published an account of his own crisis. Like
Hawley, Shelly attacks the sectarian spirit he believes existed among COC. Shelly also
sees his work as re-creating the spirit of the original founders. Both Hawley and
Shelly claim that COC early church fathers, such as Alexander Campbell, Barton W.
Stone, and others held similar fundamental beliefs but still taught and practiced union
with other Christians. While Hawley was an unknown preacher out of the Bible belt,
Shelly was seen as a major spokesperson for COC. Hawley’s book barely warranted a
yawn; Shelly’s created a hurricane (163-70). What both Hawley and Shelly did was to
reconfigure the fundamental ecclesiological understanding.
Many others have, subsequent to Hawley and Shelly, addressed the issue of
both sectarianism and inadequate theological convictions. These voices have come
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from historical (Foster; Hughes), theological (Allen, Hughes, and Weed), spiritual
(Allen; Hicks and Valentine), and more practical perspectives (Reese). These voices
have joined with Hawley and Shelly to maintain that sectarianism and a structural
vision of the Christian life are biblically, theologically, spiritually, practically, and even
historically flawed.
At the same time, other voices claim the earlier views were and are correct and
should not be modified or abandoned (Highers). They wished to maintain their
inherited ecclesiology and patternism. Goebel Music published a large work arguing
that the tradition is correct, and he attempts to provide significant support for its
continuing validity. The title of Music’s work, Behold the Pattern, says volumes. In this
work, Music, at times, responds very directly to Shelly. Another similar voice is F.
LaGard Smith. Smith says that the COC view of fellowship is too limited but still
believes the fundamental vision that I described from my early experience is valid.
In addition to the pride and convictions that create problems about outsiders,
I have found that COC often have problems accepting others who may be different
socially or ethnically. The congregation was I preaching at that time, the Columbia
Avenue Church of Christ in Glasgow, Kentucky, has an annual tradition of hosting a
Christmas dinner that is provided for low-income families in this community. During
this dinner a wife of a church leader asked a guest about a very large tattoo on her
upper arm. The guest was so offended by the question that she left in an angry and
hurt state. In this case, one of our members had problems accepting someone who
was socially different.
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Accepting others can be challenging even when they are inside the church.
Recently, Michael Dunbar, a missionary in Kingston, Jamaica, who is and has been
supported by our congregation for years, came to preach on a Sunday morning. I
mentioned to Kathy Gibson, the church secretary, that I missed a particular member.
She said that she had missed this same person. When Kathy ran into this person, she
told the person that she missed him. His answer was shocking. The rejoinder to her
was, “I do not come to listen to dark preachers.” In this instance, an ethnic difference
created exclusion.
Another very specific example of the problem of outsiders appears in a church
growth theory that I was taught. The homogenous principle says that churches will
not grow unless they attract members who are like those who already form the
church. Many in church growth circles claim they never said or intended to say that
homogeneous principle was a church growth principle. They simply pointed out that
most churches grew by attracting newcomers who were like their existing
membership base. This principle has influenced COC significantly (for a discussion
from within COC, see Yeakley, Why Churches Grow 38-40; cf. Love, Foster, and Harris
164-66; for a defense of the homogeneous principle within a larger framework, see
Wagner 110-23).
This view has serious problems. First, the earliest churches were diverse but
not without tensions (DeYoung, Emerson, Yancey, and Kim 21-37). Second, such an
approach can institutionalize divisions from the culture that are antithetical to the
gospel. Third, relating to others is part of the fundamental stance of the gospel. Jesus
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called his disciples to go, baptize, and make disciples of all nations (Matt. 28:19-20).
Fourth, Paul fought to keep his churches racially diverse; he saw such divisions as
fundamental rejection of the gospel. His letters to the Romans and Galatians, each in
its own way, argue strenuously for these Christians to overcome differences and find
unity in the message of the gospel. If churches or individuals have attitudes toward
outsiders that are reflections of cultural bias or of inadequate or faulty theology, the
mission of God’s kingdom to announce his saving message will be thwarted.
My original interest was to understand how I should regard my religious
neighbors. As time has passed, I have broadened my concern to understand how
Christians are to view others no matter how they define outsiders. Perhaps no greater
topic exists for the church or individual Christians to consider. Even a cursory
reading of the Gospels shows that Jesus had major clashes with his contemporaries
over precisely this issue. “This fellow welcomes sinners and eats with them” (Luke
15:2, NRSV). Both the problems about outsiders and the positive references to
outsiders show a problem in the COC.
This study considered how this change from a sectarian ecclesiology to a more
holistic historical, redemptive theological understanding of the gospel creates a
change in how outsiders are viewed. In addition, as many works about Christians in
general show, the problem of outsiders is not confined just to the COC (DeYoung,
Emerson, Yancey, and Kim; Emerson and Smith; Kinnaman and Lyons). This study
can contribute both to the COC by noting how this topic is presently discussed and
so provide a basis for further consideration and improvement, but it can help other
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churches to learn and consider how they, too, might improve their own preaching on
this vital topic.
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to evaluate sermons preached by sixteen COC
ministers to identify the biblical and theological framework used currently when
addressing attitudes toward the outsider. The participants prepared and delivered one
sermon on how they want their congregations to view outsiders. Then they sent the
sermon on audiotape, videotape, or manuscript for analysis.
This study rests on a foundational assumption that the preaching of the
church is the principal act by which the message of the gospel is mediated both to the
church and to the world. If preaching is a, if not the, primary barometer of what the
church believes and how it will act, such a study provides significant indication of
what the church believes and practices. This study attempted to understand what
biblical and theological resources operate to shape the community into the image of
Christ so that the church becomes the embodiment of the “measure of the full
stature of Christ” (Eph. 4:13).
Research Questions
To guide this study, the following questions were important.
Research Question #1
What biblical frameworks were identified in the sermons that addressed
attitudes toward the outsider?
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Research Question #2
What theological frameworks were identified in sermons that addressed
attitudes toward the outsider?
Research Question #3
What demographic variables, if any, provide insight into the findings of
sermons addressing attitudes toward the outsider?
Definition of Terms
The term outsider is crucial in this study. Usually in a church context an
outsider would be an unchurched person. In the context of the COC, this definition
is broadened to include those from other Christian groups who may not be
considered part of God’s family. For the purpose of this study then, an outsider is
anyone considered to be outside of the COC.
Context
The context of this study is the American COC and the preaching practiced
among them. COC are one wing of the American Restoration movement known as
the Stone/Campbell movement. The movement includes the COC, Independent
Christian Churches, and Christian Churches (Disciples). These churches began on the
American frontier and now have spread to include churches all over the world.
According to an article by Olbricht, COC have a worldwide membership in excess of
three million. Most are in the United States; one million are in Africa, and, fifty
thousand are in Central and South America (“Churches of Christ” 212).
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COC are Presbyterian in their organization. Churches are led by elders who
are laypersons. Deacons usually serve in specific capacities to carry out and
administer ministries of the church. Ministers are employed by these churches to
preach and perform normal clergy duties. Fellowship with other churches is based on
shared faith and practice.
Carl H. Royster has recently published statistics in 2009 on COC in the United
States. Congregations number 12,600 with 1.2 million members and 1.5 million
adherents. These totals have been relatively stable since 1980. While Royster says that
most churches share enough in common to be considered together, he does describe
the splintering noted by Hawley. Churches have distinguished themselves on the
basis of how churches may cooperate to evangelize and to perform ministry, how
they understand premillennialism, whether a church may employ a minister rather
than mutually encouraging each other, whether the New Testament pattern permits
Bible classes, and whether Jesus practice of passing around one cup constitute a
pattern that excludes multiple communion cups (Olbricht, “Churches of Christ” 23940). The majority of COC members are white. At the same time, African-American,
Korean, Native American, Chinese, Haitian, Cambodian, Laotians-Thais, Filipino,
and Liberian congregations exist. Royster comments that in addition to these
ethnically specific congregations, many congregations that are predominately
Caucasian have other ethnic groups as members (15-19).
COC ministers are predominately male, and preaching ministers are almost
exclusively male. No official ordination is required. As a result, many lay preachers do
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ministry in COC. Many ministers do receive training in universities or other
institutions related to COC; several have graduate programs in ministry.
Methodology
This project was a qualitative, descriptive study of sermons preached by COC
ministers on their ideal view of outsiders. Each participant was invited to submit one
sermon on an ideal view of outsiders that the minister would desire his congregation
to hold. The sermon was submitted for analysis to determine the biblical and
theological viewpoints present in that sermon.
Participants
The participants for this study were a select group of ministers that I know
and who accepted my invitation to participate. The invitees came from ministers that
I know from Freed-Hardeman University and Harding School of Theology, who
were in south central Kentucky, and ministers who attend a seminar that I attend. An
invitation was mailed to each potential participant to submit one sermon. They also
received a sheet requesting the demographic information about themselves and the
congregations where they served. Thirty-nine were invited and sixteen responded
with a sermon for the project. When I mailed the invitation, I requested a DVD or
CD of the sermon and other related demographic information. The envelope
contained a letter explaining the project, a self-addressed stamped postcard that
indicated a desire to participate or a decline of the invitation, a demographic sheet,
and a return address label for the completed sermon and demographic sheet.
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Data Collection
The participants or respondents were asked to return a postcard immediately,
indicating whether they accepted or declined the invitation. The participants were
given about sixty days to submit a sermon. When thirty days remained, I mailed a
reminder to all participants who had not submitted a sermon but who had indicated
they would participate. I mailed a reminder to those who had not responded at all as
well. Fourteen participants submitted a sermon on a DVD or CD and the requested
demographic information. Two participants submitted a sermon manuscript. When I
received the sermons, each respondent was given a respondent number ranging from
one to sixteen.
Data Analysis
I performed all the data analysis by watching, listening, or reading the sermons
and identifying the operative biblical and theological frameworks that appeared. For
the purpose of content analysis, I coded the biblical and theological frameworks,
indicating either the inclusion or exclusion of outsiders in the sermons. In addition, I
took extensive notes on each sermon including quotations for use in Chapter 4, and I
analyzed the submitted demographic material.
The analyzed demographic information produced a table that displayed the
information submitted by the respondents. As I analyzed the content of the sermons,
I looked to see if and what differences might appear between those who designated
their congregations as traditional compared with those who were designated as
progressive.
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Generalizability
To the extent the group I invited and responded is representative of COC
generally, the results would generalize to the larger denomination. The study is limited
by the small size of the group and that they were not randomly selected.
Biblical Foundation
Scripture addresses how God’s people look at outsiders frequently and in ways
that challenge the intended audience. A clear example of a passage about including
outsiders is Isaiah 56:1-9. The passage anticipates a future day when formerly
excluded persons in Israel’s society will be fully integrated into not just the society but
also the worshipping community.
To understand this passage, the overall context or setting of Isaiah 56 is
crucial. The structure of Isaiah is debated. Some scholars identify three major sections
(1-39; 40-55; 56-66); other scholars find two (1-33; 34-66). Both consider chapters 4055 and 56-66 as distinct sections; they differ over whether they are major or minor
sections (Sheppard 489-92; Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 56-66 29-91). This discussion focuses
on these two sections.
Isaiah 40-55 portrays Israel in exile in Babylon. Isaiah predicted that God
would rescue his people, return them to the land, and a transformation would occur
so Israel would keep God’s law. The failures that led to the exile would no longer
exist.
Chapter 55 concludes the previous section and anticipates the topic of
foreigners in 56. In 55:5; Israel invites the nations and they run to Israel because of
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God. The precise status of these nations is not specified; that status is described in
56:1-9. In addition, 55 is linked to 56 by the common term memorial (55:13; 56:5;
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 56-66 131-32).
Isaiah 56-66 shifts the scene back to Jerusalem. Some initial success
envisioned in 40-55 is present, but other elements of the earlier vision seem absent
(Willis 434). Isaiah 56-66 has more of a tone of exhortation than the tone of promise
in 40-55.
At both ends of 56-66, formerly excluded people will be included by God’s
gracious intervention. In Isaiah 56:1-9, God will include the formerly excluded on the
same basis as Israel. This basis is observation of God’s commandments. This
inclusive perspective anticipates the close of this section (66:18-23). God will select
some from the nations to serve as priests and Levites (66:21), and verse 23 anticipates
that “all flesh” will worship the Lord. Outsiders are an important topic in the middle
of this section also (60:8-16; 61:5-7).
Most interpreters see 56:1-9 as addressed to the eunuch and the foreigner (J.
Watts 248; Willis 434). Raymond de Hoop argues that 56-58 is directed against
Israel’s leaders (see 56:10-12) who exclude marginal populations such as the eunuch,
the foreigner, and the poor (57:1; 58:6-7, 10; see Whybray 197). The unit is indicated
by the inclusio focusing on the Sabbath (56:2, 4, 8; 58:13). He sees this section as
directed at leaders who practice exclusion, and only secondarily does it address the
excluded. In addition, he argues that verse 9 is a positive, eschatological conclusion of
56:1-8 (cf. Ezek. 39:17; Isa. 11:6-9).
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The passage has three units that begin with standard prophetic messenger
speech (Isa. 56:1-3; 4-7; 8-9; Fee and Stuart 197; Tate 134). The semantic and
structural markers are presented in a grid in Appendix A (Barnhill; Beekman and
Callow; Beekman, Callow, and Kopesec; Black; Cottrell and Turner).
In Isaiah 56:1, God commanded practicing justice and righteousness so the
community can receive God’s righteousness and salvation when they appear. Justice
and righteousness are common in Isaiah and appear often together (see Isa. 1:17, 21,
27; 5:7, 16; 9:7; 28:17; 32:16; 33:5; 54:17; 56:1; 58:2; 59:9, 14). Verse 2A supports this
command by pronouncing a divine blessing on the person who practices the
directions of verse 1 (Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 56-66 134-35). Verse 2B specifies the
generic righteousness and justice as Sabbath keeping and refraining from evil.
Isaiah 56:1-2 would appear unremarkable from Isaiah and to Isaiah’s audience.
Verse 3 functions as a contra-expectation because the reader anticipates these
standard exhortations will be applied to the Israelite community. This expectation is
shattered by the extension of these commands and their concomitant benefits to
outsiders, the foreigner and the eunuch. This application to these surprising groups
makes this oracle remarkable. Joseph Blenkinsopp says the omission of circumcision
is remarkable, and how Sabbath observance is more important in this paragraph is
astonishing as well (Isaiah 56-66 135-37). In the second oracle about foreigners, prayer
is more important than sacrifice (Sheppard 530).
The foreigner is a common character in biblical literature and has various
social roles in Israel. These roles range from tolerance to closer participation in the
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social and religious dimensions of Israel. Already Isaiah had anticipated how
foreigners would join the community (Isa. 14:1-2; cf. 2:1-4), and Israel is commanded
to show hospitality to Moab (Isa. 16:4). Whatever the intentions of these oracles, in
chapter 56 the foreigner is accepted into the worshipping community. A fear of
separation from the Lord’s people will not occur and the next segment will clarify this
acceptance (56:6-7).
Eunuchs were part of Israel’s society (2 Kings 9:32; 23:11), but they were
banned from Israelite worship by the law (Deut. 23:1; cf. Lev. 21:20; 22:24). Since
having children was a major means of gaining status (Matthews and Benjamin 9-36,
67-81; King and Stager 36-53), God promised that the eunuch would no longer be
disgraced due to a lack of offspring. The foreigner and the eunuch express fear in
Isaiah 56:3B and D that their future is bleak. Verse 3 tells both to abandon this fear.
Verse 3 begins with the foreigner followed by the eunuch; in verses 4-7 these two
characters are chiastically reversed and the eunuch is presented first (vv. 4-5) and then
the foreigner (vv. 6-7).
Isaiah 56:6-7 deals with the foreigner in more detail than the eunuch. Perhaps
the reason is that the eunuch is assumed to be an Israelite and so closer to Israel’s
God. The foreigner is described more fully to emphasize his loyalty to God and his
law (Whybray 198). Blenkinsopp also suggests that the verses about the foreigner are
placed next to the final oracle about outcasts because the foreigner is an outcast
person (Isaiah 56-66 133).
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Isaiah 56:4-7 functions to specify the generic promises in verses 1-3. This
more specific oracle explains how the promise of verse 2 will be realized. Isaiah
specified that the eunuch and the foreigner are included on the same basis as the
Israelite. Then the eunuch and the foreigner are told in detail what blessings they will
receive (Whybray 198).
In Isaiah 56:2, 4, and 6, Sabbath observance is emphasized; in two verses,
“keeping” is further described as “not profaning it” (56:2, 6). The importance of the
Sabbath contrasts with the earlier rejection of Sabbath observance when social justice
was absent (Isa. 1:13; see 16-17). Later, Isaiah called for similar Sabbath observance
and included the negative, not profaning it (Isa. 58:13). In Isaiah 66:23, all flesh will
observe the Sabbath.
In addition to Sabbath keeping, the eunuch chose what pleased the Lord and
grew strong in the covenant. Israel failed to do what pleased God (Isa. 58:2; 65:12)
and took delight in abominations (Isa. 66:3-4). Consequently, the eunuch did what
Israel failed to do. The eunuch was faithful. In addition, Isaiah 56:5 addresses the
alienation of the eunuch. God will give the eunuch a place in the temple (cf. 56:7), in
the city, a reputation, and a name (cf. 63:12).
The referent changes to the foreigner in Isaiah 56:6. Several terms, join,
minister, love, and to be a servant show the loyalty of the foreigner. This fuller
explanation is needed because often a foreigner was not just a hostile outsider but a
worshipper of a foreign and false deity. The principal terms remind the reader of the
covenant loyalty prescribed in Deuteronomy (see Deut. 5:10, 12, 14; 7:9; 10:8; 11:1).
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As a result, the oracle indicated that this foreigner was practicing what God
demanded and Israel has failed to do (J. Watts 249) and mimics the introductory
oracle (56:1-3).
God’s intention for his house is to be a place of prayer for all people (v. 7).
Prayer stands for all the practices of worship. In Isaiah 25:6-7 God promised an
eschatological banquet for all people similar to the goal in this passage (cf. Isa. 40:5-6;
Willis 435). Solomon expressed the same intention at the dedication of the temple (2
Kings 8:41-43).
Finally, Isaiah 56:8-9 are the climax of this unit: God gathers the outcasts and
invites the animals to a banquet. In this last part of Isaiah, contemplating a future
return and gathering of Israel, these verses contain the good news that God gathers
the outcasts of Israel (cf. 11:12). John T. Willis sees this oracle as the basis for a
similar claim by Jesus in John 10:16 (437). Verse 8 anticipates that God will gather
others in addition to Israel. God’s people are redefined in a surprising and expansive
new way. R. N. Whybray questions if the second member of this statement is the
emphatic one (199). Either way, the prediction of a future gathering is a remarkable
statement (for a study that reaches similar conclusions to this one, see Gosse).
Not only is this passage striking exegetically, but a large amount of literature
discusses its theological implications. Earlier literature tended to interpret this
material as evidence of universalism (Halas; May 102). Some recent interpreters argue
that the foreigners are Israelites who were not part of the group returning from
Babylon (Croatto; Hollenberg). Another major element of this discussion assumes
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this passage is a reflection of social tensions present in the post-exilic time. Ruth and
Jonah, like Isaiah 56, call for a more open community. Others, such as EzraNehemiah and Ezekiel, call for a more restricted community.
Here are two important preliminary observations. If the foreigners are Jews
who did not return from Babylon, the writer was envisioning a day when parties
previously excluded are included. This passage envisions a future day with a more
open or inclusive community.
Second, whoever these foreigners are, contemporary, historical, critical
analysis of this passage seems to have allowed concerns to mine texts for historical
backgrounds to blind them to the nature of this passage. This passage on its face is
about a future work of God, not a present social or even theological tension. The
oracle envisions a future day when God, not humans, will include parties formerly
excluded. How or when this inclusion will happen is not addressed. The oracle may
reflect present social or theological tensions, but if it does, it is secondary to the
primary message. Even though Willis does not believe the foreigners are Jewish, he
makes the same mistake (435; cf. Sheppard 530).
Overview
Chapter 2 provides a review of literature that supports the research questions.
In Chapter 3 the method for investigating the preaching tradition is presented. The
present situation is considered by asking COC ministers to prepare and present
sermons on how they would want their congregations to view outsiders. These
sermons are compared with the biblical, theological, and practical material presented
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in Chapter 2. Chapter 4 describes the research findings. Chapter 5 provides a
summary and interpretation of the research findings and suggestions for further
study.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE
Introduction
This chapter considers how recent literature has presented a Christian view of
outsiders and how that view has appeared in preaching to the church. Recent
literature considers the biblical materials and the theological vision that Scripture
projects about outsiders. The biblical material is divided into a discussion of Old and
New Testament terms and narratives followed by a presentation of how outsiders
have appeared in the homiletical tradition from the early Church to the Reformation.
Finally, a section will discuss content analysis as the means to analyze the sermons
considered in Chapter 4.
The Old Testament View of the Outsider
Two contrasting views of the outsider exist in biblical literature. First,
warnings to avoid or exclude (the terms exclusion and embrace are from Volf) the
outsider appear. The exclusion springs from a conviction that the outsider serves
another deity and will lead God’s people away from God. In addition, difference
often engenders hostility. For these two reasons, warnings about the outsider appear
in all types of biblical literature.
By stark contrast another strain of teaching calls for God’s people to embrace
the outsider. Since Abraham and Israel experienced alien status, laws about aliens call
for Israel to treat the alien well because of their own experiences. Many stories
illustrate the practice of hospitality toward outsiders. Later prophetic materials
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appropriate these laws when they indict Israel for mistreating outsiders. In addition,
the prophets envision a future when outsiders will join God’s people and participate
in God’s salvation.
Introductory Matters
To understand both this exclusion and embrace, the literature employs
linguistic analysis and synchronic methods (Fee and Stuart, Malherbe; Tate). The
literature uses narrative and diachronic methods (e.g., diachronic reading, see
Brueggemann, “Impossibility and Epistemology”; narrative, see Cottrell and Turner
106-28, esp. 119). The studies offer their analysis to understand the biblical material
in its context and to provide a basis for appropriation.
John Barton and Julia Bowden point out that the perspective in the Old
Testament is always that of Israel looking out at the other people of the world (19,
53-64). In light of this viewpoint, how Israel might and did interact with outsiders
would rise in this literature. In spite of this in-house perspective, those studying the
biblical and theological vision of outsiders often indicate that the materials about
outsiders present an expansive view that calls for God’s people to seek to include
outsiders.
Terms
Four terms deal with outsiders. Two occur in contexts that are largely about
exclusion. Two other terms can call for exclusion, but they also require inclusion.
Strange. Two word groups in the semantic field of outsider deal
predominately with the exclusion of outsiders (Rentdorff 77): strange (rz) and foreign
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(rkn). The stranger is someone who is unauthorized or is assumed to be a hostile
person. The term occurs seventy times in the Old Testament (the noun appears fiftysix times and adjectives fourteen [BibleWorks]). L. A. Snijders argues that this term
always includes a component of “menace” (“rWzÆrz” 56; cf. Martin-Achard, “rz” 39192). Some studies are interested in cultic boundaries in the Priestly materials
associated with this term (Exod. 29:33; 30:9, 33; Lev. 10:1; 22:10, 12-13; Num. 1:51;
3:4, 10; 17:5; 18:4, 7; 26:61; Koehler and Baumgartner 2563; see especially Milgrom,
Studies in Levitcal Terminology; Snijders, “Meaning of zār” 111-54). Other studies
consider the exclusion of the stranger religiously and socially. The second usage is the
relevant one for this study.
A representative text for this exclusion from Israel as a religious community is
Deuteronomy 32:16: “They made him jealous with strange gods, with abhorrent
things they provoked him.” The term can designate a foreign deity (see MartinAchard, “rz””; Snijders, “rWzÆrz;” Koehler and Baumgartner 2563). The Psalms and
prophetic books use the term about the worship of foreign gods (Ps. 44:20; 81:9; Isa.
17:10; 43:12; Jer. 3:13; 5:19; Snijders, “Meaning of zār” 40-41). These occurrences call
for exclusion of outsiders or chide Israel for not excluding these practices or persons.
In addition, Psalms and prophetic books use the terms to refer to humans
who are hostile to Israel (Ps. 54:3; 109:11; Isa. 29:5; Jer. 30:8; 51:51; Lam. 5:2; Ezek.
11:9; 16:32; 28:7, 10; 30:12; 31:12; Hos. 8:7; Joel 3:17; Obad. 1:11). In these passages
the element of menace mentioned earlier appears. Therefore, foreign persons or their
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deities are excluded from Israel because of hostility and because they are outside of
Israel’s law and worship.
Proverbs calls for exclusion in two ways. The foreign woman and the
foreigner who wanted a “co-signer” are excluded. The young man addressed in these
instructions is warned against both a foreign woman (Prov. 2:16; 5:3, 10, 17, 20; 7:5;
22:16) and the wife of another Israelite (6:24, 26). Both are unavailable and should be
avoided. Snijders (“Meaning of zār” 89-104; “rWzÆrz” 56) and Bruce K. Waltke (119-25;
cf. Blenkinnsopp, “Social Context”) have discussed the occurrences of the wife and
foreign woman at some length and suggest these two figures are linked because both
are unavailable to the implied audience. In addition, Proverbs warns a young man to
refrain from being a “co-signer” or surety for a foreigner’s debts or to take collateral
(11:15; 20:16; 27:13; cf. 6:1). The assumption is that the foreigner is not a good risk
(Snijders, “Meaning of zār” 78-88; “rWzÆrz” 57).
Proverbs indicates a natural distance exists between the Israelite and
foreigners because foreign persons or things represent a foreign deity are excluded. R.
Martin-Achard summarizes the attitude toward what is strange:
For the most part, Israel related very reservedly to that described as
zār. The foreigner almost always signifies a threat, something that calls
existence into question, especially from the Dtr-P viewpoint. The zār is
somehow irreconcilable with Yahweh. (“rz” 392)
He makes a similar comment in his article on the term foreign (“rkne” 740-41).
Foreign. The word group foreign/foreigner is used at times with the term for
strange (Job 19:15; Prov. 2:16; 5:10, 20; 7:5; 20:16; 27:2, 13; Isa. 28:21; 62:8; Lam. 5:2;
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Obad. 1:11). Snjiders says the two terms can be synonyms (“Meaning of zār” 27). In
addition, Snjiders indicates anything foreign is also hostile (see Gen. 31:15; Job 19:15;
Prov. 5:10; 20:16; 27:13; Ps. 144:7, 11; Obad. 1:11). In addition, foreign is a common
adjective or modifier for gods or idols or things associated with idolatry (Deut. 31:16;
32:12; Josh. 24:20, 23; Judg. 10:16; 1 Sam. 7:3; 2 Chron. 14:3; 33:15; Neh. 9:2; 13:30;
Jer. 5:19; 8:19; Ezek. 44:7, 9; Dan. 11:39; Mal. 2:11). The noun occurs thirty-seven
times; one form of the adjective occurs in Exodus 12:43 and the other adjective form
occurs forty-five times (BibleWorks).
Because of this connection with pagan gods, the Law made clear and negative
distinctions between the foreigners and the Israelites and aliens. At the same time,
Michael Guttmann argues that laws about foreigners show that foreigners could be
integrated with Israel’s society (5-7). Guttmann says the law clarified that the
foreigner cannot be king (Deut. 17:15), must repay debts (Deut. 15:3), could be
charged interest (Deut. 23:20), and could be sold food that was unclean (Deut. 14:21).
This association with pagan gods provided the basis for exclusion of
foreigners. The foreigner was assumed to be menacing and to represent a foreign
deity. To include them invited a compromise of God’s exclusive claim on Israel and a
contamination of God’s land (Guttmann; Lang and Ringreen; Martin-Achard, “rkn”).
This negative stance is consistent with the notable exception of Isaiah 56 and another
notable exception, 1 Kings 8:41-43. Solomon asked God to hear the prayer of the
foreigner who prayed toward the temple.
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Alien. The reasons for exclusion associated with the terms foreign and strange
appear in the next two words, alien and nation. In contrast, these two terms include the
embrace of the outsiders significantly expanded. Aliens are common figures in the
literature of the world of the Old Testament (Kellermann 440-43). An alien is a
person displaced due to famine, war, blood guilt, or personal distress who is forced or
voluntarily seeks protection from an individual or a society not their own
(Kellermann 443-44; Koehler and Baumgartner 860). Aliens usually were regarded
with suspicion and hostility (Kidd 115-16). As a result, aliens were always vulnerable
since they did not have the same protection as a native-born person. Aliens could
expect hospitality (Knauth 32-33; Pohl 23-29) because hospitality was a greatly valued
virtue, but both laws about aliens and the stories in the Old Testament indicate that
hospitality was not always practiced and the alien’s situation was often precarious.
The term alien (rGE, ninety-three times; BibleWorks) and its cognates (to sojourn
[rWG, ninety-six times (cf. Kellermann 442); BibleWorks]; lodging place [tWrGE, one time’
BibleWorks]; place of lodging [~yriWgm., twenty times BibleWorks]) are perhaps the most
important terms about outsiders in the Old Testament (Rendtorff 77). The word
group is numerous, pervasive across all genres of biblical literature, appears in
discussions of inclusion and exclusion, and is theologically significant. In addition, the
Old Testament material and its attendant theological implications lay a foundation
that will influence usage in later Christian literature and theological reflection.
Literature on the word group has focused largely on the law because the law
presented a vision that the rest of the occurrences echo. Many studies describe the
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view of the alien in the law (Kellermann; Kidd; Martin-Achard, “rwg;” Moucarry;
Rendtorff; Spina, “Israelites as gērîm”; van Hooten, Alien; “Remember That You
Were Aliens”). Other studies consider the figure of the alien in connection with
specific subjects. For example, H. R. Cole discusses the alien and the Sabbath, and
Bernard Grosse considers the alien, the Sabbath, and universalism in prophetic
materials. Kieran J. O’Mahony studied the laws about aliens to understand the call to
love the stranger in Leviticus 19:34.
Joel S. Kaminsky argues that aliens were included in Israel at different levels
and a failure to understand the levels creates confusion about some laws. An alien
was required to maintain minimal standards, but the law also covered how aliens who
desired more integration in society could do so (“Did Election Imply the
Mistreatment” especially 398-99). In a separate study, Kaminsky makes another
important observation that the priestly literature, often containing restrictive laws,
also contains the expansive call to love the alien (“Loving One’s (Israelites)
Neighbor” 123). Other studies echo and extend his observation.
Literature on the alien has considered the word group for several reasons.
Laws about aliens appear frequently and appear in the Ten Commandments (Exod.
20; Deut. 5), the Covenant Code (Exod. 20:22-23:33), the Holiness Code (Lev. 1726), the larger collection of priestly material, and Deuteronomy. Consequently,
scholars are interested to understand these laws correctly. A further reason many
scholars discuss the laws is to consider source critical, redaction critical, and history
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of religions issues (e.g., Kidd; van Houten, Alien; “Remember That You Were
Aliens”). Such studies provide the foundation for the following concerns.
The literature about the laws on aliens offers several important conclusions.
First, the alien was excluded, but the bases are surprising. They were excluded on the
same bases as the law excluded an Israelite for things such as worshipping a foreign
God or breaking the barriers of holiness. The operative principle that the law offered
is found in places such as Leviticus 24:22. One law operates for the alien and the
citizen. The alien was not excluded simply because they were not ethnically part of
the community; the exclusion was a religious one that applied equally to a native.
Second, José E. Ramírez Kidd says the laws cluster around two goals. The first
goal is to protect and provide for the alien. A second goal is to outline basic holiness
standards applying to both Israelite and alien (130). The cause of the exclusion is that
the Israelite community is a web of radiating holiness (on holiness in the Old
Testament, see Gammie; on radiating holiness, see Coogan 126-28).
Third, these laws allowed the alien to choose to be part of the worshipping
community. Aliens could worship Israel’s God along with the Israelite.
Christina de Groot van Hooten has considered the same material as Kidd, but
for different purposes. Kidd is specifically concerned to understand how others were
viewed in these laws. He concludes that the other was not automatically treated with
hostility (131-32). By contrast, van Hooten is more concerned about understanding
the history of religions development of laws about aliens. At the same time, she does
reach very similar conclusions to Kidd (Alien 158-78). She also considers the
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motivational clauses attached to these laws (166-72; “Remember That You Were
Aliens”).
Other studies have considered the material about aliens to understand the
theological vision of the Old Testament. After surveying the material in the Old
Testament, both Diether Kellermann and Martin-Achard find two significant
theological conclusions from the Old Testament. First, the law required Israel to treat
the alien well and even required Israel to love the alien. Second, the historical
experience of the Patriarchs and Israel as aliens provided the basis for these laws and
for further theological reflection so that an alien’s status before God was a
fundamental way Israel understood its position as God’s people (Kellermann 448-49;
Martin-Achard, “rwg” 308-10).
In addition, several studies consider the Old Testament material and also
include New Testament material to survey the entire canon. Lothar Ruppert and
Angel Salvatierra consider material from Old and New Testament, and that inclusion
and exclusion appear. At the same time, both studies find an emphasis on God’s
people showing hospitality to outsiders. In addition, Ruppert offered a very striking
conclusion to his survey of the Old Testament. He says, “Thus, one finds in the Old
Testament no trace of ethnically motivated xenophobia, or indeed of race
discrimination” (155). In two studies, Rodney Steven Sadler, Jr., says biblical materials
recognize racial differences, but do not project racist attitudes (Can a Cushite; “Can a
Cushite”).
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Many studies using the biblical materials I mentioned and shed light on
significant current issues such as how Ireland (O’Mahony), America (Salvatierra 144;
Milgrom, “Alien” 48), Germany (Ruppert), or the State of Israel (Milgrom 48) should
formulate social policies about aliens in their territory. A good example is Jacob
Milgrom who has studied the cultic use of stranger for critical purposes and alien in
terms of contemporary appropriation.
Kidd indicates how these exegetical and theological studies would reframe
contemporary questions about aliens:
The justification of the laws on behalf of the rg with religious
arguments (Deut 24,17-22 for instance), represents the transition from
kinship to ethos as foundation for the protection of the personae miserae in
Israel. This is an important development in the laws of the Old
Testament because solidarity based on genealogical principles, rules out
the possibility of solidarity with the rg. (47)
These laws did not distinguish between persons on the basis of ethnicity. When Kidd
draws conclusions from his study, he says that distinctive focus on the alien in
Israelite legal tradition has “no parallel” in legal material outside Israel (113). MartinAchard says no observable difference existed between the Israelite and the alien in
everyday life (“rwg” 308).
These studies show that the alien in Israelite society was subject to the same
basis for exclusion that could apply to Israel. In addition, a very remarkable vision
appears in Israelite law that called for Israel to include the alien, to consider their own
status before God as an alien, and to allow their past historical experience to guide
their present behavior toward aliens in their communities.
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Nations/Gentiles. The term nation occurs 554 times, and the plural form is
the most common in the Old Testament occuring around 432 times (cf. Hulst 899).
This review of literature focuses on the plural form since these instances reflect
Israel’s way of looking at their neighbors. A. R. Hulst documents heavy
concentrations of the plural in Deuteronomy, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the
Psalms (898-99).
The Law projects the ideal of Israel as following God, not following the
nations (Clements and Botterweck 431-33). The prophets echo these warnings but
also anticipate a future day when the nations will be subservient to Israel (for the
prophetic exclusion, see Flynn 13-16 on Jeremiah and Ezekiel). Louis Stulman says
that both of these emphases are present in the book of Jeremiah (65-86). In spite of
these warnings, Ronald E. Clements and G. Johannes Botterweck argue that this term
never took on such a negative connotation that it means “heathen nations” (432).
The following discussion supports their contention.
For example, the first mention of the nations is in Genesis 10 in the Table of
Nations. As part of the larger primeval history, Genesis 10 (Ross, “Studies, Pt 3”;
“Studies, Pt 2”; Merrill) shows that Israel’s God is concerned for the whole creation
(Birch, Brueggemann, Fretheim, and Petersen 45). The interest in the nations
appeared again in Genesis 26:4. The divine promise to Abraham in Genesis 12:3 is
repeated in 26:4 with a significant variation. Instead of all the families of the earth,
the promise is to all the nations of the earth. So the universal concern of Israel’s God
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appeared again. Hans Walter Wolff argues that the blessing of the nations is a major
motif in the J account of Israel’s history (131-58).
Hulst briefly outlines three basic uses of nations (916-18; also “Gentiles”;
“Heathens”). First, the nations are the context where Israel lived out its existence as a
nation. Hulst suggests that the statements that God is king of the nations fit this
category. Second, the nations indicated foreigners who live outside of Israel as
contrasted with foreigners who pass through and aliens who live among Israel. Often
this nuance occurred where the animosity between nations is either implicit or explicit
in the context (Clements and Botterweck 431). Third, the nations were commonly
distinguished by their religious differences (cf. Clements and Botterweck 431). These
nuances are not mutually exclusive and can, at times, overlap. The context around
these references often makes clear what specific nuance or nuances are operative.
Building on this last point, Duane L. Christensen discusses several ways the
hostility between Israel and other nations appear in the Old Testament. He discusses
holy war, paradigmatic enemies such as Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, the seven enemies in
Deuteronomy, and the oracles against foreign nations in the prophets. In addition,
Christensen outlines the conflicts between Israel and other nations in historical books
(1037-44). Then, Christensen moves to consider the role of the nations in prophetic
and apocalyptic traditions (1044-47). These traditions surface a major issue associated
about the nations in the literature.
The major issue raised by the prophetic books is to what extent the Old
Testament is nationalistic and/or universalistic (Brett, “Nationalism”; Levenson;
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Blank; Martens). As noted previously, the worldview present in the Old Testament is
a view from the Israelite perspective looking out. The debate is if, or to what extent, a
universalistic view occurs where texts imagine that these other nations will one day be
included in Israel or share in Israel’s blessings (D. Christensen 1037; Hulst 917-18).
Older studies tend to see the nations and foreigners as non-Israelites so they
conclude that universalism is widespread (Mays; Halas).
By contrast, recent studies by D. E. Hollenberg and J. Severino Croatto
question the older opinion. They argue that the nations or foreigners mentioned in
later Old Testament texts are Israelites from the defunct nation of Israel or Jewish
people who did not return from the exile with the early waves after the Persians
conquered the Babylonians (see Grisanti 45-50 and R. Watts 482-85 for a survey of
the history of the discussion). The evidence for the suggestion is an explicit reference
in 2 Chronicles 15:9. If these arguments are correct, then the basis for finding
universalism in the Old Testament is significantly weakened.
In contrast to Hollenberg and Croatto, other scholars believe that while some
passages may, or even do, refer to returning Israelites, all do not. Two crucial
passages in this discussion are Isaiah 56:1-9 and 49:6; a great deal of this discussion
revolves around Isaiah 40-66. For example, Blenkinsopp argues that 40-66 should be
divided into 40-47, 48-55, and 55-66. He does not find any universal passages in 4047 but sees a developing universalism in references to the nations in 48-55 that is
expanded in 55-66 (“Second Isaiah”). Joel S. Kaminsky and Anne Stewart make a
very similar argument. They see universalism is present in Isaiah 40-66 not just by
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specific terms but also the overall thematic contents of election and exaltation of
Israel’s God.
In addition to these studies, W. A. M. Beuken has traced the main themes of
Isaiah 40-66. He highlights the development of a significant theme, the servant of the
Lord in 40-55. In 56-66 the servant becomes the servants of the Lord. He believes
that the servant/servants theme is the central component of the section. Beuken
argues that the role of the servant/servants is a “universalistic interpretation of the
servants of YHWH, which the prologue has announced (56.6f.), is realized here …”
(74). His discussion supports the presence of universalism in connection with the
major thematic topic of Isaiah 40-66.
The universalism of Isaiah, specifically, and the larger Old Testament,
generally, is not limited to one particular term. Even Roman Halas who represents
the older, more expansive view does not make his case solely on the occurrences of
one word. He maintains that a thematic emphasis about a reign of universal joy is
present (163).
At the end of the day, whether the specific term nations appeared in
universalistic contexts or not may be moot. Even Hollenberg says universal passages
exist in the Old Testament (30). Furthermore, a passage such as Isaiah 2:1-4 or 19:1825 must be tortured to make them deny a future day when other nations will join
Israel in the worship and service to Israel’s God. Anna L. Grant-Henderson has
recently published a study of Old Testament universalism, and she offers several
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passages as concrete examples. In addition to Isaiah 56-66, she sees Ruth and Jonah
as examples of a universalistic outlook (1-108; Mays).
The universal vision present in the prophetic books appears in the Psalms as
well. The Psalms also anticipate a time when God, the Creator of the whole world,
will be recognized not just by Israel but by all nations. For this reason, both HansJoachim Kraus (16, 23, 30, 32, 199-200) and W. Dennis Tucker, Jr. (590-91) like Hulst
mentioned earlier, see a connection between the motif of God as king over all
creation and the descriptions of both his judging and saving the nations.
A challenge of this discussion of universalism is that the Old Testament
anticipation is ambiguous. First, the ambiguity arises from the juxtaposition of
passages anticipating domination with the contrasting passages of ingathering. These
differing visions are never reconciled.
Second, these passages leave lots of questions unanswered. For example,
absence of an overt mission in the Old Testament is mystifying when compared with
the pervasive mission in the New Testament. As Craig Ott and Stephen J. Strauss
argue in a recent work on theology of mission, the mission in the Old Testament is
passive or centrifugal. The New Testament mission is pervasive and centripetal in
extent (3-54; Grisanti; R. Watts).
How these nations come to share in Israel’s blessings is never explained. The
nations could come to Israel or Israel would draw them. These nations will gain this
recognition through Israel. The way this recognition occurs is left open-ended.
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Both terms alien and nations show two of the same uses throughout the Old
Testament. Foreigners and nations can threaten Israel because they become
temptations for Israel to abandon the worship of God. At the same time, if Israel
fulfills its purpose and the covenant that God made with her, Israel will mediate
God’s love and will to others. In later literature, a future day of ingathering is
anticipated by the prophets. Representative stories where both exclusion and embrace
appear show how some of these perspectives appear in the narrative of Israel’s
history.
Representative Stories
The important terms about outsiders are not the only way that Old Testament
material presents a view of outsiders. Many stories show both embrace and exclusion
of outsiders.
Stories of exclusion. Shawn W. Flynn succinctly summarizes the opinion that
many have of the Old Testament’s view of outsiders. He says, “Traditionally, and too
generally, the Hebrew Bible has been viewed as an exclusive text in which the attitude
towards the Other is one of disgust and violence” (5). Jeremy Cott has gone so far as
to argue that a doctrine of election leads to genocide. Two recent interpreters have
used very loaded terms such as racism (Dor 31) and xenophobia (Douglas 8) to
describe the marriage policies of Ezra and Nehemiah.
Stories that show Israel excluding others in very dramatic ways do exist. Two
examples are considered here: the practice of the ban or Holy War and the marriage
policies of Ezra and Nehemiah. The ban, or Holy War, is a very troubling practice as
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Christopher J. H. Wright notes in his discussion of Old Testament ethics (Old
Testament Ethics 272; see Conrad 73). In specific instances, Israel was to kill not just
the combatants but to kill all living things, both humans and animals (for references
see Koehler and Baumgartner 3233). At least implicitly, this problem is addressed in
several texts that indicate these nations are not simply displaced so Israel can possess
the land but because their practices are significantly evil (see Gen. 12:6; 15:16). God
warned Israel not to replicate the sins of the people who lived in Canaan (Exod.
23:23-24). The reasons for this displacement were overtly religious, not ethnic (cf.
Felder).
C. Wright suggests several perspectives that should be brought to bear on this
very thorny problem. First, annihilation is not the only way that God commanded
Israel to relate to other nations. Even in cases of war, God did not command Israel
to practice the ban toward everyone. In addition, God explicitly told Israel not to
engage certain nations in some instances. Second, he notes that Israel displaced these
nations as a judgment against them for both moral and religious failures. Third, God
judged Israel when they did the same things. C. Wright discusses larger ethical and
moral issues, but these observations show that in the context of the Old Testament,
the ban was not just a kind of bigotry but was a set of overtly religious perspectives
(Old Testament Ethics 472-80).
In addition to the problem of the ban, Ezra (Ezra 9-10) and Nehemiah (Neh.
13:23-27) address the problem of mixing with foreigners through marriage. Both
these accounts are as problematic as the exclusion present in the Holy War stories
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and have generated large amounts of scholarly discussion (in addition to A. Brown;
Dor; Bedford; Smith-Christopher; Esler).
Lawrence M. Wills is an example of the discussion. Wills considers how
biblical materials construct the we and the other using the modern categories of
psychology, anthropology, and philosophy (1-19). He gives extensive discussion to
the exclusion stories in Ezra and Nehemiah (53-86). In his conclusion he says, “The
focus of this study might be seen as negative—and it is” (214). His overall conclusion
is that Ezra and Nehemiah are bigots.
Not all scholars see these narratives so negatively. Daniel L. SmithChristopher suggests that modern interpreters must see these passages not in terms
of contemporary sensibilities but must consider the perspective of a minority
community that sees its existence under serious threat (123). While this insight is
helpful, it may not go to the root of the interpretative challenge.
Mary Douglas illustrates the problem: “Even though idolatry was ostensibly
the whole point of the exercise, there is no sign that he made any investigation into
their religious practice” (13). Douglas and Smith-Christopher offer modern
sociological and anthropological explanations that seem to block out theological or
religious motivations.
A. Philip Brown, II highlights the overt religious nature of these passages in
Ezra and Nehemiah. First, he argues that holiness is an overriding concern in these
books. Second, abominations is an overtly theological term and can include more
than just sexual issues. Often the term indicates idolatry and related practices. An
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explanation that is deaf to these religious motivations may struggle to see these texts
fairly.
Stories of inclusion. The book of Ruth and the story of Elisha and the
raiders from Aram provide two examples of inclusion or embrace. Both show Israel
treating outsiders with hospitality as mandated by the Torah. The book of Ruth is a
very fetching story of how an outsider came to be an ancestor of Israel’s most
famous king, David (Linafelt 117-29). Ruth is often seen in scholarly literature as a
quintessential example of inclusiveness or universalism. Frequently, this book is seen
as a response to the exclusion found in Ezra, Nehemiah, and Ezekiel (Siquans 443,
449; Blenkinsopp, “Second Isaiah” 96-97).
Agnethe Siquans addresses this problem of Ruth’s status as both foreigner and
Moabite (see Deut. 23:3-6). She suggests that the normally male legal status of an
alien is transferred to Ruth by linking legislation in Deuteronomy about the wife of
the dead and Levirate marriage in 25:5 to legislation about the alien (cf. Ruth 1:1-3),
the poor, and widows. As a result, Ruth was accepted by combining these legal
categories to go beyond the legislation that would normally prevent Ruth from being
included. Siquans further argues that the indications in the text of Ruth’s pledge of
loyalty to Israel’s God furthers this acceptance. She is not a threat because she
worshipped Israel’s God (443-52). Another recent interpreter, Michael S. Moore, sees
this story in a larger framework of blessings of foreigners and he links that with the
promise in Genesis 12:3. In addition, he sees Ruth as part of a larger Old Testament
stream about pious foreigners (203-17; on the inclusion of pious foreigners, see
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Spina, Faith of the Outsider 52-93, 117-36). Consequently, on different bases, both
Siquans and Moore see the inclusion as a prominent theme in the book of Ruth.
Several stories in the Elisha cycle include interactions with foreigners (2 Kings
2-8; cf. 1 Kings 19:16-17; 20-23). In addition to the significant story for this study (2
Kings 6:8-23), another example is the encounter with Namaan (2 Kings 5:1-19). Both
show Elisha interacting positively with foreigners. The literature on this story
highlights its remarkable character and surprising conclusion (LaBarbera 639; Nelson
298-99). When Elisha has the upper hand. Richard D. Nelson describes his response
as “a gracious banquet,… not an execution” (299). Nelson’s comment highlights the
story’s powerful example of inclusion.
While commenting on another interaction with foreigners (2 Kings 4:8-36), T.
R. Hobbs comments on the practice of hospitality that is present in both stories.
These comments aptly sum up this present incident. Hobbs says, “[T]he purpose of
hospitality is to transform the hostile stranger, a potential threat, into a guest.… In
summary, then, the function of hospitality in the Mediterranean world is to transform
a potentially hostile stranger into a guest” (94). Elisha’s directions offer a powerful
prophetic alternative to the more usual war and annihilation of enemies (LaBarbera
639-45, 651).
This story of Elisha and the raiders from Aram is an apt conclusion to the
discussion of outsiders in the Old Testament. Along with the inclusion required by
Israelite law, the story of Ruth, and the prophetic vision of Isaiah 56, the story
showed that Israel did practice hospitality to outsiders. These examples of embrace
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anticipate the expansion of hospitality and inclusion that will appear in the New
Testament.
The New Testament View of Outsider
The view of the outsider appears in the New Testament using terms that are
dependent on those just discussed from the Old Testament as well as new ones. The
discussion considers the alien/foreigner, stranger, those outside, and the Gentiles.
The Old Testament background sketched within this literature review is important,
and since the New Testament is in a different language, the Greco-Roman linguistic
and social context is important as well. To understand how people are either included
or excluded, representative narratives and epistolary examples will receive attention as
well.
Terms
Several terms that appear in the New Testament are related to significant
terms found in the Old Testament. The phrase those outside is a new way to refer to
outsiders.
Alien. Two word groups reflect the alien or one who stays outside their own
country (pa,roikoj four times; paroike,w two times; paroiki,a two times; παρεπίδημος
three times; BibleWorks). These terms in the New Testament reflect back on the term
alien in the Old Testament where the word group occurs more often (Meyer, Schmidt,
and Schmidt 841-48). The two word groups occur together in 1 Peter 2:11
(παροίκους καὶ παρεπιδήμους); this pairing of these two different terms shows they
are closely related in meaning. According to Fredrick W. Danker, Walter Bauer, W. F.
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Ardnt, and F. W. Gingrich, these words occur with both literal (Luke 24:18) and
figurative meanings (779-809, 775). The figurative meaning builds on the Old
Testament experience of the Patriarchs and Israel. At the same time, the word group
in the New Testament is never used for outsiders negatively as it was in the Old
Testament.
Paul, Peter, and the writer of Hebrews appropriate this terminology and apply
it to their audiences. The author of Hebrews also reconfigures this Old Testament
concept so that his readers are conceived as aliens on their way to the eschatological
rest. As a result, their current identity is “strangers and foreigners on the earth” (Heb.
11:13; cf. 11:9; Grundmann 65). Peter identified his audience as chosen aliens (1 Pet.
1:1). In 2:11, he instructed them to avoid fleshly lusts (Grundmann 65). Hans
Bietnhard and F. S. Rothenberg comment as follows:
Because their true home is in heaven (cf. Phil 3:20), God’s election has
drawn them out of their natural relations. They now live on earth as
exiles. This call and vocation gives rise to the warning to abstain from
the lusts of the flesh (1 Pet. 2:22). They are to live according to the
decrees and laws of their true homeland. (“Foreign” 690)
These Christians identify with Israel’s existence as aliens and so were separated from
whatever former identity they possessed (Danker, Bauer, Ardnt, and Gingrich 775).
John H. Elliott argues that this imagery dominates the contents of 1 Peter (1-295).
Even if Elliott’s position is exaggerated because the book is concerned with behavior
(1 Pet. 1:13-3:12) and suffering (3:13-4:19), he does demonstrate the significant place
of these terms. Paul not only appropriated this terminology for Christians, Paul
applied it to Gentiles who now are part of the family of God (Eph. 2:19).
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Consequently, while this terminology has significant links to Old Testament usage, it
also is used in new and distinctive ways (Bietenhard and Rothenberg, “Foreign” 1:
691; Meyer, Schmidt, and Schmidt 5: 851).
Strange. The next group of terms (xe,noj fourteen times; xeni,a two times;
xeni,zw ten times; xenodoce,w one time; filoxeni,a two times; filo,xenoj three times;
BibleWorks) also have limited connections to the Old Testament terminology but
break new ground like the previous word group. Strange can occur to describe what
is religiously different (Heb. 13:9) or simply what is strange from the point of view of
the speaker (Acts 17:18, 21; 1 Pet. 4:12). The most important use of this word group
is the words refer to hospitality.
Both Bietenhard and Rothenberg (“Foreign” 686-87) and Gustav Stählin (3-8)
each give a history of how strangers were perceived. First, in primitive societies the
stranger was considered a threat and often killed. Later, the stranger became a
messenger of the gods, so the concept of hospitality developed as the proper way to
treat a stranger. The Greeks took this idea seriously, and, as a result, hospitality was a
sign of civilization and culture. Laws about strangers were similar to those discussed
concerning Israel’s law. Zeus, like Israel’s God, was the protector of the stranger.
Strange religions and practices, however, were often considered threatening, but
some foreign religions were accepted into Greek society. This cultural practice is a
stark contrast with Israel since foreign religions are always false in Mosaic law. A
similar development occurred also in Roman society. At the same time, the
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hospitality that was prized in the Ancient Near East also was recognized as a virtue in
Greece and Rome as early Christians spread there.
Like the surrounding culture, hospitality was a virtue for early Christians.
Christine D. Pohl says that Jesus taught, practiced, and even received hospitality (5,
20-23, 30-31). Paul taught and received hospitality as well (Bietenhard and
Rothenberg, “Foreign” 689). The foundation for the Christian practice is Matthew 25
and Luke 14 (Pohl 20). John Koenig also sees hospitality as a fundamental New
Testament topic. The pervasive nature of this topic has provided a foundation for
works such as these by Pohl and Koenig who sketch the biblical foundations and
illustrate how this material can function in contemporary contexts. Both these writers
conclude that the contemporary church must try harder to see its mission as reaching
out to strangers. Thomas W. Ogletree goes so far as to use hospitality as an image to
explain all of Christian ethics. Like other philosophers (cf. Scruton 481-95), Ogletree
uses hospitality as a lens for all Christian ethics.
Gentile. Just as the term alien was the most important single term in the Old
Testament, the term Gentile is the most important in the New Testament (ἔθνος 162
times; ἐθνικός five times; BibleWorks). Studies show a continuity with the usage in
New Testament and Old Testament usage. Danker, Bauer, Ardnt, and Gingrich
outline three uses of the term. The first two are a neutral use for a group united by
various characteristics and groups who do not believe in Israel’s God (276-77). These
two meanings are shared with the Old Testament. Georg Bertram and Karl Ludwig
Schmidt shows the continuity with Old Testament usage: “Of some 160 instances in
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the NT, about 60 are quoted from the OT, and there are many other more or less
clear reminiscences or echoes” (369). In most cases, the nations are contrasted with
both Jews and Christians (Bietenhard and Rothenberg, “People” 2:793); the nations
do not know God and live in ways contrary to Israel’s law or the gospel message.
This kind of negative usage appears in the Gospels (McKnight, “Gentiles” 260), in
Paul (de Lacey 335), and other New Testament books such as 1 Peter (McKnight,
“Gentiles, Gentile Mission” 388), and Revelation (Du Preez 49).
In light of the Old Testament’s largely negative usage of this term and the
neutral meaning just sketched, the third meaning in the New Testament is surprising.
A Gentile may be a Christian; a Gentile Christian is neither neutral nor negative
(Danker, Bauer, Ardnt, and Gingrich 277). Recent literature has discussed this new
development extensively. The discussions revolve around several topics: Jesus and
the Gentiles, especially in Matthew; Paul and the Gentiles; and, 1 Peter. The
following discussion engages the literature around each of these topics.
Scot McKnight outlines the major issues for the Gospels. First, Jewish beliefs
about Gentiles included both acceptance and exclusion. In particular, McKnight says
that past literature believed an aggressive Gentile mission occurred. McKnight and
others he cites now deny this belief. Second, Jesus shared beliefs with the Jewish
environment, especially that Gentiles are sinners. At the same time, Jesus differed
from his surroundings because he rejected the Jewish belief that Gentiles were
doomed to punishment. In addition, while Jesus did not extensively engage in a
mission to Gentiles, he did anticipate one by his disciples. McKnight discusses at
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length a wide range of scholarly views on this topic; these views range from a
rejection that Jesus anticipated any Gentile mission to the mission being a natural
outgrowth of Jesus’ ministry to McKnight’s position. To support his own position,
McKnight briefly discusses the role of the Gentiles in each Gospel and shows that
both by example and teaching Jesus did believe his message that God’s coming
kingdom would be offered to Gentiles. A key verse in this discussion is Matthew 8:11
(“Gentiles” 259-64).
Studies on Matthew, in particular, support McKnight’s discussion in two
important details. First, some scholars deny Jesus anticipated a mission to the
Gentiles. Lloyd Gaston argues that Matthew’s emphasis on acceptance of Gentiles
does not lie in the ministry of Jesus but is a reflection of Matthew and his
community’s later situation. Douglas R. A. Hare and Daniel J. Harrington see the
situation for Matthew’s church as a largely Gentile church with a Jewish synagogue
across the street; Hare and Harrington argue that no contact across that street occurs
(34). Second, this last position does not seem to make the best sense of the Gospel
material. J. Julius Scott, Jr. holds a position much closer to McKnight’s that while
Jesus did not engage in any extensive Gentile mission, Jesus did anticipate a later
mission by his disciples and did have limited contact with Gentiles (161-69).
If Jesus did not engage in a Gentile mission, the Gentile mission described in
Acts and Paul’s letters requires an explanation. In a separate discussion, McKnight
surveys four possible motivations: Jewish missionary action, Jesus, social
circumstances, and divine providence. In his two articles, McKnight rejects
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proselytizing and Jesus, himself, even though he believes Jesus is a factor. McKnight
believes that the sociological circumstances are also a factor, but they do not explain
the overall mission. He believes the primary motivation is divine activity behind the
scenes. In Acts, the major cause behind the mission to Gentiles is the Holy Spirit and
the mission by Paul. Both arise due to God’s activity (“Gentiles, Gentile Mission”
388-91). Other scholars such as Ott and Strauss also believe that the Gospels show
Jesus engaging with Gentiles and teaching that Gentiles would be offered the
message of the kingdom (32-41).
Whatever conclusion one reaches about Jewish practices or Jesus’ practice and
teaching, no doubt exists that Acts and Paul’s letters portray a mission to the Gentiles
(de Lacy; McKnight, “Gentiles, Gentile Mission” 391). The gospel that began in a
Jewish cradle quickly moved out not just geographically but also ethnically into the
larger Greco-Roman World (on acceptance in Acts see Balch 415-23).
In addition, both Acts and Paul’s own letters show that Paul saw himself as
the Apostle to the Gentiles. Recent studies discuss what motivations and
justifications drove Paul; various reasons are put forward. James C. Miller and
Matthew V. Novenson in separate studies believe that Paul in Romans 15:9-12
betrayed his conviction that Old Testament texts justified the evangelism of Gentiles.
Based on these texts, Paul saw the Gentile mission as the fulfillment of God’s
covenant with Abraham and as the realization of Israel’s eschatological hopes.
Novenson further says that when Paul designated Jesus as the Christ or anointed one,
the designation would include a belief that the nations would become subservient to
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the Christ. From a different point of view, J. Christian Becker argues that Paul saw
Jeremiah, the prophet to the nations, as a model for his own apostolic call (10). As a
result, Miller, Novensen, and Becker see a significant Old Testament influence in
Paul’s understanding of his ministry to the Gentiles.
Douglas R. de Lacey suggests other motivations than the Old Testament.
Paul’s discussion in Galatians showed a new perspective in the church’s image,
namely, that Gentiles were now part of the people of God. Paul claimed that he
received this understanding by revelation. Consequently, Paul said that the Torah
observance was no longer the basis of acceptance. Paul’s former practice of
persecuting Christians must have been based to some extent on Deuteronomy 27:26.
His acceptance of Jesus as the Messiah required seeing the Law and Israel in a new
light. Furthermore, de Lacey suggests that Paul’s experience with Gentile Christians
showed him the validity of this understanding (338-39).
All these possible explanations are examples of the revaluation of Paul’s
motives in light of the new perspective on Paul (Dunn 183-214; Byrne 245-47).
Terrance L. Donaldson traces how the new perspective on Paul has required Paul’s
mission and apostleship to the Gentiles be reconsidered. Earlier scholars saw Paul as
leaving an ethnically specific religion for a universal one. Since the new perspective
denies this view, a new explanation must be sought (3-78). Like de Lacey, Donaldson
argues that Paul’s experience near Damascus resulted in a significant reconfiguration
of Paul’s worldview, so he undertook his mission to the Gentiles under divine
compulsion (293-307).
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In the New Testament, as in the Old Testament, the Gentiles appear in
contexts where they are excluded from the people of God as unbelieving and
disobedient. At the same time, they are the object of God’s concern and are
candidates for the people of God. The limited inclusion in the people of God in the
Old Testament is expanded significantly in the New Testament. Paul plays an
instrumental role in taking the gospel to the Gentiles so that this new situation
emerges.
Those outside. The next linguistic unit is the phrase those who are outside (ta
e;xw). General linguistic studies such as those by Johannes Behm and Rolf
Peppermüller show that the phrase can function as the term Gentiles and can be used
of those that are negatively portrayed because they are outside the faith community
(Mark 4:11; 1 Cor. 5:12; Rev. 22:15; Danker, Bauer, Ardnt, and Gingrich 354). Those
outside the community must be avoided. At the same time, they are the object of the
community’s interest. The importance of the interest in outsiders is pursued in
studies such as those of Victor Paul Furnish (“Inside Looking Out;” “Uncommon
Love”) and David G. Horrell. Both Furnish and Horrell consider not only this
specific phrase but also investigate related texts using phrases such as the rest and to all
to provide a broad basis for their discussions.
Horrell describes the context of these references in Paul’s work. Paul was
overwhelmingly focused on issues relating to the function of Christian communities.
As a result, studies of Paul tend to neglect the few texts where Paul reflects on how
he wants the same communities to consider and behave toward outsiders (246). Both
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Furnish (“Inside Looking Out” 104-24; “Uncommon Love” 58-87) and Horrell (26167) consider similar texts (1 Thess. 3:12; 4:11-12; 5:15; 1 Cor. 10:32; 12-14; Gal. 6:10;
Col. 4:5). The motivation for the positive focus toward outsiders is remarkable. This
motivation is not simply defensive or evangelistic, but is presented as an appropriate
ethical obligation so that the ethics operative inside the community extend to those
outside as well (268). Such positive behaviors appear in some contexts where the
community is being persecuted or abused (265).
The conclusions of Furnish and Horrell are supported by other more specific
studies. Both Angelia Standhartinger (125-27) and Suzanne Watts Henderson (42728) believe that Paul’s statement about outsiders in Colossians 4:5 functions to guide
the whole household code. John M. G. Barclay sees a contrast between Paul’s call for
consideration of outsiders in 1 Thessalonians and Paul’s desire for his Corinthian
converts to distance themselves from the surrounding culture. Barclay’s discussion
demonstrates that Paul’s call for inclusion does not negate that his communities also
had to consider in what ways they excluded others.
Conclusions. All of this linguistic literature also shows the important
difference between the Old Testament view of outsiders and that found in the New
Testament. First, topics that were significant in the Old Testament such as war and
civil concerns where Israel had jurisdiction over foreigners living in their country
disappear in the New Testament. The contentious passages about marriage in Ezra
and Nehemiah appear in a very different light. Paul called for believers married to
unbelievers to continue unless the unbeliever was unwilling (1 Cor. 7:12-17).
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Linguistic literature shows a similar pattern to the Old Testament. Some terms
indicate discontinuity between the community of faith and others. The terms,
however, can appear in contexts where God’s people are required to have positive
interest and activity toward outsiders as well. These same two contrasting stances
appear in narratives and in the epistolary material, too.
Narratives and Epistolary Material
The point made by Furnish and Horrell specifically about Paul is applicable to
the rest of the New Testament. The overwhelming concern of the New Testament is
with boundaries for the church. Boundaries for the community of faith were a
contentious matter. Arland J. Hultgreen summarizes the boundaries that the New
Testament documents share as follows: belief in Israel’s God as Creator, Savior, and a
proper object of faith and love. This God sent Jesus who also should receive trust
and who makes salvation possible in spite of human sinfulness. Those who are saved
are to love others, live in community, and behave ethically as modeled in the life and
teachings of Jesus. These communities live in communion with other believing
communities spread throughout the world (86). These churches saw themselves
separate from the larger world around them. In spite of this separation, literature
shows how Jesus, Paul, and Peter were vitally concerned with who was considered an
outsider and about what attitudes and behaviors believers showed to those outside.
Jesus, sinners, and table fellowship. The gospel narratives show that Jesus
encountered opposition because he included people that his contemporaries
excluded. The Gospels portray Jesus with a trio of undesirable characters: sinners, tax
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collectors, and prostitutes (Mark 2:15; Matt. 21:31-32; D. Smith, “Table Fellowship”
303). Jesus’ embrace of sinners in the Gospels has been a significant focus of recent
literature. James D. G. Dunn and others argue these sinners are those unacceptable to
the Pharisees (6-7, 277). The New International Version has formalized this
understanding by putting sinners in quotation marks in many passages. E. P. Sanders
rejects this conclusion and argues the sinners are just that, sinners that Jesus
embraced even before they repented; this conclusion has been controversial (45, 443;
cf. Wilkins 758-59). Whoever these sinners were, Dennis E. Smith (“Table Fellowship
as a Literary Motiff”; “Table Fellowship”) and M. J. Wilkins indicate in their studies
of sinners in the Gospels that Jesus was embracing a group that others around him
wanted to exclude.
The overall impact of Jesus’ practice in the Gospels is indicated by Smith
(“Table Fellowship as a Literary Motiff”). While Smith’s study is focused on Luke, he
indicates the larger implications of Jesus’ practice of embracing sinners in fellowship
meals:
The meal imagery contributes a certain richness to this theme
(embracing sinners). The message is not one of simple evangelism, of
simple acknowledgment of the existence of outcasts, nor is it a message
that one is only to feed and clothe the needy. Rather, the table
fellowship imagery forces upon the theme a stronger meaning. For it is
fellowship of the most intimate kind that is envisioned here. The
richness of the meal imagery in popular culture and literature, whereby
sharing a meal meant sharing a relationship of a special kind, is here
applied to a definition of the Christian community. In essence, the
church is being challenged to take on itself the same scandal Jesus took
on himself: “He eats with tax collectors and sinners.” (638)
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Smith in his more general study draws parallels between Jesus and Paul; they both
include some that others exclude (“Table Fellowship” 302-03).
Romans. Like Jesus, Paul encountered opposition because of his acceptance
of Gentiles into his churches without requiring them to become Torah observant or
by becoming, in effect, ethnic Jews by circumcision and observing food laws (Dunn
129-82, esp. 148-59). Two places where these concerns surface is in the letters to the
Romans and the Ephesians. The church in Rome existed for a period of time as
largely Gentile because Claudius had expelled the Jews from Rome probably due to
unrest in the Jewish quarter between Jewish Christians and the larger Jewish
community that was still committed to traditional Jewish religion. Paul has a very
delicate task: to walk down the middle of this divided church and weld it back
together in light of his understanding of the gospel where differences between Jews
and Gentiles are obliterated in Christ (N. Wright, “Romans” 62-63). This
understanding shifts the weight of Paul’s argument from the traditional chapters 1-8
and sees the driving force of this letter in the imperatives of Romans 14:1 and 15:8:
Welcome one another as Christ has welcomed you. Just as Jesus’ embrace of sinners
Paul asked his contemporary Jews to embrace and reach out to outsiders. Paul
wanted to end both Jewish prejudice against Gentiles and Gentile prejudice against
Jews in the church.
Ephesians. In a similar way, Paul describes in Ephesians 2:11-21 the
alienation between Jews and Gentiles as obliterated by the cross of Christ. Paul began
by twice repeating the imperative remember in Ephesians 2:11-12. Verse 13 begins with
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a contrast that now in Christ, the far off have been brought near. Verses 14-20
resonate with the repetition of peace (2:14, 15, 16 [2x], 17) and one (14, 15, 16). As
noted earlier, verse 19 describes the transformation of Gentiles from strangers and
aliens to citizens and members of the household of God.
Two recent scholars see this material as described in the previous paragraph.
Andrew T. Lincoln and A. J. M. Wedderburn (79-83) see Ephesians as a letter of
congratulations (chapters 1-3) and a letter of advice (chapters 4-6). Lincoln and
Wedderburn link the specific description of God’s unifying love in 2:14-16 with the
advice given in 4:32-5:2 (153-54). Paul congratulated God on his plan to save
humanity so that both God and humans are reconciled. Also, humans are reconciled
to each other as well in the church. The ethical directions in chapters 4-6 give a
concrete description of how the love of God that Paul prayed about would live in the
church (3:14-20). To achieve this unity, the church is given the gifts of leadership
(4:1-16) and a vivid description of ethics that destroy and enhance community (4:175:20). Paul then describes specifically the kind of household that provides the context
for this worshipping community (5:20-6:9). Benjamin H. Dunning describes the
discussion in chapter 2 in detail and comes to similar conclusions as Lincoln and
Wedderburn. Ephesians 2 shows Paul’s expansive view of the church where Jews and
Gentiles live in and live out God’s redeeming love in Christ.
1 Peter. Finally, not only does Peter use significant terms about outsiders, the
letter’s overall contents addresses the topic of outsiders, so the book is prominent in
recent literature beyond just linguistic materials (1:1, 17; 2:11-12; cf. 5:13). Peter (and
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Paul in the Pastorals [1 Tim. 2:10; 5:10, 25; 6:18; Tit. 2:7; 3:8, 14]) calls for good
works. William Cornelius van Unnik argues that good works means socially
responsible behavior that would lessen tensions with the larger society. The call to
engage in good works is consistent with the theme in the letter that Peter wanted his
audience to act in ways that allowed outsiders to see the appeal of the gospel (see 1
Pet. 1-2; Robarts 32-48).
Several recent studies support that 1 Peter is vitally interested in influencing its
audience in terms of their attitudes and behaviors with outsiders. McKnight discusses
the crucial role of 1 Peter 2:11-12 and its dual imperatives: abstain from bad conduct
and pursue positive conduct, including good works, that will lessen tensions and
favorably dispose outsiders toward these churches (“Gentiles, Gentile Mission” 38386). Earl J. Richard emphasizes that 1 Peter calls for honor to be shown to all (41718). A larger work that stresses the concern for outsiders in 1 Peter is by Bruce W.
Winter. Winter sees 1 Peter as an extension of the advice to exiles found in Jeremiah
29:1-9: seek the welfare of the city where God had sent them, and pray for that city
because the Israelites’ welfare is tied up with Babylon’s welfare. Winter stresses the
outwardly focused nature of the call to good works. The positive outward focus is
more remarkable because 1 Peter addressed a community that experienced suffering
at the hands of the larger society. In spite of this suffering, 1 Peter calls for its
audience to act positively toward outsiders (1-40).
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Conclusions from Discussion of New Testament View of Outsiders
This consideration of both linguistic materials and larger New Testament
views of outsiders yields several conclusions. First, the New Testament, like the Old,
shows an awareness of differences with the larger society due to the exclusive nature
of Christian faith. Second, some issues that are prominent in the Old Testament
discussion are either different or disappear from the New Testament. Third, in spite
of the goal of reenforcing Christian identity and group cohesion, the New Testament
calls for believers to relate positively to outsiders and to show the same ethical
attitudes and actions for outsiders as the gospel requires for insiders. Many of these
same concerns show up in contemporary theological reflection on the topic of
outsiders.
Theological Foundation
Recent literature shows a significant interest in the topic of insiders and
outsiders in Christian theology. Thomas R. Schreiner in his recent theology of the
New Testament indicates why:
In the pages of the NT it is made clear that God’s promises are
fulfilled, the end of the ages has come (1 Cor. 10:11), the new creation
has dawned, eternal life has arrived, and the new covenant is a
reality…[T]he NT continues the narrative begun in the OT. It picks up
the story of salvation from the OT, where God promised to bless the
whole world through Abraham and his descendants (Gen. 3:15; 12:1-3;
13:14-17; 15:4-5; 17:4-8, 19; 18:18-19; 22:17-18; 26:3-4; 28:14-15; 35:1213). (41)
If Schreiner has correctly described the expansive vision of Jesus’ preaching of the
kingdom of God, then God’s intention is to reach the whole world or to bring in all
outsiders into the kingdom of his dear son (Col. 1:13). In other words, God intends
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to make all outsiders insiders. The following discussion will show how Schreiner’s
contention is supported by theological studies, missional church literature, and
discussions of hospitality. This survey shows many connections with the biblical
material.
Contemporary theological reflection operates out of both a Trinitarian and
historical, redemptive framework. The Trinitarian framework sees the story in
Scripture as a movement of holy, redemptive love that enlarges the community of
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit by creating and sustaining the world (for the Restoration
perspective see Hicks 13-23; for the Wesleyan perspective see Seamands 9-30). This
world is the object of God’s redemptive love that shows itself in the historical action
where God acts both to create the world for communion with the Trinity and acts to
reclaim his lost and broken world in his historical, redemptive action.
Richard B. Hays (187-214; 291-312) and C. Wright (Walking in the Ways 1366) have described how Christians have developed their theological reflection based
on this Trinitarian, historical, redemptive vision. First, Christians look at biblical
materials in terms of commands, principles, narrative examples, and the symbolic
world. Then, these categories are considered in terms of four focal points of the
Scripture: creation, community, cross, and consummation. The categories follow the
contour of the historical redemptive vision: creation, rebellion; exodus, community;
cross, community, eschaton or consummation (Ryken and Longman 35-37; Fackre)
and the theological framework identified by Hays and C. Wright. The literature
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reviewed shows the breadth of theological categories that operate when considering
outsiders.
Two recent authors, Gerhard Lohfink and Miroslav Volf, discuss God’s
saving intentions and how others are viewed as a result of those intentions. Lohfink
focuses primarily on the biblical material and describes how this material functions
canonically to form the historical redemptive framework of Scripture. Volf brings
theological perspectives to bear on contemporary political theory. Both use the
categories identified by Hays and C. Wright. Lohfink’s fundamental point is why the
church is central to God’s intention. He begins by establishing the same point as
Schriener: God’s goal is the salvation of the entire world (21-26). God creates a city
so a concrete place to work out his saving intentions exists. The city echoes the
garden paradise and anticipates the future eschatological city (22-23). The Fall and the
emergence of sin show how community is destroyed by human rebellion (17).
Next, Lohfink argues that God’s intentions require a specific or real location
where these aims are lived out. Israel is that place (26-39). Israel functions as the
place where divided or scattered people can be gathered and, in turn, model gathering
for the world (50-120). Israel needs faith since they must go on an Exodus and they
need direction to form a community. Lohfink calls the Torah a “Social Project.” The
law is necessary since once they are liberated, they need direction to form a
community that can keep the two fundamental commandments, love God and love
the neighbor. The law and the subsequent history show that rather than forming this
community of love, Israel lives in rebellion of idolatry and failing to love what is
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different. Lohfink links Israel’s failures of community to the present day “pseudotolerance” with its hyped language of love and rejection of any form of discussion of
judgment. While Volf stresses the concrete exclusion of violence (13-16, 74-78),
Lohfink speaks about the use of propaganda by the media: “Our media drip morality
and attributions of guilt, but always claim at the same time to be displaying the most
enlightened tolerance and unlimited openness” (99). The church is affected by these
same trends according to Lohfink.
Like God gathered Israel, Lohfink moves to the ministry of Jesus and his
gathering of twelve disciples to represent the reconstituted people of God (121-201).
Lohfink argues that Jesus’ contemporaries rejected his teaching because Jesus brought
God near to their daily experience with his teaching and he embodied the kingdom of
God (136). Jesus’ primary way of talking about this nearness was his teaching and
practice of table fellowship with outcasts (173-84). Lohfink describes the table
fellowship as follows:
Part of the table manners in the reign of God is that there are no more
classes: all sit at the same table. Another part of those table manners is
that each first looks to see that the others have everything they need;
only then do they think of their own plates. (183)
God is making a new society where the other is an object of intense interest.
In his last major chapter, Lohfink links all of this discussion to the reality of
the church. The distinctive element of his discussion of the historical, redemptive
framework of Scripture is how closely he links the story of Israel and the church
using typology. Just as Israel went on an Exodus, the church is on an exodus that is
symbolized in both baptism, corresponding to crossing Jordan, and to the Lord’s
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Supper, corresponding to the Passover (203-309). In addition, another example of the
exodus is Aquila and Priscilla. To do the work of ministry, they go on an exodus from
Corinth to Ephesus to Rome and host the church (215). Assembly is a vital and
fundamental act that allows the church to exist. Assembly is so vital that the church
assembles even in the context of opposition (224-28). Lohfink points out that these
assemblies—like the narratives of the Old Testament—are not portrayed
idealistically. The community appears both in its glory and in its tragic humanity.
Lohfink, furthermore, says that this assembly is peculiar. Jesus renounced
normal family relations and only later did his family join the group (222).
Commenting on the story of the beloved disciple at the cross with Mary, Jesus’
mother, Lohfink sees this episode as a summary of the community work and message
of Jesus:
But there is something much more fundamental at work beyond that
[authorizing the tradition of beloved disciple]: Jesus is founding a new
family, that is, the basis on which people who have nothing at all to do
with one another can join together in unconditional solidarity. It is the
place where true reconciliation with God and one another becomes
possible. But people cannot create this possibility for themselves. It
must come from the cross. It had to be grounded in the death of Jesus.
(200)
This quotation is rooted in his larger discussion about how the church is to be an
assembly called by God; it is not an assembly based on human motivations or
achievements (199-201).
Next, Lohfink traces connections he sees between Jesus’ teaching and actions
and those of Paul. Lohfink stresses the role that Paul played in the gathering of the
Gentiles. For example, Lohfink grounds Paul’s discussion in Romans 9-11 to the
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gathering of the nation’s theme out of the Old Testament prophetic materials (24344).
Lohfink describes as well the theology of Ephesians at great length (282-92).
In contrast to the Stoic concept of the unity of the world as a body or the Roman
concept where unity rests on the peace achieved through the Roman Emperor, Paul
sees division between Jews and Gentiles as overcome through the body, the church,
and the person of the crucified Christ. Lohfink argues that the discussions of unity in
the world of Paul’s day witness to a longing for a universe (οἰκονομία) that was tied
together to make a different world possible. Paul used the same terms and longings to
root this achievement in a different conception. Lohfink describes this as follows:
It [the theology of Ephesians] is not the whole world that is an
ensouled body, but only the church. And what ensouls the church is …
the Holy Spirit who is given to it; that Spirit is clearly defined as the
Spirit of God The Father and of Jesus Christ. The Spirit unites the
church and builds it up.
The Lord of the world is not the Roman Emperor, but the
Crucified, to whom have been subjected all powers and dominions, not
by the boots of marching legions but by his defenseless love, which
causes the body of the church to grow ceaselessly toward him and into
the world. In this sense the church is the true place in the world where
peace exists and unity is created. (292)
Lohfink points out that the division the church had to overcome was the division
between Jews and Gentiles (293). He traces the animosity between Jews and
Christians and how it hinders God’s saving intentions. He later traces how a second
division is between Christianity and Judaism on one side, and Islam, on the other side
(295-96).
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Like Lohfink, Volf’s thought operates out of a clear historical redemptive
framework. Volf uses this theological understanding to offer a Christian political
theory and how it addresses the modern problems of exclusion, especially the most
heinous expression, ethnic cleansing. Volf’s work describes a Christian political
policy. Volf stresses theological reflection with special emphasis on a Trinitarian,
soteriological reading of specific texts. He argues, as well, that most political
discussions focus on social arrangements. By contrast, Volf focuses on social agents
who can live together in a healthy, nonviolent community (20-22). Volf situates his
treatment in terms of the philosophical categories of one and the many, and of
identity and the other (16-20). He believes that the future of humanity may rest on
finding some positive way to addresses these categories. He not only offers a
Christian vision, but he engages in several chapters with modern and postmodern
alternatives. He finds these lacking because his suggestions are rooted in his opening
contention that any Christian political option must begin with Jesus and the
crucifixion (57-165). He states his understanding as follows: “[T]he will to give ourselves
to others and “welcome” them, to readjust our identities to make space for them, is prior to any
judgment about others, except that of identifying them in their humanity” (original emphasis, 29).
He argues that Jesus sought not only to liberate the oppressed but to reconcile the
oppressors. Volf’s work is an extension of the vision of outsiders that the church
should have. Even though Volf’s work goes beyond the vision of the church, his
work is still applicable to the present discussion because to make this extension, he
must first describe the vision of outsiders that characterizes biblical and theological
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reflection on outsiders. Both his discussion of exclusion and embrace are important
for this study.
What separates humans is differentiation, exclusion, and judgment (Volf 6468). Differentiation is not negative; it is what God did in creation by bringing order to
chaos. Exclusion is evil and Volf argues that the result of sin is exclusion. Exclusion
operates through destruction, assimilation, and separation (72-79). While Volf does
not use this term often, he says that tribalism fuels exclusion in modern conflicts (19).
To remedy exclusion, a Christian political program must advocate a critical
stance toward culture illustrated in the biblical characters Abraham and Paul (Volf 3850). Second, modern conflicts are further fueled by the delusion of innocence that all
factions claim (79-85). Volf uses the story of Cain as a quintessential tale of how
humans relate (92-98).
To achieve embrace, Volf argues that two things are needed. First, a distance
from culture allows a vision that is not dominated by cultural limitations and sin.
Abraham and Paul are cited by Volf as models of those who leave their culture to
embrace faith in God. Second, Paul argued that he was a de-centered self so that
Jesus could be at the center of his life (Gal. 6:19-20). This new self is like Christ, open
to others (70-71).
Volf uses the story of the Prodigal son to illustrate how the gospel overcomes
exclusion. The father is the same father of abundance and welcome that Jesus taught
and practiced. The older brother is the voice of traditional morality that Volf says
contains a grain of truth. The father counters this voice by refusing to see the
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relationship in only moral terms; the father sees the possibilities of the future and the
reestablishment of a relationship (140-65). Both Lohfink and Volf see the goal of the
gospel as uniting people who would normally hate one another. The new community
is to imitate Jesus’ basic model shown in the cross, Jesus engaged in self-giving
donatation. Both demonstrate that a sustained attention to the redemptive historical
theological framework of Scripture show a significant interest in outsiders. In part
this interest is a result of the theological reality that God comes to his creation as an
other or outsider and yet condescends to live in community with humanity (Migliore
100). Jesus also is the pioneer who went outside the city and called his followers to be
pilgrims and outsiders, too (Heb. 13:12-13; Thielman 607-08).
A second set of literature on the topic of hospitality shows the need to
embrace outsiders. Hospitality is rarely mentioned in Scripture, but discussions of
hospitality as a Christian virtue argue that it is a pervasive concept in Christian
literature (see e.g., Pohl 16-35; for early primary documents and discussion see Oden).
In addition, these studies point out that hospitality is often operative within the
community, but it also at times refers to those outside (Oden 13-14). As Volf and
Lohfink consider similar material for different purposes, Koenig and Pohl address
hospitality to achieve different goals. Koenig focuses more on the biblical material.
Pohl summarizes biblical and theological reflection and surveys the history of
hospitality in the Christian tradition (36-58). She uses this material as a basis for her
primary concern of how the church should rediscover the practice of hospitality in
the present (61-195).
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Koenig discusses biblical teaching on hospitality in broad theological terms,
seeing Jesus, Paul, and Luke/Acts as holding several points in common. First, Koenig
begins with Jesus. Jesus did not use the term hospitality, but the concept underlies
everything Jesus taught and did in terms of the welcome of the kingdom based on the
abundance of God who can then welcome others. The welcome and abundance find
concrete expression in Jesus practice of table fellowship with outsiders and his
acceptance of marginal people, including women, those who were ill, and tax
collectors (15-51). Second, Paul and the author of Luke and Acts also place a
significant emphasis on meals (52-123). At times, Koenig may overreach the evidence
when he argues that the welcome that Paul urged in Romans should be interpreted in
terms of table fellowship (Rom. 14:1; 15:7). His suggestion is plausible, but Paul’s call
for welcome could be based on other categories such as faith. Paul could be saying to
welcome one another because of their common faith in the gospel. The meals and
other cooperation would then be a specific extension of this foundational reality.
Whatever may be the issue in Romans, both Paul and Luke/Acts show how the
gospel overcame barriers to unite groups that normally would show hostility toward
each other. Paul and Acts show the gospel overcoming ethnic tensions between Jews
and Gentiles. Koenig’s treatment of the Gospels is very significant because he argues
that hospitality is an operative assumption in everything that Jesus said and did. He
talks about how Jesus’ controlling terminology, the kingdom of God, is about God’s
abundance and welcome. Amy G. Oden agrees:
While we may look at hospitable practices of early Christianity and see
them as nothing more than good deeds, hospitality was not simply a
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matter of private virtue. It was embedded in a community and a sign of
God’s presence in that community, and so was an embodiment of a
biblical ethic. (16)
Hospitality may be a statistically rare concept in biblical literature, but it expresses
something fundamental about God’s universal saving intentions.
Pohl’s work differs from Koenig because of her extensive discussion of the
challenge of practicing hospitality in the present (see Koenig’s shorter discussion 12448). She does discuss biblical material (Pohl 16-35) and the Christian tradition (3658). Hospitality requires an undermining of normal social boundaries (61-84), and the
practice has temptations that Pohl takes seriously (127-49). She says that accepting
others will require significant reorientation, similar to Volf’s de-centering. In
particular, she talks about how churches are places that can offer hospitality. Then,
she offers this sobering caveat:
Churches have generally done better with offering food programs and
providing clothing closets than with welcoming into worship people
significantly different from their congregations. Because we are
unaware of the significance of our friendship and fellowship, our best
resources often remain inaccessible to strangers. But it is also the case
that building friendships across significant social differences can be
challenging. Churches have the material, social, and spiritual resources
to practice vibrant expressions of hospitality, yet the sad testimony
from a number of practitioners of hospitality is it the people they
welcome often do not find welcome in local churches. (160)
These words indicate the importance of the topic of hospitality for the specific topic
of this study. One other atypical aspect of Pohl’s work is that she does address the
reality of exclusion as part of Christian practice; Christians exclude those who hold
unacceptable beliefs or refuse to recognize important moral boundaries (80).
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Like Koenig and Pohl, Ogletree sees hospitality as a fundamental category for
Christian ethical reflection. His overall purpose is to discuss foundational issues for
Christian ethics using hospitality as his foundational lens (1-34). He does not try to
prove that hospitality is foundational but assumes it and then moves on to describe
the ramifications if hospitality becomes the primary lens for looking at Christian
ethics (35-63). Ogletree goes on to say that the philosophical category of the other
becomes the central ethical category:
Both in a theoretical and practical sense the “other,” the personal
other, presents the central theme for ethical understanding. Apart from
the “other” and the claims which she or he can make upon me,
“morality”—if one can call it—is but the shrewd management of life’s
exigencies in light of my more or less arbitrary personal preferences.
Whether it be refined and subtle and sophisticated, or careless and
thoughtless and unreflective, such morality finally boils down to
egotism, the assessment and utilization of all aspects of the world in
terms of my own purposes. It is the “other” addressing me who alone
can shake and call into question, my egoism, requiring me to take
account another center of meaning and valuation, another orientation
onto the world, in making my own decisions and in carrying out my
own actions.
Virtually all ethical perspectives of note in Western thought have
sought to take the “other” into account. Rarely, however, it is the
other’s call or appeal taken as a privileged instance which opens up the
original meaning of morality itself. (35)
Later in this same chapter, he says again that most Western ethics have tried to begin
with the individual, not with relationship, as central (39-45).
The second aspect of Olgetree’s work that is important for this study is his
discussion of ethics and eschatology. Like Volf, Olgetree says that Christian ethics
reorients the community’s vision away from natural tribal self-image based on racial
or economic categories. He further argues that Christian teachings about covenant
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keeping and forgiveness support a community that can overcome separateness (12749).
A third set of literature that shows the importance of theological reflection on
outsiders is missional church literature. A missional church is one that sees its
primary identity as carrying out the mission of God to save the entire world. Two
recent example are cited—Lesslie Newbigin and Alan Hirsch. Newbigin, like
Schreiner, stresses God’s universal saving intentions (17). Like Lohfink and Volf,
Newbigin operates out of a consciously Trinitarian worldview; he even says that this
view has become “inactive” in Christian thought (27-29). Like Koenig, he sees Jesus’
teaching about the kingdom of God as foundational (30-39). A major topic in
Newbigin’s work is election. Election does not negate God’s universal intentions
because the elect are commissioned to serve the universal saving work of God (1718). In addition, Newbigin criticizes a popular voice in the church that sees victory in
terms of eliminating all enemies and becoming the ruler of the world. Newbigin says
that this voice continues in spite of prophetic voices that contradict it and Jesus’
example of association with outcasts and the central claim of his work: forgiveness of
sins (49-50). To carry out this mission will require the proclamation of the kingdom, a
conviction of the presence of that kingdom and the power of the Holy Spirit.
Newbigin uses the conversion of Cornelius to illustrate these realities and to show
how the church, represented by Peter, must accept the new day of this work of
salvation (59-61). Later in the book, Newbigin discusses how contemporary Western
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views thwart God’s purpose (144-51). Like Volf, Newbigin insists that culture cannot
be allowed to trump the gospel and the mission.
Hirsch is far more focused on contemporary problems and their solutions. As
a result, his theology operates in the background for the most part. He does stress
that a missional theology rests on the theological understanding of the Trinity and
monotheism throughout the work. Monotheism is important because Hirsch sees it
as the answer to the problem of consumerism that he believes is handicapping the
church from its mission. In chapter 3, he gives attention to Christology especially in
terms of Christ as Lord and following him as discipleship. Hirsh’s use of these
theological topics appears in three ways.
First, throughout chapter 1, Hirsch is very negative on the attractional,
consumer model of church. That church attracts people and then provides services to
consume so that members will keep coming back. Second, like Newbigin and Volf,
Hirsch talks about how Western values such as the church as a convenience which to
him is the same thing as consumerism, “comfort,” “safety and security” (487) thwart
the acceptance of others. Others require work. Hirsch believes that in this
atmosphere, discipleship is lost and churches must raise their level of discipleship
demands in order to return to a missional stance. Furthermore, like Volf, Hirsch talks
about the importance of tribalism in separating people. He says that any missional
intentions must take this tribalism seriously as part of the landscape when the church
reaches out to outsiders (416). In addition, the institutionalism and Constantinian
vision of the church create an atmosphere where instead of going to outsiders, the
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church expects outsiders to come to the church. Hirsch argues that the contemporary
model of church used in the West is not workable for about sixty-five percent of
Americans and eighty-five percent of Australians (378-83; 404). Hirsch argues that all
churches in these cultures are competing over these very small groups and leaving
large parts of the population untouched. Furthermore, Hirsch lists that one of the
traits of a missional church is welcoming the stranger (835-36).
Second, Hirsch does have intriguing solutions to this problem. In Australia, he
says that churches are buying nightclubs and moving to bars and other public places
because that is where the people are (726). By operating in public places, mission is
moved center-stage. Whatever conclusion one reaches about Hirsch’s methods, his
discussion stresses moving the church, like Jesus did, out to where people are and to
engage people that might otherwise be outside the church’s circle of influence.
Third, to overcome the obstacles, Hirsch argues, and Pohl agrees, that the
church must abandon a settled existence and move to a pilgrim identity. He uses
Jesus as his example in chapter 3:
He hung out with “sinners,” and he frequented the bars/pubs of his
day (Matt. 11:19). He openly feasted, fasted, celebrated, prophesied,
and mourned in such a way as to make the kingdom of God accessible
and alluring to the average person. (1360)
Hirsch sees embracing the other as following Jesus and as means to recover the
missional identity of the church.
All of these studies stress the universal saving intentions of God and the need
for the church to reach out to others. Disagreements do exist. For example, Olgetree
argues that those who have been oppressed or are poor do not need to practice
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hospitality since they have not received it previously (5). Volf and Pohl (119-24)
disagree and argue that part of what will bring disparate groups together is to practice
this fundamental identity of God and his people. In spite of contrasting views, these
studies show a consistent call for the church to reach out to those whom their culture
or personal tastes might consider poor candidates for the gospel.
Breadth of Theological Interest
Three recent journals have devoted their entire contents to a discussion of
how Scripture envisions outsiders and how the contemporary church is challenged
about outsiders. The October 2004 issue of The Living Pulpit is devoted to the topic,
“The Ousider.” The October 2006 issue of Interpretation is entitled “Biblical
Perspectives on the ‘Other’” and the April 2008 issue considers “Who is My
Neighbor?” Not only are Christians interested in the topic, but Jewish interpreters
have considered it as well (Finkel; Schwartz).
The articles in The Living Pulpit show the different theological concerns that are
brought to bear on the topic of outsiders. Some articles reflect on biblical materials
such as Acts (Macchia) and Jesus as a model (Haughey), contemporary social issues
such as ethnicity (African reconciliation, see Akinade; Korean Christian integration
into America, see Kim), and economics (M. Christensen) appear. Several articles
address the church’s stance on homosexuality and call for different attitudes and
practices (Storey; Gaddy; Keenan).
Other studies show these same concerns. First, Amos Yong sees hospitality as
a fundamental Christian practice that allows Christians to interact with other religions
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positively. He explicitly makes this suggestion in light of 9/11 and other conflicts that
have religious differences as central concerns. Yong sees hospitality and
pneumatology as common ground that could provide a place for dialogue and sharing
between Christians and other faiths as an alternative to exclusion and violence. Like
Yong, Chris Kiesling and Lalsangkima Pachuau are interested in missiological
concerns but also discuss theological and psychological matters. They suggest that by
transforming how the other is perceived will lead to a change in how Christians deal
with others. Second, N. T. Wright stresses the importance of embracing the other as
an important ethical practice in a larger study of Christian ethics (After You Believe 24042). Third, Henri J. M. Nouwen sees reaching out to others who were different as a
significant part of spiritual formation (Nouwen, Christensen, and Laird 89-102).
Fourth, Fred Craddock has recently published a sermon on the practice of othering.
Craddock says othering is a fundamental way of thinking about the meaning of being a
Christian. Like Craddock, Rob Bell describes the failure of God’s people to embrace
others in line with the biblical and theological vision of Scripture. Bell uses the stories
of David and Solomon enslaving aliens. Bell contends that enslaving others is a
violation of the law and shows Israel acting like Egypt (22-49). These studies, like the
articles in The Living Pulpit, show a significant interest in what Christians believe, what
they practice toward outsiders, and how the redeemed community can fail to act
properly toward outsiders.
The two issues of Interpretation have similar concerns to The Living Pulpit, but
contrasts exist as well. First, Naim Ateek addresses the challenges of differing ethnic
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identities (cf. Sadler, “Can a Cushite”), and Samuel K. Roberts addresses how
Christian ethics toward others have been assessed negatively by Sigmund Freud, how
utilitarianism, duty ethics, and virtue ethics would compare and contrast with biblical
visions of the others, especially the Leviticus 19 call to love neighbor and Jesus’
appropriation of that text (on virtue ethics cf. N. Wright, After You Believe). Both
Ateek and Roberts, like the articles detailed from The Living Pulpit, are trying to tie
Christian ethics to contemporary problems in very direct ways by discussing how
these ethics address these problems.
Roberts also shows the contrast because the articles in The Living Pulpit when
they engaged these present situations do so from a broad biblical and theological
perspective. The articles in Interpretation, especially from 2008, focus almost
exclusively on how Leviticus 19 is interpreted (Kaminsky, “Loving One’s (Israelite)
Neighbor”) and how this passage sets up a significant theological trajectory that goes
through Jesus, Paul, and James (Sadler, “Guest Editorial”; Powery; Roberts; Ateek).
Furthermore, while these studies do address contemporary concerns, they primarily
are interested in understanding these biblical materials to explicate their meaning in
their biblical context.
The issue on “The Other” contains similar perspectives. Sadler (“Can a
Cushite”), Kristin M. Swenson on the Cain and Abel story, and Henderson on the
household code in Colossians show the emphasis on biblical interpretation. D. Mark
Davis raises the important question of how to interpret Paul’s extravagant statements
about God’s saving intentions (see also Boring). These biblical studies show is that
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the various texts the authors examine are all calling for their audiences to show care
(Swenson) and embrace others that they would ordinarily shun.
The same biblical concern appears in other literature as well. Two Old
Testament scholars discuss how Mosaic law was explicitly intended to produce a
community that othered well or was a good neighbor (Brueggemann, Covenanted Self 117; P. Miller 51-67). These studies along with the ones cited by Furnish (“Inside
Looking” 104-24; “Uncommon Love” 58-87) and Horrell (246-72) show that how
outsiders are viewed is a significant topic in contemporary theological discussions
encompassing both Testaments. These studies show the use of the kind of
theological reflection that Hays and C. Wright describe. In particular, they show the
principle in Leviticus 19, love one’s neighbor, is a central part of the discussion in
recent literature (Matt. 5:43; 19:19; 22:39; Mark 12:31, 33; Luke 11:17; Rom. 12:19;
13:9; Gal. 5:14; Jas. 2:8; also Brueggemann, Covenanted Self 78-9; P. Miller 29, 126).
As mentioned previously, most studies do not discuss the negative references
to outsiders. One exception to this trend is a study by Furnish who offers a
preliminary consideration of how Paul refers to outsiders and what attitudes or
behaviors Paul wanted from his churches toward outsiders. Furnish spends most of
his article talking about positive attitudes and actions. At the same time, Furnish says
Paul can use terms such as outsiders, others, and unbelievers to indicate his belief that
the church is distinct from the world. Paul recognizes two groups of people—
believers and unbelievers. He argues that Paul has a nuanced view of outsiders and
that applying simple dichotomies to Paul can be misleading (“Looking Inside Out”
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105; 123-24). Furnish makes clear that Paul wanted his community to remain separate
from the world and, at the same time, to cultivate positive relationships with those
outside.
Categories of Theological Reflection on Outsiders
Recent literature employs all categories of theological reflection to provide a
basis for the church in the present to understand the emphasis on outsiders. For
example, Eugene F. Rogers, Jr. considers the stranger as a blessing in terms of the
major focal points of Scripture, creation, and consummation and explicitly ties these
to a Trinitarian theological basis. Just as God exists in a holy community of love, God
calls believers to create a community that embraces outsiders (cf. Schwartz; Finkel).
Next, Rogers operates out of the symbolic world of Scripture that sin is a rejection of
God’s own attempt to include humans in his community of love and humans also
engage in sin when they refuse to embrace outsiders (265-83). Another very similar
study is by Charles H. H. Scobie who gives more of a biblical, theological treatment,
but he employs the same theological categories of creation, consummation (though
he uses the term eschatology), and soteriology or cross to use C. Wright’s category.
While Scobie’s treatment is more implicitly Trinitarian than Rogers’, a Trinitarian
perspective appears when Scobie follows the biblical narrative and discusses the roles
of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit in calling the community of God’s people to reach
out to outsiders (283-305).
Scobie’s article also raises another important theological issue. Like Scobie,
many of the studies presented in the sections about terms and narratives include both
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biblical discussion and theological reflection. These studies show that the topic of
outsiders appears in both rules or laws and principles. Some studies attempt to give a
canonical vision of these rules or principles (e.g., May; O’Mahoney; Ruppert;
Salvatierra). A prime example of both a biblical study and impressive theological
reflection is the article by Stählin and his discussion of hospitality (20-25). Stählin says
the basic motivation for hospitality is love, but he describes other motivations,
including charismatic, eschatological, metaphysical, and missionary ones. He has an
implicitly Trinitarian stance because he talks about Christ acting as a host just as God
did in the Old Testament, and his charismatic category is linked to the gifts of the
Holy Spirit (21). He speaks about community and the cross (soteriology) and
eschatology or consummation. His treatment includes rules, principles, stories, and
the symbolic world of Scripture.
Other important examples of this merging of biblical and theological
categories are recent discussions of creation in the Old Testament. For example, one
current Old Testament theological introduction emphasizes that the creation
theology of Genesis shows the universal concern of Israel’s God. The creation stories
demonstrate God’s interest in the whole world, that all humans share experience of
God in creation, and these chapters show God creates and has an interest in saving
the whole world, not just Israel (Birch, Bruggemann, Frethiem, and Petersen 44-45).
Bruce C. Birch, Walter Brueggemann, Terence E. Fretheim, and David L. Petersen
say, “Genesis 1-11 demonstrate that God’s purposes in redemption move beyond
Israel; they are universal in scope” (45). Brevard S. Childs cites the same concerns in
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the creation theology of the Old Testament in chapter 4 of his biblical theology:
universal interest (1,540-42). Childs further sees the universal interest not only in the
creation material but also in the wisdom tradition that also evidences a universal
interest (1,667-72). In chapter 6, Childs says the New Testament reflects the Old
Testament beliefs that God is both creator and Lord of the whole earth (5,303-09).
Both an individual and a group of Old Testament theologians see the creation
theology of Scripture, indicating that the doctrine of God as creator shows his
concern for all of humanity.
This theological reflection tends to be heavily focused on the call to inclusion
and contains very little about exclusion. Even Volf’s book on these topics talks about
how exclusion appears in contemporary culture rather than proper or even improper
boundaries for the church (57-98).
By contrast, Kiesling and Pachuau’s study does differ from the prevailing
trend of avoiding the discussion of exclusion. Their work includes missiological,
theological, and psychological perspectives to show how identity relates to
conciliatory existence. Their treatment is not only a significant discussion about both
inclusion and exclusion, but it can function as a very apt summary for this section.
The article considers the importance of conciliatory existence and suggests the
topic is usually considered as requiring forgiveness of past wrongs. While the authors
do not discount forgiveness, they believe that unless a shift occurs in the perception
of the other, forgiveness alone will not be adequate for conciliatory existence. A shift
in the perception of the other is essential.
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Kiesling and Pachuau give a concise summary of a Trinitarian, and historical,
redemptive view of salvation history (31-33). Humans find their true identity as
created in God’s image, their complimentary nature, and their ability, like God, to
create. As a result, people find their identity in relationships with God and others (3334). By contrast humans abandon their true identity first by seeking autonomy shown
by Adam who blames Eve and by Cain who rejects brotherhood and kills Abel. The
second way that humans marginalize others is by feeling they are favorites. The
authors point out that this distortion of election leads to self-centeredness. They
further say that minorities often adopt a negative self-identity because they internalize
the view of the majority, that the majority is favored and the minority is not (38-40).
Positive identity is destroyed and God’s intended community cannot exist (33-37).
The most important part of this article for the present topic is the authors’
explanation of how normal socialization leads to prejudice (Kiesling and Pachuau 3742). Kiesling and Pachuau appropriate the work of the psychologist Erik Erikson
who explained this socialization:
Prejudice originates from normative self-idealization. In other words,
the natural tendency of developing individuals, longing to belong, is to
hold membership in particular groups with which they hold identity.
These groups by nature inculcate identification among members by
expressing preferences, showing biases, requiring adherence to
particular standards, and holding ideological positions that provide
clarity to who they are. (38)
Erikson argues that those who do not measure up are inferior. Erikson sees religion
as part of this socialization process. Furthermore, Erikson states that in the present
mechanized world where people can do more and more without thinking as they age,
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their prejudices grow stronger because nothing challenges them and people tend to
react with agitation to anything requiring them to think new thoughts. While Erikson
recognizes that groups are necessary to identity formation, he hopes his work
motivates people to adopt a frontier mentality to offset the natural resistance and also
suggests that active love and care for others creates conciliatory existence (Kiesling
and Pachuau 41-42).
Kiesling and Pachuau offer several important critiques of Erikson’s position.
First, both biblical theology and psychology are aware of normal human propensities
to disunity and conflict. Both believe that humans can change. At the same time,
psychology argues that humans change by insight and reflection. Theological
reflection sees humans changing through divine intervention, especially through the
influence of the Holy Spirit. The authors conclude the article by considering the
example of spiritual transformation in the book of Acts as described in the
commentary of E. Stanley Jones. The church in Acts overcomes kinship or social
standing as the basis of identity, an inferior status for females, and distinctions of age,
social status, and race so that the mind and heart are changed and so that believers
are moved from self-assertion to humility as preeminent virtues (47-49). This article is
an apt summary because it shows a broad theological vision, gives a contemporary
analysis of the problem of community, and offers suggestions for how the problem
of others is addressed by the gospel and the redeemed community, the church.
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Conclusions to the Biblical and Theological Discussion
As just noted, the article by Kiesling and Pachuau follows very well with the
larger biblical and theological interest in the outsider in contemporary literature.
These conclusions can be summarized as follows:
 The significant interest in the outsider in biblical and theological literature
that reflects the interest in biblical terms and narratives through the Scriptures.
 The people of God are required to embrace outsiders in ways that show
the hospitality and love that the community is called to extend to its own members.
 The people of God are to remain distinct from outsiders, but these same
requirements are applied to the community itself. If individuals in the community of
God’s people either practice the habits of outsiders or fail to practice God’s will, they,
too, become outsiders.
 God’s intent is for the community to communicate his holy, saving will to
outsiders as a fundamental practice of the gospel.
 God’s eschatological vision is to draw all outsiders into the redeemed
community. No one is outside of God’s loving concern.
These important conclusions provide a broad understanding of a biblical and
theological view of outsiders as a foundation for analyzing the preaching of both the
historical church and the contemporary COC about outsiders.
Preaching Precedents
The acid test for any biblical or theological truth is what and how this truth is
mediated to Christians. The predominate way a Christian vision is propagated is
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through preaching. This section presents a sampling of how outsiders are viewed in
the preaching of the early, medieval, and Reformation church.
Sermons specifically on how Christians should view outsiders are not
common. Outsiders appear, but the appearance is indirect as part of larger
discussions. Especially for the Medieval period, sermons are not as readily available
for two reasons. Some extant sermons are not available in English translations
(Wenzel ix), and fortuitously, sermons from this era are scarce. Sermons from this
time period simply did not survive. Otis Carl Edwards, Jr., identifies two kinds of
sermons: evangelistic and those for the edification of the church. Edwards says the
evangelistic ones are an example of those that disappeared. The following examples
support his contention (127, 158). This section includes an introductory discussion
on preaching in each time period and then a summary of the types of references
found in these sermons.
The sermons that were surveyed show two types of references to outsiders.
First, clear distinctions appear between the community of faith and those outside.
Outsiders appear in two categories. Some outsiders do not share in the faith and
other outsiders are outside the speaker’s accepted understanding of the church. The
language of outsiders applies to both. Both groups are to be excluded. Second, the
references to those outside can call for inclusion. While outsiders may be outside the
fellowship of the church, the church should show them concern. The concern can
range from a general good will to overt actions to bring the outsider into the church.
Reaching out to outsiders or evangelistic preaching is not as widely represented in the
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preaching tradition because sermons were preserved because of their usefulness to
the church. Therefore, most of the references to outsiders in the preaching tradition
surveyed in this paper emphasize exclusion. A wider survey might modify this
observation.
Recently, Edwards has produced a history of preaching. Some general
observations by Edwards provide a framework about preaching. Then, his specific
discussions of the three historical periods give a context for the sermons analyzed for
this project.
General Observations
Edwards gives some important general considerations about preaching. Two
closely related issues dominate early Christian reflection on preaching. First, a
running battle waged about what preaching should be: exposition of Scripture or
rhetorical strategies so that the sermon persuaded its intended audience. The second
issue includes discussions of what role, if any, the rhetorical methods of the GrecoRoman tradition play in sermons. The sermons that follow show both exposition and
rhetorical strategies, so both of these elements appear in the preaching tradition. At
the same time, Edwards points out that the Greco-Roman tradition did not address a
significant issue for preaching. Rhetoric provides no insight on how an ancient text
can be incorporated in a sermon (3-48; 267-77; cf. 340-41). Third, preaching changes
due to the intellectual and cultural context. Preaching methods used in one age are
unintelligible and are made fun of in the next one (414). Fourth, discussions of
preaching emphasize the role of character (223, 275, 341, 778). Fifth, three kinds of
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preaching exist: evangelistic, liturgical or exhortational, and instructional or
catechetical. In actual practice, sermons are not strictly one kind or another, and
sermons can include a mix of these three types. Edwards further points out that even
evangelistic sermons could appear in a liturgical context (4).
The Early Church. Edwards points out that early Christian preaching shows
the influence of synagogue and that sermons contained very little illustrative material.
Much of this early preaching was directed to the Christian community to encourage
them to live out their commitment. Origen pioneered a preaching practice that used
exposition followed by application, and his model dominated until the Middle Ages
(3-48; 93).
The Medieval Church. Edwards divides medieval preaching into three
periods: early, middle, and late (125-266). As already noted, Edwards says that the use
of rhetorical elements continued into the early period, disappeared in the middle due
to the influx of large numbers of converts who would not appreciate them, and
reappeared in the late medieval era. Edwards says that the influx of large groups and
the spread of the church required evangelistic preaching, but examples of these
sermons have not survived. Edwards discusses the contributions of Gregory the
Great. Gregory’s preaching was directed to the common person, and he is credited
with originating the use of non-scriptural illustrations to support the sermon. In
addition, Gregory’s practice of finding senses of Scripture anticipated the fuller
development in the Middle Ages of the fourfold sense of Scripture (140-42).
Throughout this discussion, Edwards notes how the need to educate and reach new
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converts affected preaching significantly; sermons were directed toward common
people (210-38).
The Reformation Church. Edwards says that Luther’s preaching practices
grew out of his understanding of salvation. Luther believed that preaching should
include both law and gospel and that the law prepared the audience to hear the
Gospel. Luther further believed that preaching was the most important office of the
church. He continued practices of the medieval preaching except that he largely shed
allegory. His preaching style was not influential because it was hard to copy. Edwards
comments on two groups of opponents that appear in Luther’s preaching: Catholics
and enthusiasts. Edwards cites an authority on Luther who says that basic to Luther’s
sermons is a description of enemies so the audience would grasp the serious situation.
These outsiders are important in his preaching as well as those outside the church.
One of the sermons discussed enemies at length. Luther’s preaching was closely tied
to the text. The other sermon shows this trait clearly. By contrast, Melanchthon did
influence Lutheran preaching through a text book that he wrote on rhetoric. He
developed a method for preaching about subjects and saw two goals of preaching:
exhorting to believe and exhorting to behave morally (283-303).
Edwards argues that Calvin influenced subsequent preaching extensively.
Calvin built on the foundation laid by Zwingli and others (later called Anabaptists).
This foundation consisted of preaching from biblical texts and not the lectionary.
These preachers reconfigured the worship service so that the sermon, not the
Eucharist, was at the center. Calvin continued these trends and expanded them.
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Unlike Luther who believed that preaching was the word of God, Calvin said that
preaching became a word from God when quickened by the Holy Spirit. Calvin’s
preaching showed a simple, clear style of presentation and stressed preaching as
interpretation of the biblical text. Edwards’s contention that Calvin cast a long
shadow is especially true since the theology and practice of preaching in COC is
profoundly indebted to the Reformed tradition (304-26; 654-57). The two sermons
show both a comparison and a contrast to Edwards’s description. Calvin’s sermon on
predestination is about a biblical doctrine and does not contain a close exegesis of a
particular text. The second sermon is an exegesis of 1 Timothy 2:3-5, so it is an
example of what Edwards describes about Calvin’s preaching. The next section
considers specific sermons and discusses attitudes and behaviors toward outsiders.
Outsiders in Selected Sermons
Sermons from the early, medieval, and Reformation church mention outsiders.
These references show different attitudes and behaviors that preachers wished to
recommend to their audiences.
The early Church. The oldest surviving sermon manuscript is from an
anonymous author and is known as “Clement’s Second Letter to the Corinthians.”
This sermon evidences the predominate way that outsiders are mentioned in sermons
in the early Church. Outsiders are the world and alien to believers; they are stupid and
wicked. Because of the failures of believers, God’s name is maligned by outsiders. A
running contrast appears between the preacher’s audience and the world; outsiders
are “errant and perishing souls” (Fant and Penson 24). By contrast, part of
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repentance is drawing others away from idols and instructing them. God shows his
interest or concern for all in creation (19-24). The sermon is an example of the
predominate way to speak about outsiders is to contrast believers with outsiders and
encourage Christians to separate from outsiders. A desire to reach or instruct
outsiders appears, and God demonstrates concern for them as well.
Origen wrote a commentary and delivered sermons on the Song of Solomon.
In his introductory remarks on the book, he comments on love, the order of the
books of Solomon and the purpose for writing them in dramatic verse. Origen
discusses how love is a concern of the Greeks as well as this book. By referring to
Greek writers and, in particular, Plato, Origen sought a common ground with the
larger culture (Fant and Penson 23-24). He does distinguish Christian love from the
Greco-Roman tradition. He also discusses love out of John’s Gospel (28) and says,
“This charity, however, reckons all men as neighbors” (33). To support this statement
further, he uses the Good Samaritan parable. He concludes based on these arguments
that concern for all is important (33-35).
Origen does distinguish believers and those outside. Origen’s preaching
illustrates a practice that will appear in other sermons: Outsiders are present obliquely
or indirectly. Origen sees an enemy as a teacher (Fant and Penson 68); Origen calls
outsiders “the sensual man” (81). In book two, Origen mentions unbelief,
disobedience, and pride (114-15). He uses images of wild creatures such as a goat to
represent outsiders. He says negative examples can teach “that thou mayest profit
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from them both, alike by terror of the evil as the desire for good” (129). His indirect
references to outsiders are intended to warn his audience.
Origen uses allegory as Edwards describes. Origen understands the dark girl in
Song of Solomon to represent the Gentiles. He also mentions the story of Moses
marrying an Ethiopian. Their blackness indicates lowly origin, but still the beauty of
“penitence and faith” (93) is present. These passages anticipate the ingathering of the
Gentiles; Christianity is a religion of nations not ethnic like the Hebrews (102-03;
106-13). Origen used the Song of Solomon to talk about including outsiders; he also
speaks about Christians and the distinctions between them and outsiders.
Like Origen, Basil tries to relate a Christian cosmology with the larger world.
Like the world, he agrees the earth is made of elements, earth, air, fire, and so on. He
disagrees that matter is eternal (26-28). Basil also sees a common experience of God
as creator that all humans share (11, 23). He called outsiders “counterfeiters of the
truth” (22). Basil frequently refers to outsiders very indirectly as “they” (24). Often
outsiders are mentioned obliquely and function as contrasts to believers or to a
description of Christian beliefs and practices.
Chrysostom illustrates another way outsiders appear. He mentions Jews as
Jesus’ opponents (Fant and Penson 63-64). He quotes from Paul about how God is
blasphemed among the Gentiles (66). Individuals and groups from Scripture are
mentioned as outsiders and can slide between historical references and outsiders in
the speaker’s world. Chrysostom calls as well for the kind of inclusion mentioned
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earlier as Christians are to let their light shine (66) and concern for others is the “peak
of all virtues” (68).
Chrysostom also stresses the distinction between believers and outsiders.
Outsiders are enemies, heretics, unbelievers, blasphemers, rioters, and Gentiles (Fant
and Penson 69-70, 73, 84-85, 95). His sermon, Homily 12, is on Ephesians 4:17: Do
not walk like the Gentiles. He links this text with the refrain from Proverbs that life is
vanity. He speaks about Greek philosophy and described it as vain. A strong
dichotomy separates the Christian life and the world; idolatry is empty. He says, “The
Greeks are fornicators and adulterers” (98). His use of the term Greeks is an example
of the sliding between a reference to an ethnic group, Greeks, and a spiritual
description. Like Paul’s discussion in Ephesians, the purpose of this sermon is to
emphasize the difference between a Christian way of life and one that is not Christian
(95-100).
The medieval Church. Two preachers who were close contemporaries,
Gregory the Great and Leonitius, are examples from the early Middle Ages.
Gregory’s sermons are on the Gospels; several of them stress the need to abandon
the world (10-14; 15-20). He makes distinctions between the world and believers;
those who sacked Rome are pagans (15-6). He says the world is a place of “new and
growing evil” (18). Outsiders are the world, the enemy, and friends of the world (1520).
Gregory does mention including outsiders. Gregory considers the ultimate as
following Jesus. Following Jesus is the only thing that matters. As a result, Mary, the
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mother of Jesus, was an outsider because she was not a disciple in the Gospels. To
Gregory, Mary was outside in her physical condition as well as those who kept the
law (5). Only a disciple of Jesus is an insider. This understanding became a basis for
talking about how Christ called disciples (6). At the same time, Gregory talks about
how Jesus brought in the heathen who “obey his orders” (5), showing Jesus’ concern
about outsiders. In homily four, John the Baptist functions as a model of humility,
and this model should cause the audience to consider how to relate to their neighbor
(26).
Leontius also preaches on John the Baptist. He makes indirect statements
about outsiders and calls them unbelievers twice. He refers to Samson who smote the
alien with the jaw bone of an ass (Allen and Datema 28-29). In two sermons around
Palm Sunday, he directs most of his attention to insiders. Outsiders appear, but as
those who are close to faith. These persons are likely those in the audience who are
considering becoming Christians. His concern about outsiders reflects how they
might come to faith. Biblical characters are discussed in terms of how they represent
different kinds of persons who become Christians. He also compares these people to
animals: vipers, sirens, ostriches, and beasts. They repent and become saints (42-43).
In one sermon, a running contrast divides between Jesus and his disciples from the
scribes and Pharisees who are enemies and unbelievers (31-60). Leontius’s sermons
are directed toward Christian audiences because those that are extant are about
various Christians festivals.
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John Wyclif’s preaching is categorized by Edwards as “a pulpit of protest”
(Fant and Penson 247-60). Clyde E. Fant, Jr. and William M. Penson, Jr. point out
that Wyclif’s sermons survive as notes or outlines indicated by their length. In his
preaching, outsiders can be orders of friars that are outside of his group (243; 24849). Wyclif calls for a distinction between believers and outsiders by denouncing
“worldly favor and worldly winning” and he refers to outsiders as “those impatient
with God’s laws” (244). Wyclif says that Jesus both saves and was born against those
who rebel (246-47). Wyclif refers to the outsider as a false knave, drunken man, thief,
lecherer, and full of other sins (251). The outsider is the earthly man, false harlot, or,
simply, they (256). His discussion of outsiders is largely about Christians who are
outside of those he recognizes. In this way, he anticipates Luther, Calvin, and the
Reformation.
The final examples come from the work of Siegried Wenzel and his collection
of sermons from the age of Chaucer, so these sermons are from England. His first
three examples are from a commentary or glosses for preaching on a text in Luke
11:14-28 and then two sermons on Luke 11. Wenzel, like Edwards, discusses the
structure of these medieval sermons and the rigid form that existed at the time (3132). The glosses draw stark distinctions between Jesus’ disciples and those outside:
Jesus’ disciples are humble, unbelievers do not accept his miracles: “For I am humble
and benign and want to save souls—he is proud and envious and wants to ruin them.
I gather powers in my preaching—he scatters and separates the unity of the church”
(10). The characters and the elements of the parables in this passage from Luke 11
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are allegorized. Those who scatter are heretics and schismatics. The house is Jews and
the devil goes to the nations; when he comes back the house is open. The house is
also Christians who “neglect to do good works but instead adds actual sins to original
ones” (11).
The Reformation church. This section considers three different preachers:
two sermons from Martin Luther, two sermons from John Calvin, and one sermon
from Richard Baxter about the unconverted.
Luther, being accused of teaching the Law, responds in “A Treatise against
Antinomians Written in an Epistolary Form.” The sermon contains numerous terms
referring to outsiders: heretics, fanatic spirits (what Edwards calls enthusiasts), “those
who … profess popery, papist[s], false brethren, Anabaptists, Malignant people.”
Luther also uses indirect references such as men and they. These outsiders are
Christians that Luther regards as deficient in teaching. His disagreements with the
Pope and the Catholic church do not exhaust these outsiders, as reference to
enthusiasts and Anabaptists shows. Luther argues that these outsiders are part of the
tempests of the devil. He labeled Munster as a “stormatical devil.” At the end of the
discussion he describes these Christians:
O! What a lamentable thing is it, that we should have so many dreadful
examples before us, of such men, who were so highly conceited of
themselves, as if they had been the only pillars to support the Church,
and as if the Church had been founded upon them; and yet see to what
a shameful end they were brought at last.
This discussion is filled with references to outsiders from whom Luther wanted to
distance himself.
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Luther’s “Sermon for the Fourth Sunday in Advent” is a sharp contrast.
Luther takes Philippians 4:4-7 and comments frequently about a positive attitude that
he wants his listeners to adopt toward outsiders. He does recognize a separation
between Christians and others indicated by terms such as sinner, apostate, foe,
wicked people, and they. The form of the sermon is expositional; Luther moves
through each phrase and explains its meaning and makes an application to his
audience. Luther’s discussion of outsiders comes in the middle of the sermon where
he considers Philippians 4:5: “Let your forbearance be known to all men.” As a result
his discussion of outsiders is an attempt to explain how to put this verse into practice.
Luther makes several observations about this phrase. First, he calls his
listeners to adapt themselves to others unless to do so would violate God’s
command. He uses examples from Jesus and Paul to support and elaborate on the
verse under consideration. Luther opens with a statement that anticipates a large part
of this section of the sermon:
In other words: Rejoice always before God, but before men be
forbearing. Direct your life so as to do and suffer everything not
contrary to the commandments of God, that you may make yourselves
universally agreeable. Not only refrain from offending any, but put the
best possible construction upon the conduct of others. Aim to be
clearly recognized as men indifferent to circumstances, as content
whether you be hit or missed, and holding to no privilege at all liable to
bring you into conflict or produce discord. With the rich be rich; with
the poor, poor. Rejoice with the joyful, weep with the mourning.
Finally, be all things to all men, compelling them to confess you always
agreeable, uniformly pleasant to mankind and on a level with everyone.
(“Sermon for the Fourth Sunday in Advent”)
Luther stresses yielding to others in matters of indifference, meaning people of all
kinds. Luther applies this discussion to many practices that the Pope required. If
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these practices are performed as expedient actions, they are fine. If they are enforced
by coercive power, they must be resisted as against liberty. Luther spends a large part
of the sermon unpacking the phrase to all people. He says that this patience should be
shown to all kinds of people. The motivation for this patience is Christian character
as described in the text in Philippians and the fruit of the Spirit. His rationale is
something that is good is beneficial in all circumstances. A good thing is not
contaminated when practiced toward outsiders.
The two sermons by Calvin have similar content. The first sermon, “Absolved
Only through the Sacrifice of Jesus Christ,” is a running disagreement between
Calvin’s soteriology and the Catholic Church’s. Calvin begins by saying that one can
claim to be a Christian and still be an outsider. The antidote to being an outsider is to
“hold fast the pure doctrine of the Gospel.” To support this claim, Calvin uses Paul’s
letter to the Galatians. Then, Calvin digresses to talk about the need to defer to
others. His argument is very similar to Luther’s:
[F]or the sake of the common good. If a certain duty is required, we
ought to do it, thereby serving one another in the community. Notice,
therefore, that the things which pertain to law and order require that
we interact in a united and harmonious way, having such a strong bond
that we will serve our neighbours, and not selfishly look after our own
interests. However, when it comes to spiritual liberty, we need to
withdraw from the crowd in order to experience its nature and effects.
After this discussion, Calvin returns to his central topic of opposing understandings
of salvation. He uses many terms for his opponents. Seducers is the most common,
but others include papists, the Pope and “the scum of his clergy.” He compares
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papists to Turks and pagans. He refers to Paul’s opponents in Galatia and compares
them to Catholics. Most references to outsiders are those stressing separation.
Calvin’s second sermon, like Luther’s, stresses God’s interest in outsiders. His
sermon is entitled “The Salvation of All Men.” First Timothy 2:3-5 is the text. Calvin
assumes those outside of Christ are not part of the church. He uses several terms
drawn from the text in Timothy or other biblical passages to refer to them: poor
sinners, the world, heathens without God, and accursed. The main concern of this
sermon is how his audience can balance statements that God wants all people to be
saved with the doctrines of predestination and election. He begins with a historical
redemptive contrast between the ethnic particularity of Israel and the more universal
scope of the gospel. Just as Luther argues from the Philippians text that all men means
all kinds of people, Calvin understands the phrase in his text in the same way. While
Luther sees showing patience to all as a part of Christian character, Calvin offers a
different reason. Calvin wants his audience to “seek the salvation of those who seem
to be banished from the kingdom of God” (“Salvation”). Finally, Luther and Calvin
see treating others properly as the employment of Christian humility. Calvin speaks
about humility:
Let us not lift ourselves proudly above other men, as though we were
more worthy than they are, for we know that it is our God that hath
chosen us, and setteth us apart from others, by His mere goodness and
free mercy. (“Salvation”)
Later, Calvin explains why God is interested in outsiders. All are made in God’s
image and likeness, and God shows goodness to all.
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Calvin and Luther see outsiders differently depending on their topic. In some
cases, the outsider is someone who does not know the gospel. In some cases, an
outsider is a Christian who is part of a group such as the Catholic church with whom
the speaker has differences. At the same time, these sermons show their writers’
concern for outsiders. This concern can be due to their soteriology and their theology
of creation.
Richard Baxter is a dramatic example of someone who describes others who
are ostensibly in the church as outsiders. In his book, Baxter addresses Christians
whose walk is so deficient that he believes they would be lost. The discussion focuses
on the first sermon in this work. Baxter uses every term imaginable about outsiders
and applies them to Christians. These terms include wicked man, condemned,
sinners, unconverted, enemy, and scorner. He accuses his listeners of being blind,
dead, carnal, ignorant, and deluded. His text is Ezekiel 33:11; God has no pleasure in
the death of the wicked. This sermon alternates between Baxter’s descriptions of a
converted Christian life and an unconverted one. For Baxter, an outsider is someone
who is not living out a Christian commitment.
This survey of sermons shows is that most sermons make some references to
outsiders, but how the outsider appears is dependent on the topic and the goal of the
preacher for her or his audience. Many sermons refer to outsiders negatively and
attempt to encourage audiences to avoid the attitudes and behaviors of those
outsiders. Outsiders can be both unbelievers and believers who hold or practice in
ways the speaker regards as problematic. By contrast, in some sermons outsiders are
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objects of concern. These references may be general Christian concern or have a
more specific goal of evangelism. The many terms that appear in this survey can
occur in a wide variety of these occurrences.
Content Analysis
Content analysis was used to analyze the sermons that were the focus of the
findings in Chapter 4. Fred H. Kerlinger defines content analysis:
Content Analysis is a method of studying and analyzing
communication in a systematic, objective, and quantitative manner to
measure variables. Most content analysis has not been done to measure
variables, as such. Rather, it has been used to determine the relative
emphasis or frequency of various communication phenomena:
propaganda, trends, styles, changes in content, readability. (525)
Content analysis can be used to study any form of communication (Borg and Gall
404-05; Kerlinger 527-28). Content analysis is a form of historical research (Adams
and Schvaneveldt 292-305) and relies on observation (Kerlinger 525). Content
analysis was used in its infancy for a similar purpose to this study: to understand
hymns and sermons in eighteenth-century Scandinavia (Adams and Schvaneveldt
305). Recent literature on content analysis recognizes words, ideas, themes, and even
values as legitimate objects of content analysis (Kerlinger 529; Adams and
Schvaneveldt 305). Kerlinger says that any whole piece of communication is suitable
for content analysis (529). Sermons would meet this criterion.
This type of analysis is useful for many different purposes (Borg and Galling
514; Best and Kahn 247-48). The most common purpose and the one that is relevant
to this study is to gather descriptive data (Borg and Galling 514; Best and Kahn 24748). Content analysis was used on both sets of sermons to determine what terms
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appeared about outsiders and what those terms showed about the attitudes and
behaviors of believers. For example, a term such as unbeliever could be negative,
neutral, or positive, depending on usage and context. An unbeliever could be hostile,
someone who simply does not share Christian faith, or a seeker who is attending a
church but has not yet made a decision. Because the sermons in this chapter may not
be primarily about outsiders, the attitudes, and biblical and theological perspectives
about outsiders may or may not be immediately available. By contrast in Chapter 4,
the sermons were analyzed not only for terms and their meaning, but they were also
reviewed to find what attitudes and biblical and theological perspectives were
presented as ideal for Christians to have toward outsiders. These questions could be
pursued because the sermons were directly designed to address what the ministers
saw as an ideal view of outsiders for their congregations.
Three important terms and tools for content analysis are counting, coding,
and tabulation. Most content analysis requires some kind of counting of data (Borg
and Gall 513; Kerlinger 530). Once the data is counted, the results must be coded
into categories for analysis and presentation. When coding is done, the data is
formulated into a presentation to illustrate what the analysis found (Kerlinger 417).
Chapter 4 presents the results of the content analysis of the sermons and used
counting, coding, and tabulation to present the findings for this study. When the
sermons submitted for this project were analyzed, the goal was to understand the
usage of the same kinds of words that were considered in the biblical and theological
analysis: strange, foreign, nations, outsiders, or any equivalent term. The sermons
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were analyzed to see what theological foundations justified what the speakers
recommended for their audiences as proper attitudes and behaviors toward outsiders.
Summary
This literature review considered both biblical and theological perspectives on
outsiders. The literature shows different attitudes about outsiders in Scripture,
ranging from separation to inclusion. This review of literature included terms, and
narratives about outsiders from both the Old and New Testaments. The materials
show both inclusion and exclusion of outsiders. As the discussion shows, the
exclusion of outsiders was based on religious, not other, motivations. The inclusion
of outsiders is a central concern and shows that God’s people are to include outsiders
in ways that often go against more common ethnicity and economic norms.
Outsiders are central in theological reflection on the redemptive, historical
framework of Scripture. This focus appears in larger theological works as well as
more specific works on hospitality and the missional church. The theological
categories of creation, rebellion, community, cross, and consummation appear in
discussions of outsiders across a broad range of literature. Each of the categories of
that reflection bring important insights to bear on this topic.
In addition, a selected number of sermons from the early, medieval, and
Reformation eras were surveyed to see how outsiders show up in the preaching
practice of these times. Finally, a discussion of content analysis was presented as the
method used in Chapter 4 to analyze the sermons that were gathered as a part of this
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study. The literature presented in this chapter provides a broad framework for the
contemporary sermons that are the focus of Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The research design of this study is a qualitative analysis of a group of
sermons presenting an ideal view of outsiders. The problem addressed in this study is
that Christians can have attitudes and behaviors toward outsiders that are biblically or
theologically unsound. The purpose of this study was to evaluate sermons preached
by sixteen COC ministers to identify the biblical and theological framework used
currently when addressing attitudes toward the outsider. To determine the actual
practice that appears in sermons, a group of ministers were asked to submit sermons
where they presented the ideal view that they want their congregations to have.
Research Questions and/or Hypothesis
Three research questions guided this study.
Research Question #1
What biblical frameworks were identified in the sermons that addressed
attitudes toward the outsider?
The first two research questions are rooted in the literature review in Chapter
2 because that review shows that Scripture communicates about outsiders through
terms, narratives, and theological perspectives. These biblical materials function to
support the overall biblical framework that calls for either inclusion or exclusion of
outsiders.
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Research Question #2
What theological frameworks were identified in sermons that addressed
attitudes toward the outsider?
The theological categories identified in Chapter 2 were creation, community,
cross, and consummation. These categories appear in the sermons to support the call
for inclusion and exclusion. To allow for a sermon to use a theological perspective
that did not fit any of these categories other was included. A second template,
Template 3.2, was created to identify these categories.
Research Question #3
What demographic variables, if any, provide insight into the findings of
sermons addressing attitudes toward the outsider?
The third question recognizes that sermons are contextually particular. A
sermon reflects both the identity of the minister and the audience toward whom the
sermon is directed. For this reason, in addition to the sermon, each participant was
asked to provide certain demographic information about the minister and the
congregation that heard the sermon. This information provided insight into potential
differences that might exist based upon differing demographics.
Hypothesis
Based on the literature review in Chapter 2, the working hypothesis was as
follows. First, sermons on an ideal view of outsiders would include some discussion
of both inclusion and exclusion. Second, because the biblical material included
different terms for outsiders, sermons on this topic would include different terms.
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Some terms could occur in both contexts of inclusion and exclusion. Sermons could
include contemporary terms that do not appear in Scripture. A good example is the
term unchurched. Third, because differing theological bases for both inclusion and
exclusion exist, sermons could contain multiple reasons for both including and
excluding outsiders. Fourth, in light of the history in COC, sermons for these
churches on this topic might, as described in Chapter 1, either redefine the
relationship to other Christian groups and outsiders or try to change attitudes in light
of contemporary abandonment of former sectarian views.
Participants
The sixteen participants in this study were all COC preachers with whom I
have personal contact. Several were from my educational experiences at both FreedHardeman University in Henderson, Tennessee, and from Harding School of
Theology in Memphis, Tennessee. Several were drawn from ministers in my
immediate geographical area, South Central Kentucky. One has now relocated, but he
agreed to participate before he left. Several attend a lectureship style event each
summer called the Full Bubble, run by Dr. Jerry Jones in Paris, Tennessee. I took the
list of participants in 2010 and asked one of the ministers at the event to identify the
ministers in attendance so that I could invite several of them to participate.
Validity
The study is valid because it reflects the categories that Chapter 2 shows are
part of the literature on how biblical materials communicate about outsiders. That
chapter showed a variety of terms that appear in contexts of both inclusion and
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exclusion. These same terms are spread across both the Old and the New
Testaments. In addition, the literature shows that the categories of theological
reflection appear in the discussions of outsiders. Consequently, the table for sermon
analysis was designed to identify these same terms and theological categories. Chapter
2 shows that content analysis is a recognized method for analyzing material such as
sermons and describes how this method functions. Content analysis uses counting,
coding, and tabulation; this study uses these same procedures to produce the results
reported in Chapter 4. In chapter one of a book-length discussion of content analysis,
Robert Philip Weber identifies a range of criteria that support the validity of content
analysis. The weakest is what he calls face validity where the investigator’s definitions
match those used in the analysis. This project meets these criteria. Weber offers four
other conditions that strengthen the validity of an analysis. This project has semantic
validity as defined by Weber; semantic validity is when authorities agree about the
meaning of the terms being analyzed (270-335). As Chapter 2 shows, the secondary
literature citied agrees that the terms, narratives, and theological categories identified
out of the biblical material are a significant way outsiders appear in biblical texts and
theology.
Data Collection
The group of potential participants were mailed a letter of invitation to be part
of the study (see Appendix B). The letter invited the participants to prepare and
deliver a single sermon with an ideal view that the minister wanted his or her
audience to have of outsiders. In addition to the letter I included three enclosures.
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The first item was a demographic questionnaire to be returned with the sermon (see
Appendix C). Second, a stamped postcard addressed to me was included so that the
invitees could respond, indicating their intention to participate or decline. The
purpose of this card was to encourage an immediate response and to increase
participation. This card asked if they could complete this request in the next sixty
days (see Appendix D). To increase participation further, when I received a card that
indicated an intention to participate, I sent a thank-you note and reminded them
again of the sixty-day deadline. At the point two weeks before the deadline, I e-mailed
a reminder to encourage participants again to fulfill their stated intention to
contribute a sermon to the study. The third item was a mailing label for the sermon.
The data collected was in the form of a video or audio recording of the
sermon. The letter indicated that video was preferred, but audio recordings were
acceptable. When I received a sermon, it was assigned a number (e.g., Respondent 1,
Respondent 2).
Data Analysis
I reviewed each sermon to identify the biblical and theological material in the
sermon and coded the material using the Template for Sermon Analysis (see Tables
3.1 and 3.2). This template served to identify both the biblical and theological
frameworks in terms of either including or excluding outsiders. In addition, this
template identified the specific biblical and theological rationales that supported
either of the larger biblical or theological frameworks. Then, to address research
question #3, all participants were asked certain demographic questions: age, level of
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education, size of congregation, and overall theological perspective of the
congregation as perceived by the minister. These demographic materials were
analyzed to see what insights into how these demographic differences might appear
in the sermons.

Table 3.1. Terms and Narratives
Usage

Exclusion

Strange
Foreign
Alien
Gentile/Nations
Those outside
Other
Narrative

Table 3.2. Theological Categories
Usage
Creation
Community
Cross
Consummation
Other

Inclusion

OT

NT
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Ethics
The invitation to the invitees communicated about the ethical matters related
to this study. Chapter 4 contains the number of invitees and respondents; only I
know who of those invited participated. Because I did all the data analysis and all the
participants were referenced in Chapter 4 by a respondent number, all participants
appear in the project anonymously. The letter indicated that once the project is
complete, all CDs and demographic information will be destroyed.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Problem and Purpose
The problem this study considered is that COC members may have attitudes
and behaviors toward outsiders that are in conflict with the biblical and theological
perspectives about outsiders found in Scripture. Scripture calls for both the inclusion
and exclusion of outsiders. Israel was challenged to embrace outsiders who practiced
minimal standards consistent with Israel’s faith. Israel was also called to exclude both
outsiders and Israelites who did not maintain these standards or threatened to seduce
the community from the worship and service of God. In a similar way, Christians are
challenged by Scripture to practice the same kind of embrace of others that Jesus
taught and demonstrated. In addition, Christians were to exclude both those inside as
well as those outside that refused to believe and act in keeping with the Gospel. The
purpose of this study was to evaluate sermons preached by sixteen COC ministers to
identify the biblical and theological framework used currently when addressing
attitudes and behaviors toward the outsider.
Participants
Thirty-nine ministers were invited by mail to be a part of this project. Sixteen
responded with one sermon each. These ministers are referred to as Respondents 1,
2, and so on (parenthetically R# 1, 2, etc.) and were from Missouri, Tennessee,
Kentucky, Arizona, Indiana, Arkansas, Florida, and Kansas. They ranged in age from
32 to 64 years of age. Two were in their 30s and two were in their 40s. Eight were in
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their 50s and four were in their 60s. Four participants had doctoral degrees; one had a
Doctor of Philosophy and three had Doctor of Ministry degrees. Ten respondents
had master’s degrees. Two of the group had bachelor’s degrees. The Sunday morning
attendance averages for the churches where these ministers preach ranged from
eighty to 1,250. When asked about the basic theological stance of these churches, five
indicated their churches are traditional. The remaining eleven considered their
congregations as progressive.
Table 4.1. Participant Demographics
Respondent #

Location

Age

Education

Attendance

Stance

1

MO

60

MA

400

Progressive

2

TN

54

DMIN

1250

Progressive

3

KY

55

DMIN

200

Progressive

4

KY

64

MA

150

Traditional

5

AZ

45

MA

225

Progressive

6

KY

35

MDIV

440

Traditional

7

KY

43

BA

240

Progressive

8

TN

63

PHD

140

Progressive

9

TN

58

MA

200

Traditional

10

TN

32

DMIN

1250

Progressive

11

IN

58

MA

250

Traditional

12

AR

51

MDIV

500

Progressive

13

FL

60

BS

420

Progressive

14

KS

52

MDIV

80

Traditional

15

TN

53

MAR; MA

300

Traditional

16

MO

53

MAR

235

Progressive
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Research Question #1
What biblical frameworks were identified in the sermons that addressed
attitudes toward the outsider?
The biblical frameworks about outsiders in Scripture have two contrasting
poles. One pole calls for including some outsiders and the other pole for excluding
others. The primary focus used in these sermons for this project was the need to
include outsiders. The exclusion of outsiders did receive a small amount of attention.
To support this call to include outsiders the sermons used a wide variety of biblical
material from both the Old and New Testaments. The New Testament materials
were far more common than the Old Testament and came from a variety of
categories. The following discussion will show how the respondents used biblical and
theological material to support the dominant goal of these sermons, namely, to
encourage attitudes and behaviors that include outsiders. The categories for this
biblical discussion will appear as follows: the teaching and practice of Jesus, the
teaching of other New Testament books, especially Paul, and passages from the Old
Testament.
Supporting Inclusion Using the Teaching and Practice of Jesus
Nine of the sixteen respondents used a text about Jesus as their leading
justification for calling their congregations to include outsiders. Respondents 6 and
10 used the story of the Good Samaritan. Respondents 7 and 14 used the judgment
scene in Matthew 25. Respondents 11 and 12 used Luke 4:16-30, Jesus’ sermon at the
Synagogue in Nazareth. Respondent 5 used Mark 5:1-20, the Garasene demoniac.
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Respondents 15 and 16 both used Matthew 8, but they chose different pericopes.
Respondent 16 used Matthew 8:5-13 when Jesus healed the centurion’s son.
Respondent 15 used Matthew 8:1-4 where Jesus healed a leper. These sermons shared
the use of Jesus’ teaching and example to support their call for inclusion.
The first two examples using Jesus and his inclusion of outsiders come from
respondents 10 and 6. Both used Jesus’ teaching in the story known as the Good
Samaritan. This well-known text focuses on Jesus’ teaching about outsiders.
Respondent 10 is an example of using Jesus’ teaching to support a call to inclusion.
Respondent 10 said, “Luke 10:25-37 is perhaps the most important parable Jesus ever
uttered.” Later, he spoke about the conclusion of the parable:
The answer to the bad question (of the lawyer), in the form Jesus’
sneaky story is this: there is no one who is not your neighbor. You
belong to everyone and everyone belongs to you. We are all caught up
in an inescapable mutuality.
Throughout this sermon, respondent 10 stressed the subversive nature of Jesus’
teaching in this parable. He went so far as to suggest that this kind of teaching is what
lead to Jesus’ execution. He called for his congregation to do good, balance purity
and love recognizing love as the most important trait, hear a call to the church to
practice justice, and to “get in the ditch” to help people out. Getting in the ditch
means not only seeing and helping others as important, but also developing a
different kind of seeing. Respondent 10 described seeing as recognizing that anyone
can move from outsider to insider:
The parable of the Merciful Samaritan claims that Jesus’ disciples need
to see the potential for all these groups to act like neighbors: neo-
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Nazis, the Klan Grand Dragon, as well as the person whose politics
differ from one’s own.
Theologically, this paradigmatic text is not about belief or action. It
is primarily about sight and vision. How do you see?
The entire sermon stressed that Jesus is not answering the lawyer’s question but
saying all are neighbors and believers should be a neighbor.
Like respondent 10, respondent 6 developed the surprising nature of Jesus’
teaching that everyone is a neighbor in this text as well. The sermon revolved around
two observations. First, Christians should view the world as dying. He described the
condition of those outside and how Christians respond to this condition in the
present:
Based on what we read in Luke 10, you and I should view the world,
those who are not members of the body of Christ, those who are
outsiders, we should see them as what they are, and that’s dying, dying.
That’s what that man is there on the side of the road in the ditch. He
was left there to die and he most certainly will die; it is just a matter of
time. The priest passed by, the Levite passed by, if the Samaritan
passed by and does not change his life, he is going to die. Now do you
see how serious this is? So often you and I go through life rubbing
elbows with, working right next to, working side-by-side, sitting next to
in school, whatever the case may be, we go through our lives and the
majority of people we come in contact with are dying. And it doesn’t
affect us; we are like the priest and the Levite; we might look at them,
we might come a little close and look at them, and we keep going.
The condition of the world dictates that Christians cannot be indifferent to outsiders.
He used Ephesians 2:1-4 next as further support for this conclusion. The
similarity between Luke 10 and Ephesians 2 is the term dead:
You see the way Paul, guided by the Holy Spirit, is expressing things.
Without Jesus means you’re dead, without Jesus means you have got
zero hope, having never submitted to him, having never obeyed him
means you’re on the outside just looking at an eternity of despair.
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Unless Christians realize a common needy condition, they will not tell the Christian
message, “We act as if we are all healthy.” Second, the realization of a common needy
spiritual condition will lead to the practice of compassion. Respondent 10 called for
compassion as well. For respondent 6 mercy and compassion come in active forms of
forgiveness, prayer, and giving money. The sermon concluded as follows:
Our Lord is making demands on our lives. He demands that we see the
world as our neighbors. He demands that we seek to turn enemies into
brothers. He demands that we use our compassion in a way that it
knows no boundaries. And he is telling us when we hold back
compassion, when we hold back mercy, all that does is leave both of us
and the other person lying in a ditch to die. How do you view
outsiders? Do you see it as your job? Do you see it as something that is
necessary for you as an individual to do to take someone from death’s
door into the life of Jesus Christ?
Both of these sermons called for compassion and emphasized the challenging nature
of this parable that required being a neighbor to outsiders.
The teaching of Jesus appeared also in the two sermons about the great
judgment scene in Matthew 25:31-46 by respondents 7 and 14. Respondent 7
presented a sermon alternating between biblical interpretation with illustrations and
applications to the audience. After beginning with a reading of the story, the sermon
turned to consider the identity of the “least of these (Matt. 25:40, 45).” Respondent 7
spoke about two options and his best opinion of what is correct:
Now biblical scholars are all over the map about this passage. Some say
the nations refers to just the Jews; others say differently. I had to do a
bit of digging on this one. There is a guy named Sherman Gray who
did his PhD dissertation on the history of the interpretation of this
passage and what he came up with was by polling hundreds of biblical
professors and scholars that about 70 percent feel the nations is all
humanity. That represents Jews and Gentiles alike and that when Jesus
refers to the “least of these brothers and sisters,” that unlike, bear with
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me today, unlike those scholars who feel that it simply refers to
missionaries who bring the gospel of Christ, that it is referring to
everyone. I have to admit that was my own general interpretation of
the passage. When I started opening a few commentaries I thought,
“Man, did I get this wrong?” But as I read more and more and more, I
realized, well, that there is a difference of opinion here, but according
to Gray 70% of the folks he talked to see it the way I did. That what
Jesus is saying here is, folks, this is all humanity. If you are looking after
these brothers and sisters of mine, you are looking after anyone that
you come into contact with.
He concluded that “least of these” in this passage is anyone a Christian encounters
who has needs.
He moved on then to a contemporary application about accepting outsiders:
This is the Riverside Church [picture on a PowerPoint slide] aptly
named for its location on the upper West side of Manhattan in New
York City. Riverside every year does a Christmas pageant. One year
when they were casting the children for the Christmas pageant, they
cast the little boy with Down’s Syndrome for the part of the innkeeper.
And so, his parents, with a bit of trepidation, wanted him to play this
role, wanted him to be in the pageant like the other children. But as
you can imagine, they were a little nervous. So they worked with him
and worked with him. So that when the time came he could correctly
deliver his one line. So he would be able to say at the appropriate time,
when the children playing Mary and Joseph came to him, “There is no
room in the inn.” And so they did. Night after night they worked with
him and worked with him and took him to rehearsals. And on the
night of the pageant, the little boy was there. The little boy and girl
playing Mary and Joseph approached the innkeeper. And just as they
rehearsed, like a master thespian, he delivered his one important line,
“There is no room in the end.” But then Mary and Joseph turned
around and started walking away, and then the unexpected came. The
little boy with Down’s Syndrome, said, “But it’s okay, cause you can
stay at our house.” Out of the mouth of babes, right church. You see
that’s the attitude, that’s the attitude, when all practicality says, “Sorry
we’re all full up here,” we’ve got to be willing … to go a step further.
Respondent 7 said the boy in the story has the right attitude toward outsiders.
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After talking about the importance of benevolence toward outsiders, he
further applied Jesus’ teaching to his congregation in this way:
What about the people who come our way, the people we might have
the opportunity to reach out to that just need somebody to love them?
What about that single mom with biracial children? What about the
tatted up guy that just got out of prison? What about that person
whose name is on that offenders list that most people don’t want
moving next door to them? And if I truly believe what Jesus says is that
they are part of the least of these. Not that they’re any less in the eyes
of God, oh no, make no mistake about that. But they would certainly
be considered the least of these in the eyes of everyday society. You see
those are among the people we need to be reaching out to. Those are
among the people that when they walk in our door need to feel the
same love and the same degree of welcome that the rest of us feel.
In this sermon, Matthew 25 is used to call for inclusion in terms of both attitudes and
actions.
In contrast to the alternating exposition and application of respondent 7,
respondent 14 used three stories to illustrate the teaching in Matthew 25. The first
story was about a minister helping the family of a prisoner he met while doing prison
ministry, and two stories from William Willimon about how outsiders can teach the
church as well as provide opportunities to practice the teaching of the text. The first
story is about the family helped a particular preacher. The family, then, saw the
minister’s help through the lens of Jesus’ teaching about the basis of judgment in
Matthew 25:
Then Marcus said, “You and your church did everything for us that is
mentioned in Matthew 25. My grandmother and I talked about how
you all did each of those things for us.” Compare what I just said to
Matthew 25 and you have an exact match.
And it was true. The church in Rome, GA provided food and
water, and they visited both the sick and those in prison. Brenda and
Marcus were so impressed that, when Brenda got out of jail, and
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Markus recovered, they went to the church with those Jesus people,
and they eventually became Christians.
The purpose of these three stories was to call the congregation to see a need for a
change in themselves. This call was presented in the words of Willimon who is
quoted as follows “While I am all in favor of changing the world, right now I would
most like to change the church (The Intrusive Word, 1-3).” This sermon, in common
with the sermons on the Good Samaritan, invoked the category of the pious outsider
and how the church can learn from, as well as minister to, outsiders. The conclusion
of the sermon called for both seeing God in outsiders and reaching out to outsiders.
Respondent 14 ended with these words:
It may be the world has far more to teach us than we can imagine. So I
would like for us to look at those in the world with wonder. With love.
With curiosity. And with the prayer that one day they may be our
brothers.
Both sermons on Matthew 25 saw the teaching of Jesus in this text as vital to the life
of their churches. Doing good to outsiders is fundamental to the identity of the
church.
Another text that appeared in two sermons is Luke 4:16-30 from respondents
11 and 12. Both used this text to show that Jesus’ ministry was to outsiders.
Respondent 12 moved from this text to four observations about how the church
should view outsiders. All these observations stress the need for inclusion of
outsiders. One observation presented Jesus as a model. Like the sermons on the
Good Samaritan, this sermon saw Jesus as practicing compassion. This conclusion
was used to buttress a call to the listeners to practice compassion. Respondent 11
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used these same texts and then moved to several pericopes that followed (Luke 5:111, 12-16, 17-26, 27-32) to illustrate Jesus fulfilling the role described in Luke 4.
Then, the sermon asked how Jesus viewed these people. The answer was that they are
the reason for his coming. He went to where people were and invited them to follow
him. These conclusions led to the question, “How should the church see people?”
The answer is that people are the reason for the church, and the church should go
where they are.
Respondent 15 used Matthew 8:1-4 about Jesus healing a leper. This text
showed Jesus’ behavior as a model for the church. When introducing this text, the
respondent talked about Jesus searching for outsiders. This seeking was described as
intentional. Jesus’ calculated behavior is pictured as paradigmatic. The respondent
spoke about Jesus’ practice:
And that is one of the big points when you look at the life of Jesus.
One thing you see very clearly in his dealings with other people, and we
are going to look at some of these in a just moment, and this is so key.
He was intentional. He went up and talked to people on purpose, and
he did not wait for people to come to him. I think it’s a very, you
know, common belief among people to say something like this “I
would never mistreat anyone.” Let me give you a sucker or something.
I’m glad you would never mistreat anyone, but that is not what
Christianity is all about, never mistreating anyone. That is part of it. We
certainly should never mistreat anyone. I don’t care who they are, but
you should never mistreat anyone. But on the other hand, there is a
difference between not mistreating and being proactive and seeking out
someone.
Jesus practiced seeking outsiders, not just treating them properly.
The story about Jesus healing the leper is compared to an incident in this
respondent’s personal experience with an equivalent modern situation as follows:
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A person who had what we would might call classic leprosy, that
was tantamount to a death sentence. That was like the first-century
version of AIDS, back when people did not understand what AIDS
was, and how it was transferred, and how people caught it, and what
not.… And here is Jesus, it is his typical response. He reached out his
hand and touched him. In the first-century, the last thing that a person
would do is to reach out to a person and touch them.
I’ve shared with you before the experiences that I had years ago in
the beginning days of the AIDS epidemic. I remember one time in
particular. I got a phone call; it was just out of the blue. It was a young
man, maybe he wasn’t that young, to think about it. He grew up in the
church. He was a homosexual. He was dying of AIDS. And he asked if
I would come over and see him. He was staying with his mother. Let
me rephrase that. He was dying at his mother’s house. When I got
there, he was emaciated. I doubt this young man weighed 80 or 90
pounds. He was fairly tall. I was just blown away by the look on his
face when I held his hand when we prayed together. He said something
back to me that just haunted me. He said, “People just don’t touch
me.” And I thought to myself, “You know, Richard, that the Lord
would touch him.” And that was so important to him. And he was so
needy just for human contact.
Respondent 15 used this story to show how challenging an outsider can be. The
sermon used other examples from the Gospels: the woman at the well (John 4) and
the woman taken in adultery (John 8). All these stories show Jesus reaching out to
outsiders. The sermon concluded with “go and do likewise” (Luke 10:37).
Just as respondent 11 talked about the scandal of Jesus’ story of the Good
Samaritan, respondent 16 talked about the scandal of Jesus’ behavior toward the
centurion in Matthew 8:5-13. The centurion was an outsider, but Jesus commended
him for his faith. Respondent 16 said, “How do you feel when you hear Jesus
acknowledging faith in someone who is not in Israel? Jesus is acknowledging that an
outsider has faith.” Respondent 16 commented on the scandal of Jesus’ teaching:
I’m convinced when I read words like that that Jesus would not be
tolerated as a preacher in the church today with a message like that.
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Because when we come to church, we want to feel good, we want to
hear how wonderful we are, and we want to hear how we are chosen
by God, and we want to hear how, well, you know, we want to hear
how we can have it all and have the best possible life ever. Someone
once said the purpose of a preacher is to comfort the afflicted and to
afflict the comfortable. You know what Jesus is doing here, he is
afflicting the comfortable. If Jesus were preaching today, folks would
be going to the church down the street. The one that offers more. The
one that has a positive message. The one that you just leave, and I
don’t know what it is, but you just feel good. Jesus would be fired, I
have no doubt. Especially with a message like that we just read.
These observations show that respondent 16 saw this story as challenging to his
audience.
While this sermon used other texts such as Genesis 12, Isaiah 56, Matthew 2,
and Romans 1-3, most of the sermon focused on contemporary application in terms
of questions to the audience that contrast present practice with that of Jesus or God.
The present reluctance is unlike Jesus’ engagement with outsiders:
I’m convinced that we have a problem. While God loves the world, do
we? While Jesus engages the outsider, do we? I’m pretty convinced that
most of us, maybe I’m wrong, maybe it’s some of us, but I think that’s
probably most of us get uncomfortable with outsiders. So
uncomfortable, we build walls to limit interaction, so we don’t have to
feel uncomfortable. We just keep them away from us. In fact, a lot of
us go to great lengths to avoid having any kind of contact with these
people who are outsiders. In fact, some of us, when we are really
honest say I’m really scared of those people.” We are scared of
outsiders.
The incarnation is the opposite of fear of outsiders. He addressed this same point
later:
Do we have a problem with the incarnation itself? With the story of
Jesus being born God in the flesh, God with us, Almighty God in a
human body. Do we have a problem with Jesus being the embodiment
of God among the world? Because if we feel uncomfortable with the
world, and we don’t like to be around outsiders, then maybe we’re just
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not comfortable with the way God chose to carry out the process of
redemption, which is being among the people.
A large part of this sermon encouraged the congregation to do things such as interact
with an atheist, an agnostic, or someone from another religion. Christians should
both listen and talk. Throughout the application, the respondent called his audience
to imitate Jesus’ concern for outsiders.
The final example is one of Jesus’ behavior showing the inclusion of outsiders.
Respondent 5 used the story of the Gerasene demoniac in Mark 5:1-20 and Luke
8:26-39 (the story appears in Matthew 5:28-34 but is not mentioned by R# 5). The
other text that he used was Isaiah 61:1-2. He connects this Old Testament text to the
incident in the Gospels by saying Jesus was acting as the agent depicted in the Isaiah
text. Then, respondent 5 used the story of the Gerasene Demoniac and said that
unless Christians see themselves as naked, they will not embrace outsiders
successfully. Respondent 5 goes so far as to claim that the main goal of Jesus in this
incident is to “introduce” the disciples to the naked man. A large part of this sermon
unpacks the respondent’s understanding of the category, naked. While the respondent
never explicitly defined the term naked, he understood naked to stand for human
lostness and limitations. Even Christians cannot ignore their own nakedness or let
their nakedness prevent them from going to outsiders. He says, “We cannot preach
to people without an understanding of the mercy of God.” In a similar way,
respondent 11 used Luke 4:16-30 and then moved to several periscopes that followed
(Luke 5:1-11, 12-16, 17-26, 27-32 ) to show that these incidents illustrate Jesus
fulfilling the role described in Luke 4. Then, the sermon asked how Jesus viewed
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these people. The answer is that they are the reason for his coming, he went to where
people were, and invited them to follow him. These conclusions lead to the question,
how the church should see people. The answer is that people are the reason for the
church, and the church should go where they are.
Other sermons used Jesus’ teaching and actions to support their overall call to
embrace outsiders. Respondent 1 used the Prodigal son, the Parable of the Great
Banquet, and Jesus with the woman at the well to show Jesus’ teaching and outreach
to outsiders. Respondent 3 gave a sermon tracing the large historical, redemptive
story of Scripture. In that movement he said, “As we follow him, we love the world.”
Respondent 4 talked about four possible definitions of outsiders and used Scripture
to show that Christians should embrace outsiders of all these definitions. To support
this conclusion, he used the itinerant exorcist in Mark 9 and later in the sermon, the
leper in Mark 1, the tax collectors in Mark 2, the woman at the well in John 4, and
others. Respondent 4 reflected on the leper in Mark 2:
Now, the point is not that he cleansed the man. He cleansed lots of
people. The point is that Jesus, the best of the best amongst the Jewish
nation, did what 99 percent of the rest of the nation would never dare
to do. He touched a leper. Did he not have the power to speak the
word and this man be clean? Well, of course he did. But he touched
him. Here’s a man who has been denied the human touch even of his
own family for a time. He has been cast outside the city. He has been
made to live in seclusion. He has been counted as one of the
uncleanness among the unclean. And Jesus touched him. Why? To
show that he accepted him as he was.… He was not afraid of the social
stigma that came with those whom society declared to be the scum of
the earth. He was not afraid to mingle. Nor should we [be].
Jesus’ behavior is seen as paradigmatic for the audience. Later, he commented on the
story in Luke 7 about Jesus at the house of a Pharisee and the unclean woman who
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washed Jesus’ feet. Jesus’ story to Simon teaches, “The attitude toward the sinner was
more important than the sin.” Even when discussing outsiders who are unbelievers,
respondent 4 cited Luke 19:10.
The sermon concluded with the following observation:
In 2 Corinthians chapter 4, or chapter 6, rather, verses 14 to 17, he
[Paul] tells us to come out from among them and be a separate people
in our practice. We are not to live like the heathen. We are not to act
like that heathen. We are not to dress like the heathen. We are not to
talk like the heathen. We are not to do things like the heathen that are
heathenish. Even though that may not be good English, you
understand what I mean. So, what he says is, however, now—reconcile
that with Matthew 5:13-16—you are the salt of the earth and the light
of the world. You must go where it needs salt and you must go [sic]
light where there is darkness. And you cannot separate from it and you
cannot go as a condemning criticizer, but as a truth teaching hand of
Jesus Christ, doing what’s right to serve and love the world around us
that is lost in sin.
These comments address a critical concern, namely, how to relate calls to separate
and calls to embrace. A further example using Jesus’ teaching comes from respondent
8 who mentioned the Prodigal son story to show Jesus’ interest in outsiders.
These sermons used a variety of Jesus’ actions and teachings to show that
Jesus included outsiders. Respondent 1 presented his sermon around two issues: how
did Jesus view outsiders and how should we view them. The sermon’s answer is that
Christians must view outsiders as Jesus did.
Two major things link these sermons together using Jesus’ behavior and
teaching to support inclusion. First, all call for their listeners to include outsiders.
Second, they share the motivation: Jesus taught and practiced inclusion.
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Supporting Inclusion through Other New Testament Writers, Especially Paul
The next two categories of support for including outsiders were present far
less often than the teaching and action of Jesus. At the same time, the biblical texts
that appeared in the sermons function to support the call for inclusion as did the
references to Jesus’ teaching and action. A difference, though, is the teaching and
action of Jesus was the central text for some sermons. No reference to these other
New Testament writers functions as the central text. The following discussion
describes how these texts, especially from Paul’s letters, appeared.
Respondent 1 noticed that the explicit term outsider only appears three times in
the New International Version. The texts are Colossians 4:5, 1 Thessalonians 4:12,
and 1 Timothy 3:7. About these texts, the observation is made that they are about
“influence and representing God” to outsiders. Respondent 2 used the story in
Genesis about Abraham hosting the strangers. This story is the major topic of the
sermon, but respondent 2 linked the discussion of that story to the reference in
Hebrews 13:2, that calls for receiving strangers and alludes to the Genesis story.
Three respondents used Galatians 6:10 (R# 4, 6, 9) about doing good to all. To
support the contention that the Good Samaritan is about seeing, respondent 10 used
2 Corinthians 5:16-17. Christians do not see in a worldly way; they see with
compassion. Although respondent 9 gave a sermon about Jonah, he, too, used Paul as
a model. In his conclusion he spoke about Paul: “Should we go on a ship to Tarsus
or should we engage the world as Jesus and Paul did.” Paul was a Jew sent to Gentile
outsiders (Acts 9:15).
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Respondent 12 not only used the Luke 4 text, he also has a major point that
Christians should view outsiders as Paul did. Romans 1-2 and Ephesians 2:1-2 (R# 6
also used Eph. 2) show that all are dead in sin. He further argued that Paul called the
Corinthians to judge, not outsiders, but those inside the church. Along with other
arguments, respondent 12 used Paul’s example and his writings to call for including
outsiders. One example of this use is this statement: “Paul said we are to judge those
inside the church, not those outside (1 Cor. 5:9-13); we are to actually influence those
who are involved in disobedient acts of sin.” Respondent 4 used several texts from
Paul such as Galatians 6:10 and one that addressed the very specific history of COC
dividing within its own ranks (Rom. 14:1-17). This sermon argued that this passage
calls for room for disagreement among “areas where there is room.” In other words,
Paul’s statements call for Christians to refrain from seeing other Christians as
outsiders because differences of opinion exist. Later in his discussion of heathen or
Gentiles who are clear outsiders, respondent 4 reminded his listeners that God was
reconciling the world to himself, using 2 Corinthians 6:14-17.
Respondent 13 used a large number of texts from outside the Gospels. While
he does begin with John 3, most of the sermon is from texts including, Acts,
Galatians, Ephesians, 1 Corinthians, Romans, and Colossians. In his conclusion he
mentioned Leviticus 19:18. The sermon used these texts to support one basic idea:
Baptism is the dividing line between those inside and those outside. At the same time,
he stressed that Christians must reach out and treat outsiders with love. He used his
own experience to support this conclusion.
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This sampling of texts shows that other texts besides the Gospels functioned
to support the call to inclusion. Paul’s letters were the most frequently cited, but
other texts did appear.
Supporting Inclusion through the Old Testament
The only two sermons that had central Old Testament texts were respondent
2, who focused on Genesis 18, and respondent 9, who used the entire book of Jonah.
Respondent 2 quoted from and described the incident in Genesis 18 when Abraham
received the traveling guests. Respondent 2 identified this incident in terms of the
practice of hospitality. He elaborated on this topic: “Hospitality was big back then
compared to now. Now it is more, take it or leave it. Abraham runs to meet them and
bows down. He goes overboard. He promises little and delivers a lot.” Like
respondent 14, he talked about how strangers can bring God to God’s people. He
comments about outsiders: “How do we see people, especially those outside our
circle? All of us have a circle. It may be different sizes. Do we even see those outside
our circle?” He continued by talking about the basketball coach at Duke who makes
his players meet the managers and the custodians. To meet them is to “own the
program.” To own the program means knowing everyone.
While the whole book was used, respondent 9 used Jonah 4 extensively. First,
the sermon shows a very close reading of the text of Jonah. Second, this sermon
spoke using Jonah as a negative role model and asking very pointed questions of the
audience: To what extent, does the church today have the same attitudes and
behaviors of Jonah. An example is the concluding appeal. Jonah’s last words in the
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book are quoted (Jon. 4:9). God asked Jonah if he was angry about the bush and
Jonah replied that he was angry enough to die. The sermon posed the question to the
audience: Would anyone want these words to be their last words. These words called
for the destruction of Jonah’s enemies. The entire sermon recommended that
Christians to develop God’s attitude of concern for outsiders and to overcome
Jonah’s negative attitudes toward outsiders.
Other Old Testament texts are used to support the inclusion of outsiders as
supporting texts. Respondent 16 used Isaiah 56:1-7. This sermon also used Genesis
12 to describe the nations as part of God’s overall historical, redemptive framework
of Scripture. In a similar vein, respondent 2 traced the entire meta-narrative of
Scripture and the specific purpose of the Law. Both were intended so Israel would
know “how to live with others.” Respondent 10 cited Leviticus 19:18 as background
for the Good Samaritan story and as foundation for Jesus’ teaching about the great
commandment. Respondent 12 cited the Old Testament generally and the Jonah
story, like respondent 9, in terms of negative examples for Christians to avoid.
Both respondents 2 and 9 used Old Testament material as their main text to
support their call to their congregations to include outsiders. Some sermons used Old
Testament texts to support this overall call to inclusion.
To summarize this discussion of the biblical framework, the biblical materials
in these sermons focused on the call to include outsiders. The teaching and example
of Jesus was the primary way this call was supported. Other New Testament writers
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and a few Old Testament texts appeared as well. All these Scriptures were used to call
their congregations to include outsiders.
Research Question #2
What theological frameworks were identified in sermons that addressed
attitudes toward the outsider?
The theological frameworks that appeared in these sermons could function to
support either inclusion or exclusion of outsiders. As was true of the earlier
discussion of the biblical framework, inclusion was present far more frequently than
exclusion. The four categories of theological reflection, creation, community, cross,
and consummation, identified by Hays and C. Wright are useful tools for recognizing
how the sermons support a call to include outsiders. The traditional subjects of
systematic theology are subsumed under these four categories. The doctrine of God
appears under creation since God is the one who creates. The doctrines of
Christology and soteriology appear under the category of cross since Jesus’ identity
and action are linked. Community includes not only the doctrine of the church but
the ethics or behavior of the church.
The most common theological category that appeared in these sermons was
community. The category of the cross was prominent as well. Both creation and
consummation appeared, too, but they were present in a very small number of cases
compared to the categories of community and cross. The following discussion
describes the use of each of these theological categories to illuminate how the
sermons in this study supported their call for including outsiders.
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Supporting Inclusion through the Theological Framework of Community—
The Use of Exhortations
The main theological framework operating in these sermons is the call to
include outsiders. This call appears in two related ways: exhortations and Christian
theme of hospitality. First, all of the sermons contain exhortations to both believe
and practice the inclusion present in the teaching of Scripture. The following
discussion shows how exhortations were present in and supported by biblical
materials, personal examples, applications, and illustrations.
All the respondents in this study engaged in exhortations to their
congregations to embrace outsiders. Because of the large quantity of these
exhortations only a few representative examples follow. In addition, the earlier
discussion of the biblical framework contains examples of these exhortations in
quotations already offered. For example, the concluding quotation from respondent 7
on Matthew 25 was an exhortation. After telling about the Christmas pageant and the
comments of the boy with Down’s Syndrome, the minister said, “You see that’s the
attitude, that’s the attitude, when all practicality says ‘Sorry we’re all full up here’.
We’ve got to be willing … to go a step further.” The following discussion gives
additional examples of exhortations. Furthermore, the earlier biblical discussion is
related to these exhortations in another way. The biblical material, consisting of
narratives or statements, functioned to support these exhortations by seeing the
narrative or statement as the ground for exhortations. The logic is if Jesus (or other
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biblical stories or statements) practiced the inclusion of outsiders, the present-day
church should do the same.
The sermon from respondent 1 is an example of the close connection
between the biblical call for inclusion and the need for his community to hear that
call and practice it. Respondent 1 began with Jesus’ teaching and example and moved
to argue for two conclusions in the form of exhortations: “People need compassion,
not judgment,” and, “look at outsiders as people who need witness, not arm
twisting.” Respondent 1 saw these exhortations as challenging to his congregation.
He commented on the first exhortation:
The compassion of Christ means that we are seeing souls, not just
someone who is not as good as us. Zaacheus is an example. The
apostles fell into our problem when Jesus saw the blind men on the
road and the children. We can turn ourselves into outsiders if we do
not think like Jesus.… We are servants of God, not exclusive members
of the Jesus’ club.
Respondent 1 encouraged his audience to welcome outsiders just as Jesus accepted
Zaacheus. Furthermore, he spoke about the second exhortation:
We are not all evangelists or apostles. Preaching is often by extroverts
who are talking to introverts. The only passage about sharing the
gospel is directed to Jesus, not religion (later this passage is identified as
1 Peter 3:15-16). People do not like self-righteousness. If we do not
live Jesus, no one will listen.
Jesus is the model for how to treat others.
In addition to these exhortations, the speaker used his own experience with
inner-city children in Washington, DC, to show that Christians can embrace outsiders
effectively. The overall strategy of this sermon appeared in these statements: “I want
us to recognize how precious it is that God cares so much about everybody; God
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cares so much about us that we need to care about others.” The teaching of Jesus and
his personal contemporary illustration function to support this exhortation: “We need
to care about others.” The sermon concluded by relating God and Christ and their
interest in outsiders to the church. The church should look at outsiders the way Jesus
did.
While respondent 1 related God and Christ’s behavior toward outsiders to the
behavior of the church directly, respondent 3 did the same thing much more subtly.
The sermon was a running narrative of the overall historical, redemptive framework
and only very quietly related that to the church and its behavior. Humans are to rule
with God and to be an icon of God. Jesus is the model. Then, this simple observation
was made: “As we follow him, we love the world. We care about the world because
the world is the model of the temple of God.” Respondent 16 urged his congregation
more like respondent 1 to interact with atheists, agnostics, and adherents of other
religions. While these exhortations focused on behavior, respondent 5 called for an
attitude that is necessary to including outsiders. He called for his church to recognize
its own nakedness. These examples of exhortations show they could function subtly
or more straightforwardly and include both behaviors and attitudes.
In addition to containing exhortations, respondent 14’s sermon included an
example of the close link between the theological framework of community and the
biblical framework of Matthew 25. His exhortation came at the end of the sermon
and was based on the sermon’s three stories and has already been cited in the biblical
framework discussion. The exhortation was to look at outsiders with wonder, love,
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curiosity, and prayer. He used three contemporary stories to show how Matthew 25
could apply to the present. His presentation also illustrated how the result of
practicing the directions in Matthew 25 could be inclusion when he noted that the
woman and her son became Christians through the action of the minister in the story.
The conversion is clear in the quotation given earlier.
Another example of both the close relationship between a biblical and
theological material and the exhortations calling the congregation to include others is
respondent 4. Respondent 4’s sermon had the theological category of community as
the central focus of the sermon. The sermon, as noted in the biblical section,
described four ways an outsider could be understood and then called for including or
embracing all four as part of the gospel. Not only is the attitude toward outsiders
mentioned in this sermon, but the following comment focused on action: “But how
we handle those with whom we are in disagreement is ultimately as important as what
we believe.” Respondent 4 made this statement about Romans 14 and how Christians
today should view outsiders who are part of splinter groups within the COC.
In addition to the exhortation about splinter groups, this sermon urged the
congregation to ignore the social and economic differences that are important in the
world. The church, the sermon says, is a community with different values and
practices. This part of the sermon moved from biblical reflection to application. The
respondent began with the leper in Mark 1 and then continued to the tax collector in
Mark 2 and then to the Samaritan woman in John 4. The next sermon component
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was application of these stories and adding material from Paul, too. The following
quotation shows this consideration in terms of Mark 1 and Paul:
There was no one—let’s go to Mark chapter 1—more despised than
lepers, prostitutes, tax collectors, Samaritans, and Gentiles. If you fell
into one of these categories racially, nationally, socially, economically
you were anathema to a good Jew.… In the church, we cannot let these
things matter. We cannot let racial things matter; national things cannot
matter or sex, either.… We cannot let these things matter.… Paul
would say in Romans, God is no respecter of persons, chapter 2. The
church must practice the same view toward anyone we consider
outsiders on the basis of race, nationality, social class, or economic
class. The same thing that Jesus did. If we don’t, we are guilty.
Both the use of biblical materials and his application to the present serve to ground
his exhortation: “We cannot let these things matter.” The sermon contained further
exhortations and showed a similar connection operating between the biblical and
theological reasons for exhortations to include outsiders.
Furthermore, not only did Jesus’ teaching and behavior function as a model
for the church to follow, other biblical characters form the grounds for exhortations
that the church should follow. Respondent 12 used Paul as a model of how to view
outsiders. Respondent 2 used Abraham. Respondent 9 described Jonah as a negative
model throughout his entire sermon, and respondent 12 used Jonah, too, but in a
supporting role. Respondent 12 said the following about Jonah:
Jonah felt that God should punish them [the Assyrians].… Jonah is
very angry because of God’s love, compassion, grace and that he [i.e.,
God] is slow to anger. Jonah seems to have forgotten the Lord God is
Lord of the nations.
This comment supports a larger point that Christians are to avoid attitudes that some
Jews had of outsiders.
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The exhortations in these sermons called the congregations to include
outsiders. Their purpose was to encourage these churches to see themselves as
inclusive communities and to adopt both attitudes and behaviors that would support
including outsiders. These exhortations were buttressed by biblical materials that
served to justify this identity. In addition, contemporary illustrations showed the
church including others successfully and becoming a motivation for these
congregations to imitate these behavior and attitudes.
Supporting Inclusion through the Theological Framework of Community—An
Emphasis on Hospitality
Very closely related to and overlapping the first observation is that these calls
to inclusion are a reflection of the category of hospitality. The theological category of
community is also present in the pervasive use of the Christian theme of hospitality.
The topic of hospitality is closely related to community or ecclesiology because
hospitality is a practice of the church. Only respondent 2, who talked about Abraham
accepting the strangers, explicitly mentioned this term, but thirteen of the sermons
were predominately about hospitality (R# 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16).
Eleven of the sermons used texts from the Gospels where Jesus either taught about
hospitality to outsiders or practiced hospitality himself (R# 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14,
15, 16). Two specific examples of Jesus’ teaching or behavior were the Good
Samaritan (R# 6, 10) or the acceptance of the Samaritan by Jesus woman in John 4
(R# 1, 4, 12, 16). Respondents 15 and 16 used Jesus’ behavior in two stories from
Matthew 8. As a result, a large number of these sermons showed examples of
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hospitality by Abraham or Jesus and moved to exhort congregations to reproduce the
same attitudes and practices.
In addition, hospitality appeared in these sermons as frequent call for
compassion or mercy (R# 1, 9). Jesus practiced compassion, and, as a result,
Christians should, too (R# 9, 10, 12). Respondent 9 saw compassion as a central
theme in Jonah. God has compassion, but Jonah resented God’s compassion for the
Assyrians, and Jonah needed to develop the trait. Respondent 6 used the Good
Samaritan as an example of the practice of mercy; the respondent also emphasized
that mercy is an action. Later in the sermon, compassion was mentioned and related
specifically to helping the poor. Giving money is an act of compassion. Respondent
10 defined compassion in terms of seeing. Respondent 12 used Luke 4 and
understood compassion as the central teaching in this text as well.
Hospitality appeared in a third way in the sermons when different potential
recipients were identified. Respondent 15 talked about his own experience with an
AIDS patient in the early days of the disease. In addition, he encouraged his audience
to recognize the African-American teen with his pants down to his knees is no
different from the redneck white boy dipping snuff. The respondent saw a
connection to Christians’ refusal to accept those who are different, the failure to see
where someone is “coming from,” and the reality that outsiders “don’t come flooding
into our churches.” Respondent 10 provided contemporary equivalents for marginal
people Jesus encountered. The Samaritan is like migrants, gays, Muslims, and the
homeless. Respondent 7 said that Matthew 25 is more than just benevolence. As
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illustrated earlier, respondent 7 mentioned single mothers, ex-cons, and sex offenders
as possible recipients of hospitality.
A final way that hospitality appeared in these sermons was through an appeal
to church history. Two respondents used examples from church history where
Christians were known for their practice of hospitality. Respondent 8 talked about
the practice in terms of a larger discussion of tolerance and exclusiveness. He points
out that early Christians were very exclusive but were able to form communities that
included very diverse people worshiping and serving together. He pointed to a
Christian author who described how these early Christians were known for
hospitality. In a similar way, respondent 7 quoted from Aristides’ apology to Hadrian
about the practice of hospitality. Both of these respondents talked about the practice
of hospitality in church history. Whether these sermons talked about hospitality in
terms of biblical or contemporary examples, possible recipients, or examples from
church history, the teaching and practice of hospitality functions to encourage the
congregations receiving these sermons to implement this Christian practice of
hospitality.
In conclusion, the largest theological category is community or ecclesiology.
This category appeared in the exhortations found throughout these sermons that
called for the congregations that the sermons addressed to practice attitudes and
actions to include outsiders. These two theological categories were closely linked with
the biblical frameworks described earlier. Both these theological and biblical
frameworks functioned closely together to encourage the congregations addressed to
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include outsiders. In addition, these churches were addressed using the Christian
practice of hospitality to encourage including outsiders.
Supporting Inclusion through the Theological Framework of the Cross
The doctrines of Christology and soteriology appear under the category of
cross in Hays and Wright’s theological typology since Jesus’ identity and action are
linked. In addition to the category of community, the category of the cross appeared
frequently to support the call for the churches to include outsiders because Jesus both
lived and died for outsiders. Not only does Jesus’ own practice in the Gospels show
this inclusion, but Christian reflection in the rest of the New Testament on the
meaning of Jesus’ coming, and especially Jesus’ death, supports the call to inclusion in
these sermons. The biblical material presented earlier demonstrated the reliance on
the example and teaching of Jesus. Consequently, a great amount of overlap exists
between that discussion and the theological category of the cross. Both Jesus’ actions
and teaching appeared in these sermons to encourage the listeners to include others.
Jesus’ death on the cross is the supreme example of Jesus’ life for others. Jesus’
behavior or teaching was used in all but two sermons (R# 2, 3). The following
discussion illustrates the presence of this theological category.
To illustrate the use of Jesus’ life as a model of inclusion, respondent 16’s
sermon is a good example. He began with Jesus and the centurion in Matthew 8.
After applying the call to inclusion by asking his audience to interact with different
groups, he returned to Jesus. He used Jesus’ example and, based on that example,
gave exhortations to his listeners. Here is part of his conclusion:
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Now, how would the story of the centurion be different if the
centurion had come to you instead of Jesus? What if the centurion had
come to you as a representative of Jesus? Would you have said, “Well I
can’t pray for you because you are not a Christian and God does not
hear your prayers? Would you have said, “I want to kill you because
you are oppressing my people?” Would you have even talked to him?
Would you have stopped her [the Samaritan woman in John 4]
from telling people of the village about Jesus because she was a
woman? Because she’s a Samaritan? Would you have said to her, “You
have no business doing this?” How might this story have been
different if she approached you and not Jesus?
We need to tear down the walls. And we need to get out of our
comfort zone and interact with a person of a different faith. And I
don’t mean a Baptist. Though for some of us, even that makes us
uncomfortable. We need to listen; we need to listen to people who are
outsiders. In both of these stories that I mentioned, the Samaritan
woman and the centurion, in both of those stories Jesus listened to
outsiders. The question I have for you this morning is, do we?
If you start feeling uncomfortable when you’re talking to someone,
when you’re listening to them, you start feeling real uncomfortable, I
want you to say yourself, “God loves her and I will love her.” If you
start feeling uncomfortable, say to yourself “Jesus died for him and I
will give up my claims on my comfort to listen to him.”
Jesus died for the world. We are called to take up a cross and die.
Do you think the people of the world who are outsiders think of us as
people who are self-sacrificial or do you think they look at us as people
who are entitled and demand their way? How do you think they think
of you? The way they think of you is the way they think of Jesus.
Not only do these comments speak about Jesus’ attitudes and behaviors, but they
move from observations about Jesus to contemporary exhortation. Many of the
quotations already offered in the biblical section do this same thing: They described
Jesus’ stance toward outsiders and then urged their listeners to imitate Jesus.
Consequently, an overlap between the biblical materials, the theological category of
community, and the cross appear in the sermons where Jesus was a model and a basis
for appeals to these churches.
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Respondent 8 drew three implications for how Christians should “relate” to
outsiders at the conclusion of his sermon. His second one is relevant to this
theological category and was to relate to outsiders by practicing Jesus’ humility:
Secondly, we relate to our world through the humility of Jesus Christ.
One who, Paul says in Philippians 2,” being in the very nature of God
did not count equality with God as something to be grasped but made
himself nothing, he emptied himself, taking on him the form of a
servant, became obedient to death, even death on the cross.” That
becomes the model for the way we relate to a world full of people that
we are really finding it hard to love most days. We relate through the
humility of one who gave up heaven to come here and walk among us
and to go to a cross for us.… We relate to the world through the one
who has come in the absolute loving humility of the servant King,
Lord Jesus. That becomes the model for how we think about, talk
about our neighbor.
This quotation linked both Jesus’ life, “come[ing] here and walk[ing] among us,” and
preeminently, his death, “go[ing] to a cross for us.” To link both these elements of
Jesus’ life, respondent 8 used both the narrative of Jesus’ life and the theological
reflection of Paul from Philippians 2.
Like respondent 8 other respondents also supported including others because
of the universal saving scope of Jesus’ death. Respondent 16 is an example of how
Jesus’ death is interpreted in the New Testament as being for everyone using John
3:16:
Jesus makes it clear that God is interested in all people. His mission is
to all people. God so loved the Jews that he gave his only begotten
son? God so loved the insider that he gave his only begotten son? The
passage is God so loved the world that he sent his one and only son.
And that idea of God loving the world comes to life in this story. The
world.
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As this quotation indicates, respondent 16 also related the use of John 3:16 to his
primary text from Matthew 8 where Jesus healed a centurion’s son. John 3:16 “comes
to life in this story.” Other sermons used John 3:16 to support a soteriology where
Jesus died for all (R# 1, 4). Closely related to these comments from respondent 16,
respondent 10 linked Jesus’ teaching from Luke 15 about compassion to Paul:
Paul offers a similar teaching in his letter to urban Christians trying to
overcome racial and religious differences in light of Jesus’ resurrection:
“So from now on, we regard no one from a worldly point of view.…
The old has gone, the new is here” (2 Cor. 5:16-17).
The examples from these two respondents’ sermons, using early Christian reflection
from the Gospels and from Paul’s writings, show the use of the theological category
of the cross to support the inclusion of others.
Consequently, the theological framework of inclusion was supported by the
use of both Jesus’ life and reflection on his soteriological mission. The discussion
showed, as well, how the biblical material about Jesus and this theological category of
the cross are closely related.
Supporting Inclusion through the Theological Frameworks of Creation and
Consummation
The theological categories of creation and consummation as named by Hays
and C. Wright appear much less frequently than do the categories of community and
cross. The most extensive use of creation theology is in the sermon by respondent 10.
While the sermon was about the Good Samaritan, at the end of the sermon he argued
that the call to love others is based on this theological conviction that all humans
have the image of God. He said, “The Jesus Creed—loving God and others—is built
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upon the Genesis conviction that every person bears the name of God.…” He
further argued that Christians relate to others out of the following theological
convictions:
1.
2.
3.

All human life is valuable because:
All life comes from God.
All humans reflect the divine image.

These three observations show the clear influence of creation theology as the basis
for including others. To summarize the use of the theological category of creation,
the few references that occur support the exhortations in these sermons to include
outsiders because all humans bear the image of God. Consequently, all humans are
important to God.
The category of creation also appeared in these sermons through the use of
terms such as icon and image from the creation theology of Scripture. The creation
account in Genesis speaks of humans as made in the image of God and sets up a
trajectory that runs through the rest of Scripture. An example is the use of creation
theology to support inclusion in Respondent 9. While this sermon is about Jonah and
his hatred of the Assyrians who were outsiders, this respondent saw the image of
God in creation as the reason for God’s compassion toward the Assyrians.
Respondent 9 said, “Why would God have compassion? Because these people have
the image of God.” Two other respondents mention that humans are made in the
image of God (R# 10; R# 3 used the term icon).
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The least frequently used theological category was consummation or
eschatology. Respondent 7 made extensive comments about judgment in connection
with his text, Matthew 25:
Now this idea of being judged is not altogether very comforting, is it?
The idea that someday we will stand and someone will give us an
account of what our life was like. And so this group here, this group
likened to be the sheep. They are told to come. The kingdom is ready
for you. Inherit your eternal reward. Because look at all these things
you did. You provided food. You provided clothing. You provided
shelter. When I was in need because I was sick, you were there for me.
When I was lonely, because I was in prison, once again you were there
for me, you came to visit me, you reached out to me, you let me know
that I was not forgotten. I was loved by you. Of course, his audience,
as we see in Scripture, is surprised, aren’t they? His audience says, “But
Lord, we never saw you hungry or thirsty, sick, or in prison, we never
saw you needing clothing, what are you talking about, Lord? We never
saw you needing any of those things.” And then how does he reply?
“Whatever you did for the least of these brothers and sisters of mine,
you did for me.”
Respondent 14 also spoke extensively about Matthew 25. Both these sermons argue
that their congregations should take care of outsiders because this care is a basis for
future judgment. In addition, Respondent 8 spoke twice in his sermon about God
judging, and judgment is an eschatological category. His purpose was to provide a
reason for his exhortation to refrain from judging others because God judges.
Furthermore, two sermons mentioned Luke 4. Luke 4 is an explicit citation of an
eschatological passage anticipating a future anointed, prophetic figure (R# 11, 12).
Both these sermons used this text to show that Jesus was concerned about those who
would be considered undesirable. Respondent 12, like respondent 8, used this text to
discourage judging outsiders. As noted earlier, respondent 11 used Luke 4 as a
paradigmatic text for several following pericopes that showed Jesus doing what the
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prophetic passage described. Jesus was a model of the anointed servant. As a result,
these sermons referred to eschatological themes of judgment to influence present
behavior such as taking care of others, refraining from judging, and following Jesus’
role as the anointed prophetic figure.
As this discussion shows, the four theological categories identified by Hays
and Wright appeared in these sermons. The most numerous category was community
followed closely by the cross. In addition, this chapter described how the biblical
materials about including outsiders is closely related to the theological framework of
inclusion. Third, creation and consummation were less frequently used, but they do
appear to support the central call in these sermons to include outsiders.
Research Question #3
What demographic variables, if any, provide insight into the findings of
sermons addressing attitudes toward the outsider?
While this study requested information about several demographic categories
(see Table 4.1), the demographic category of identity is the one variable that provides
additional insight into the findings of sermons addressing attitudes toward the outsider.
In light of the description of the problem in Chapter 1, two major groups exist in the
COC. First, traditional COC continue to hold ecclesiologically focused and sectarian
boundaries about outsiders. Second, progressives have abandoned those views or
formed understandings of boundaries on other foundations than exclusively on
ecclesiology. Two observations regarding the demographic variable identity are
observed.
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First, many similarities exist: exhortations, similar texts, and the dominant
categories of community and cross. The sermons reviewed for this study show a great
deal of similarity even though five respondents saw their congregations as traditional
and eleven saw theirs as progressive. As noted earlier, all the sermons support the
need to include outsiders. In addition, to support these claims both groups of
respondents used some of the same texts. The respondents who saw their churches
as traditional and those who saw them as progressive shared the Good Samaritan (R#
6, 10), the use of Luke 4 (R# 11, 12), John 3:16 (R# 1, 4, 16), and Jonah as a negative
example (R# 9, 12), and Jesus’ embracing of sinners, especially John 4 (R# 1, 4, 6, 10,
15, 16). Similarly, both traditional and progressive congregations heard the same
theological categories to support the exhortations to include outsiders. Both
progressives and traditional congregations heard all four theological categories to
support including outsiders: community (R# 1, 14), cross (R# 16, 4), creation (R# 10,
9), and consummation (R# 7, 14).
Second, these sermons provide insight into how the two groups presently see
this issue of boundaries. Three observations help frame this second observation.
First, eleven sermons made no reference to boundaries at all (R# 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10,
12, 14, 15, 16). Second, five of the sermons did speak about boundaries (R# 4, 6, 8,
11, 13). Third, of those five, two supported ecclesiological boundaries (R# 6, 13), and
three rejected the ecclesiological and sectarian past of the COC (R# 4, 8, 11). The
following discussion develops the second and third observations about differences
around the category identity.
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Two respondents tried to support the traditional boundaries of the COC. The
most extensive discussion of boundaries occurred in respondent 6. His discussion
saw these boundaries in terms of community or ecclesiological terms. He supported
the boundaries by making two moves. First, respondent 6 explained that a clear
distinction exists between those inside and outside using the teaching of Jesus. He
talked about the two groups in this way:
Now we need to realize, really and truly, that’s the way that everyone
looks who is outside of Jesus [like the Jews liberated from
concentration camps in World War II]. They are dead. We need to be
the ones who share the message of life with them. It says in Matthew
7:13 and 14 only a few find the narrow way, so many find the broad.
When the disciples in Luke 13:23 and 24 asked Jesus, is it really the
case that only a few will be saved? He says many are going to try to
find a way in but only a few will. You see the fact of the matter is so
many are dying. We walk around today in self-denial. We walk around
today as if every last one of us is healthy and vital and all just
connected to God and everything is blue skies and rainbows when the
fact is so many are dying.
Second, other statements in the sermon make his ecclesiological understanding clear.
One example is the opening sentence from a quotation cited earlier: “Based on what
we read in Luke 10, you and I should view the world, those who are not members of
the body of Christ.…” The world here was defined as those who are not members of
the body of Christ or the church. A more extensive example occurred in his sermon:
How should we view them? As we read, what should you think about
outsiders? First of all, that presupposes the idea that you and I
recognize there’s a difference between belonging to the Lord and
belonging to the Lord’s church and not belonging to the Lord and not
belonging to the Lord’s church. Very clearly that is a distinction that
Jesus made; are you mine or are you not mine? Clearly, this is a
distinction the apostles made. That’s the reason that they spent their
lives going all around the world Because they recognized there is a
difference between being in the kingdom or out of the kingdom. It
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wasn’t just enough to say people are good, kind and decent and if the
answer is yes, my work is finished. The answer is, are they part of the
Lord’s body or are they not? They saw a clear distinction, therefore,
they had a mission and so they were going to fulfill it. And so when I
am asked this question, what is it that we should think about it, how
should we view outsiders, how should we view those who have not
named Jesus as their Lord and Savior, have not submitted to them [sic]
in obedience, and are not part of his blood washed family. How should
we view them? When I am asked this question, I think immediately of
the good Samaritan.
The various ways he spoke about the church, like Lord’s church, Lord’s body, and
blood-washed family show his ecclesiological understanding.
Respondent 13, who identified his congregation as progressive, used texts to
support that what separates outsiders from insiders is baptism. He began with
Romans 6 and its discussion of baptism and then moved to Galatians 3, Acts 2,
Ephesians 2, 1 Corinthians 15, Galatians 1, Romans 1, Colossians, and Romans 10.
These texts function to support the dividing line of baptism and that outsiders do
exist. This particular sermon contained the term outsiders more times than all the
others put together (sixteen times in this sermon; eight times in the rest of the
sermons).
By contrast with these last two respondents, respondent 4 talked about
boundaries in two ways as well, but they differ from respondent 6. First, he spoke
about the existence of boundaries in general terms several times in the sermon. For
example, he began the sermon by citing Deuteronomy 15:3 and said it indicated that
Jews did practice some distinctions between themselves and foreigners. Later, he
mentioned Matthew 7:21 and made a general observation that this verse indicated
Jesus recognized some as outsiders. Second, respondent 4 talked about divisions that
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exist within COC. The sermon contained a veritable laundry list of the things that
have caused these divisions:
We [i.e., his listeners] are part of a splinter group [to someone] within
COC. We would be outsiders in someone’s definition. Some consider
all who are different to be apostate or outsiders. We splinter over
hand-raising, clapping, eating in the building, orphan’s homes, head
covering for women, Sunday schools, literature in Sunday schools, one
cup or many cups, fermented wine or unfermented wine. Jesus did not
die for any of those things.
The last comment in this paragraph showed Respondent 4’s feeling about the matters
listed. This comment distances the respondent from a traditional COC
understanding. He rejected that groups within the COC should be considered
outsiders who may differ on the topics that he listed. Similarly, respondent 8 talked
about boundaries in terms of truth. He argued that Scriptures such as Acts 4:12, 1
Timothy 2:5-6, and John 14:6 show Christians make truth claims that are exclusive.
At the same time, respondent 8 argued that Christians should make these claims with
the humility of Christ.
Furthermore, respondents 4, 8, and 11 reject the sectarian past of the COC.
Respondent 4 rejected accepting divisions within the COC. Using Mark 9 he rejected
sectarian attitudes toward other churches:
The human idea that is sometimes put out is that all good things must
be done through our hands. That if we are not the one doing the good
thing, then the good thing can’t even be mentioned, or associated with,
or helped. Because if we’re not doing it, it’s got to be wrong, doesn’t it?
That’s the idea put out. That’s what John is saying. We tried to stop
him. Why, he’s using the name of Jesus and doing something, but he’s
not one of us. He’s not a part of our group.
Now, there is no special approval here for this unknown man.
Jesus did not say, yes he is one of us. He said, let him alone. There is
no special approval here. He may very well have been an outsider, but
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one thing is for sure, whatever he was doing, he was doing it and using
the name of Jesus to do it with. And Jesus said, “Let him alone.” So
what is he saying? Here is a prohibition against God’s people making it
their business to monitor and to pass judgment upon the work of other
people whom we do not know. It is not our business to be the
brotherhood, or the world, or Christianity’s watchdog. And make sure
that we monitor everything that everybody does, and pass judgment
upon it because they don’t particularly belong to us.
As a result, respondent 4 rejected both viewing those from a splinter group in the
COC and someone from another church as outsiders. In a similar way, respondent 8
expressed his rejection of the sectarian past in COC in these terms:
Let me say this as plainly as I know how. We do not preach the
sufficiency of the church of Christ; we preach the sufficiency of Christ.
We do not call people to the fullness of our church; God calls them to
the fullness of our Christ.
In addition to this statement from respondent 8, respondent 11 drew a sharp contrast
between his present and past preaching. He said for too many years he invited people
to become members of the church and now repents of this practice. He further
commented that he used to present the church as the “priority.” The church is not
the “priority.” Respondent 11 said the invitation is to follow Jesus.
Consequently, two respondents tried to support traditional COC boundaries;
one addressed a progressive congregation and one preached to a traditional
congregation. By contrast, three respondents talked about boundaries, but those
boundaries were not ecclesiological ones and they rejected the sectarian past of the
COC. In addition, both traditional and progressive congregations heard sermons that
had similar exhortations, biblical materials, and theological categories to support
including outsiders.
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Summary of Major Findings
Three major findings emerged from the study of these sermons:
1. The respondents in this study called their churches to include outsiders.
2. The preachers based their sermons on a variety of biblical texts, mostly
from the New Testament, to support the call to include outsiders.
3. The preachers framed their sermons most frequently in the two theological
categories of community and the cross.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Major Findings
This study considered what a group of ministers from the COC preached to
their congregations as an ideal view of outsiders. The problem these sermons
addressed is that COC members may have attitudes and behaviors that are a result of
faulty biblical and theological beliefs. The purpose of this study was to evaluate
sermons preached by sixteen COC ministers to identify the biblical and theological
framework used currently when addressing attitudes toward the outsider.
Churches to Include Outsiders
In contrast to the sectarian and ecclesiological boundaries that I heard growing
up in COC, these sermons stressed the importance of including outsiders. When I
was growing up and the topic of outsiders was addressed, the focus of the sermon
would have been largely on proving that anyone outside the COC was an outsider.
Closely related to the emphasis on boundaries was the need to avoid such people
because of the threat they posed to contaminating Christians. As a result, boundaries
were the central issue. The first finding of this study is that the sermons analyzed for
it called for including outsiders. The first observation about this finding is an
emphasis on including outsiders is a significant change. Even the sermons in this
study that mentioned boundaries did not do so in terms of the ecclesiological ones
that I heard growing up. When respondent 4 listed those things that cause divisions
even within the COC, his comments made clear that he rejected that these issues
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should divide our own movement. He went further and used Mark 9 to support his
conviction that other groups should not be considered as outsiders when they, like
the COC, were acting to follow Christ. Both respondents 8 and 11 indicated a clear
break with their own past preaching practice. They now focus on preaching Christ,
not the church, generally, nor the COC, specifically. In light of the problem described
in Chapter 1 in the COC and my own experience in these churches, these sermons
show a definite change of direction in how this topic was often addressed in the past.
The second observation about this emphasis on including others in the
sermons is that they used both the biblical and theological frameworks from Scripture
to support this call for inclusion. Any discussion of excluding outsiders appeared far
less extensively and was conspicuously absent from many of the sermons. Chapter 2
showed both a wide range of material support including outsiders. By contrast, the
literature about outsiders addressed the topic of boundaries much less extensively.
On the topic of including outsiders, Israelite law directed that the Jewish community
treat aliens and outsiders as citizens as long as they maintained certain minimal
standards. The later prophetic materials condemned their own society for failing to
treat outsiders as required by the law. The prophets also anticipated a day when
God’s people would be enlarged to include groups such as eunuchs and foreigners in
the worshipping community. Jesus both taught and practiced including those who
were separated from the religious community of his day. His followers, especially
Paul and the author of 1 Peter, appropriated the legal and prophetic vision just
described in light of the gospel and created communities that transcended normal
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ethnic and economic boundaries. The sermons for this study heard these same claims
and encouraged their congregations to adopt them in the present.
In addition to biblical materials, the theological vision of God’s promise to
Abraham that all the nations of the earth would be blessed through him showed a
divine intent to include all humanity in God’s saving purposes. The Psalms also
expected a future day where God’s universal sovereignty would operate over the
whole of humanity. In Chapter 1 Isaiah 56:1-9 received attention and in Chapter 2 the
role of that passage and other prophetic visions in Paul’s thought and mission
showed that Paul saw his work among Gentiles as fulfilling these Old Testament
expectations of God’s universal saving plans. As a result, calling the church to include
outsiders is consistent with the teaching of Scripture and its concomitant theological
perspective.
These sermons and their use of the biblical framework of inclusion suggest
that churches are hearing a significant call to include outsiders because Scripture calls
the believing community to embrace outsiders in ways that transcend normal
boundaries. As early Christians experienced difficulties because of ethnic, cultural,
and socioeconomic differences (see Rom.; Gal.; 1 Cor.; Jas.) the church today is not
miraculously delivered from these forces that separate people. These sermons
sounded a clear call to their audiences to transcend these barriers both within the
church itself and in terms of the larger world. Just as Jesus ran into opposition
because of those he was willing to embrace, the sermons for this study indicated that
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the church must not let this embrace of outsiders be subject to the prejudices of the
world.
Biblical Framework Supporting Inclusion from the New Testament
The preachers based their sermons on a variety of biblical texts, mostly from
the New Testament, to support the call to include outsiders by focusing on the
teaching and behavior of Jesus. The sermons argue that Jesus taught and acted to
include outsiders. The next move these sermons made was to argue that since Jesus
taught and practiced inclusion, the contemporary church and Christians should do
the same. The following discussion supports and expands on these observations.
The main texts used in these sermons were Matthew 8:1-4, 5-13; 25:36-46;
Mark 5:1-20; and, Luke 4:16-30; 10:25-37. For example, respondent 15 described
Jesus healing a leper in Matthew 8 and equated his touching this person with other
untouchables in the present. Respondent 16 used Jesus including the centurion and
used Jesus’ example to address present-day reluctance among his congregation to
reach out to outsiders. He gave very specific advice for his congregation to follow
Jesus’ example such as reaching out to atheists, agnostics, and adherents of other
religions. Two respondents used the parable of the Good Samaritan in Luke 10 to
support their call. Consequently, different respondents used Jesus’ actions or
behavior to support their call to their contemporary worshippers to imitate this
example.
The literature review in Chapter 2 shows the importance of these biblical
materials in several ways. First, even though Matthew 8:5-11 does not explicitly use
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the term Gentile, it clearly is alluding to Matthew’s overall contention that Jesus’
ministry anticipated the gospel would be offered to Gentiles. In a similar way, the
pericope in Matthew 8:1-3 shows Jesus embracing an outsider. The leper in the story
is an outsider based on legal rules about his disease. The sermon on Mark 5:1-20
shows the same concern as Matthew 8. The two sermons on the Good Samaritan not
only show the importance of Jesus’ teaching, but a Samaritan was an ethnic outsider
like the leper was a social outsider. This story showed that not only can outsiders be
included, but outsiders can function as models to the community of faith. The
literature review in Chapter 2 talked about how biblical materials often praise the
pious Gentile.
A second way the biblical materials in the sermons reflect the literature review
in Chapter 2 is the use of texts from Paul and Hebrews. The literature reviewed
showed how prominent these sources are when considering what the New Testament
teaches about Christians and outsiders. While no sermon used a text from these
sources as its main resource, they do appear in supporting roles in the sermons. For
example, the sermon on Genesis 18 used only one other text, Hebrews 13:2, to
encourage the congregation to follow Abraham’s example of practicing hospitality.
Respondent 12 called for his audience to use Paul as a model of how to think about
outsiders. Respondent 6 used Ephesians 2 to talk about how Paul saw the church as a
place where people who were normally estranged were brought together.
In addition, Chapter 2 showed that earlier Christian preachers from the
patristic, medieval and Reformation eras who mentioned outsiders show points of
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contact to the sermons for this study in three ways. First, the earlier preaching
tradition used some of the same biblical materials to support calls to include
outsiders. For example, Origen used the Good Samaritan to demonstrate the
importance of seeing all humanity as neighbors. Respondent 10 used very similar
language in this discussion of the same text, the Good Samaritan.
The second point of contact is a contrast. The reflection on biblical materials
in both the sermons for this study and earlier preaching precedents supported
including outsiders. At the same time, the earlier sermons do stress boundaries
between Christians and others that is much more muted in the sermons in this study.
For example, Gregory the Great saw Mary, the mother of Jesus, as an outsider during
Jesus’ earthly life because she was not a disciple. The earliest Christian sermon that
still survives called outsiders “errant and perishing souls (Fant and Penson 24). The
literature review in Chapter 2 showed a plethora of ways to refer to outsiders ranging
from unbelievers, stupid, wicked, enemies, heretics, Gentiles, Greeks, fornicators,
adulterers, friends of the world, and so on. The sermons by Luther, Calvin, and
Richard Baxter even use outsider language for other Christians such as those who
practice popery, false brothers, wicked men, carnal people, deluded humans, blind
individuals, and ignorant believers, among others. By contrast only six sermons
reviewed in this study mentioned boundaries. These sermons acknowledged the
existence of boundaries or observed that truth is, by nature, exclusive. The sermons
for this study tend to talk about outsiders in more neutral terms that are reminiscent
of the practice of Basil and Wyclif. These two used they. Consequently, the sermons
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discussed in Chapter 2 drew out distinctions between the church and those outside
from the biblical texts that they used more readily than did the present-day sermons
for this study.
A third point of contact with the preaching tradition and the sermons for this
study is how to view differences among Christians. The preaching tradition saw
distinctions made even among those who saw themselves as Christians and even saw
some who claimed to be Christians as outsiders. The discussions of Luther and
Calvin in Chapter 2 pointed out how they made distinctions between their own group
and other Christian groups, especially Catholics. By contrast, respondent 4 argued
that many divisions that have existed in the COC are inappropriate and differences
should not lead to separation. Luther did, as that discussion shows, recognize matters
of indifference. As a result, not all differences are matters requiring Christians to
separate. At the same time, the discussion of Luther showed that he was interested in
outsiders, too. Calvin’s sermons show similar contents. Calvin both called for
separation from some other Christians, and he was interested in outsiders. What the
comparison of past preaching practices and the sermons for this study show is the
similarity of stress on including others. One difference is that earlier preaching spoke
more than frequently about the boundaries between the church and outsiders and
even between those inside. Perhaps this difference should be carefully considered in
terms of why and how valid is the lack of attention to boundaries in the present.
When the sermons for this study are compared with the preaching tradition
that I heard growing up, a major difference is evident. Because of the ecclesiological
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nature of COC theology, Acts and Paul’s letters were the primary source of preaching
texts. The goal was to find the pattern for the church and that pattern is found as the
church emerged in Acts and in Paul because he instructed his audiences about the
true church. While texts from Acts and Paul appear to support the call to inclusion in
these sermons, the emphasis on Jesus and the Gospels is a major shift from the
earlier preaching practice. Jesus’ example of both showing hospitality and receiving
hospitality to outsiders functions as an important model for the churches addressed
in these sermons.
The reason why these sermons largely focused on Jesus are not immediately
clear, but two possible explanations are worth considering. First, as Chapter 1
suggested, the COC has gone through a rethinking of its recent past. C. Leonard
Allen, among others, has commented on the need to use the Gospels as leading
authorities for preaching and teaching in the COC (113-47). The sermons in this
study and their central use of the Gospels suggests this current call is being heard in
both traditional and progressive churches. A second possible reason is that the
preaching tradition in the COC is heavily focused on preaching specific texts to
answer questions. When the topic of outsiders is raised, the literature review in
Chapter 2 show that both biblical and theological reflection on this topic often draws
heavily from Jesus’ practice and teaching about including others. In other words,
using Jesus and the Gospels is an understandable resource for addressing this topic.
Both of these factors may play a role in the focus on the Gospels that are present in
the sermons for this study.
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In conclusion, the sermons in this study used primarily New Testament texts,
generally, and texts from the Gospels, specifically, as their ground for calling their
congregations to include outsiders. The two notable exceptions were sermons on
Abraham’s hospitality to the strangers and the use of Jonah as a negative example.
Other texts outside the Gospels did appear to support the primary focus on Jesus’
teaching and behavior. While the sermons in the earlier discussion of preaching
precedents also used biblical texts in similar ways to support including outsiders,
those earlier sermons developed biblical calls to exclude some outsiders more
extensively than the sermons for this study. Finally, the focus on Jesus differed from
my earlier exposure to COC preaching that was heavily weighted toward Acts and
Paul’s letters that were mined for their ecclesiological vision.
Theological Frameworks Supporting Inclusion from Community and Cross
The preachers framed their sermons most frequently in the two theological
categories of community and the cross. These sermons stressed that their
communities should embrace outsiders. Respondent 4 summarized what other
respondents said as well. He identified four types of outsiders: splinter groups within
the COC; other Christian denominations; those who are racially, socially,
economically or otherwise outsiders; and, finally, the unbelieving. All of these
categories are legitimate candidates for Christians to seek to include both by showing
God’s love and by bringing them into God’s family. As the discussion in Chapter 4
showed, the two major ways these sermons communicated about community was by
exhorting their congregations to embrace outsiders in keeping with the theological
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vision of outsiders as objects of God’s intense concern. The exhortations enacted the
theological theme of hospitality. Second, the sermons saw the cross as a significant
theological category for reflecting on outsiders because both Jesus’ teaching and
behavior, especially his death, called for including outsiders. The cross shows God’s
ultimate universal saving intentions. The following discussion of this finding will
show how this emphasis on including others is continuous in a significant way with
my early experience in the COC. The second observation about this finding will show
points of continuity with the theological vision that Chapter 2 presented about
outsiders around the themes of community and cross.
While my personal reflections on these findings have tended to show
discontinuity between my early experience and the view of outsiders in the sermons
for this study, points of continuity are present. As noted in Chapter 1, COC stress the
need for evangelism to spread the gospel. While these sermons did not overtly refer
to this tradition within the COC, the sermons did call for reaching out in ways that
would lead to dialogue and interaction with outsiders. What the discussion in Chapter
2 of theologians such as Volf, Newbigin, and Hirsch show is that churches should
reconceive evangelism in larger terms. For example, Volf calls for seeking
reconciliation with enemies and Newbigin and Hirsh suggest that embracing
outsiders is not confined to the practice of evangelism. The sermons for this study
continued the COC emphasis on evangelism, but it was reconceived in broader
theological terms of spreading the love of God, not converting people to an
ecclesiological platform. For example, respondent 1 explicitly linked what Jesus did to
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the church’s actions to convert others (R# 14 did too). At the same time even if this
goal is not realized, respondent 1 saw having good relationships with outsiders as an
important goal. As a result the emphasis on evangelism is shared by my early
experience and the sermons; the sermons add the dimension that outsiders are
candidates for showing concern to create positive contact even if outsiders do not
become converts. The sermons for this study advocate including outsiders as
fundamental to the vision of the church. This vision is a profoundly theological
statement about who the church should be. It contrasts sharply with a platform that
is focused exclusively on a specific ecclesiology. In addition, these sermons saw
showing concern for others as a worthy goal and not only a means to convert the
lost. Showing concern is showing God’s love to the entire world.
A second way the sermons’ emphasis on including others connects with my
early experience is in terms of what is absent from the sermons: an ecclesiological and
sectarian identity for the COC that myopically fixated on who was not included as
described in Chapter 1. The exhortations in these sermons are projecting an identity
that has including others as fundamental. Perhaps as a result of the identity crisis that
the COC has experienced, a new identity is operating even in traditional churches.
The omission of the boundary markers in sermons for traditional churches suggests
they, too, wish to distance themselves from past ecclesiological and sectarian belief
and practice.
Furthermore, the sermons and the literature review in Chapter 2 agree that
including others is a challenge. Various studies in the literature review discuss ethnic,
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economic, social, and other ways that people separate (O’Mahony; Salvatierra 144;
Milgrom, “Alien” 48; Ruppert). At the same time, these differences can lead to larger
problems of violence and war (see esp. Volf; Ateek; Yong). As noted in Chapter 2,
these discussions can describe the divisions that exist in the society at large, not just
the church in particular. On the other hand, other literature showed that these same
divisions can and do exist in the church. Michael O. Emerson and Christian Smith
show how American churches are divided by race. Curtis DeYoung, Michael O.
Emerson, George Yancey, and Karen Chai Kim document that even churches that
consciously try to be integrated struggle to do so. Furthermore, research about
outsiders shows they feel, for a variety of reasons, that they are not readily embraced
in churches (see Kinnaman and Lyons; Hirsch) In a similar way, Kiesling and
Pachuau argue that as people age they become more—not less—prejudice. At the
same time, Pohl notes that churches have been able to offer benevolence, but
welcome is a more difficult struggle (150-69). Similarly, Ogletree says the other is the
ultimate ethical struggle (1-9). All this research shows that getting churches to be
more inclusive is a significant challenge.
To overcome these obstacles, the sermons often consider the same ethnic,
social, and economic divisions that appear in the larger society exist in churches. To
combat these problems, the ministers offered not only sermons that exhorted their
congregations to show hospitality to outsiders, the sermons were passionate in
support of including outsiders. Respondent 16 is an example of this passion. In light
of the challenges identified by the literature and the sermons, themselves, ignoring
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this situation or dealing with it without conviction is not consistent with the Gospels
and will probably not work. These exhortations call for their congregations to reject
these influences and to adopt God’s view of outsiders consisting of a universal,
theological vision as described earlier by Schreiner (41) and the larger historical,
redemptive vision offered by Lohfink (R# 3 and 12 explicitly developed this
redemptive, historical vision and related it to how outsiders were viewed). God
intended both Israel and the church to be communities that operated out of and
communicated this saving intention to the outside world.
A second way the literature review in Chapter 2 is closely connected to these
sermons is that including outsiders is part of two fundamental exhortations in
Scripture, the call to love God and neighbor. The literature review demonstrated that
several studies consider Leviticus 19 as a fundamental theological principle in in the
discussion of outsiders (Kaminsky, “Loving One’s (Israelite) Neighbor”;
Brueggemann, Covenanted Self 1-17; P. Miller 29, 51-67, 126). Leviticus 19 is
mentioned in twice in one sermon directly (R# 11), and in one other sermon without
an explicit citation (R# 13). The literature and the sermons agree that loving one’s
neighbor is an important theological principle that churches must understand and
enact. Consequently, the pivotal role these two exhortations play in Scripture as
recognized by the literature in Chapter 2 provides a sound theological motivation for
preaching on this topic. Including outsiders is vital to the church to live out its
identity as God’s community that both loves God, neighbor, and even enemies.
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Furthermore, the literature and the sermons saw the theological category of
hospitality as central for the church’s view of outsiders. Hospitality is central to
Christian identity biblically (Koenig), historically (Pohl 41-56), and ethically
(Olgetree). Whether the respondents consciously stood in this tradition or more
simply allowed the biblical and theological message of Scripture to guide their
sermons cannot be known for certain. While only one respondent explicitly used this
term (R# 2), several passages used in these sermons are important in the theological
literature about hospitality. Pohl identified Genesis 18, Matthew 25, and the Good
Samaritan as weighty passages in this tradition (24, 21-22). These texts were the major
scriptural resource for five of the sermons (R# 2, 7, 14, 6, 10). In addition, these
practices of including outsiders is trying to accomplish what Hobbs identified as the
goal of hospitality, to turn enemies into friends or guests (94).
The second major theological category in the sermons is the cross. Chapter 4
also indicated that the teaching, behavior, and especially, the death of Jesus was a
common motivation in these sermons for including outsiders. The theological
literature showed the discussions of outsiders saw Jesus as a central motivation for
including others. As Chapter 4 suggested, the biblical and theological material on
Jesus’ acceptance of outsiders is closely linked because Jesus’ life, his teaching,
actions, and especially his death function in the sermons as grounds for the call for
the church to include outsiders, also. The large number of sermons that used Jesus’
teaching and actions (eleven out of sixteen) show the cross was central to their
preaching on this topic. The use shows Jesus’ story functions paradigmatically for the
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church. The theological literature shows the same grounds for their contemporary
discussion of outsiders. Jesus is the model (Haughey). Chapter 2 described how
Lohfink spoke about Jesus’ practice of table fellowship and its lack of class
distinctions. He also spoke about Jesus creating an inclusive family in connection
with Mary and the beloved disciple (183, 200). Volf stresses the reconciling nature of
Jesus’ death. Not only were God and humans reconciled by it, Volf argues that Jesus’
death called for the reconciliation of enemies who had previously been estranged
from one another (22-25; 125-31). Both Volf (156-65) and Koenig (15-51) argue that
this reconciliation flows out of a belief in God’s kingdom riches. Only a community
that sees its existence in terms of this prosperity will be able to live out this gracious
acceptance. Here is a clear link between the theological category of the cross and the
topic of hospitality. Jesus’ taught and practiced hospitality as fundamental to the
kingdom of God. The discussion of hospitality is built on this assumption: The
church lives out the ethics of acceptance that it has received from God’s grace. As a
result, as was true for the exhortations mentioned above, the focus on the teaching,
practice, and death of Jesus for others was present in both the sermons for this study
and the theological category of the cross in the pertinent literature.
In summary, the sermons and the literature reviewed in Chapter 2 show many
of the same emphases as the participants’ sermons in terms of their theological
content. These common emphases include the use of exhortations to indicate both
the identity of the church and the challenge that the church faces, and the
exhortations are an extension of the theological teaching about hospitality. Second,
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the theological literature like the sermons used Jesus’ life and death for outsiders as a
reason for churches and Christians today to do the same thing. Third, the emphasis
on including outsiders is consistent with the teaching that I received when I was
young in the focus on evangelism in the COC.
Implications of the Findings
The participants in this study produced sermons that reflected the broad
teaching of Scripture about outsiders. The focus of the sermons was overwhelmingly
about the inclusion or embrace of outsiders. As a result, when ministers were asked
to present a sermon on this topic, they presented a very challenging vision of the
church as a place where the distinctions that often operate among humans are
overcome. The sermons for this study envision the church as an inherently inclusive
community. This study suggests that these ministers have caught a vision by reflecting
on both Scripture and the gospel. As a result, this study is important for the body of
literature on the topic of how ministers would want their churches to see outsiders.
These sermons provide examples of how this topic can be approached.
A second implication of this study is that it sheds light on the current views
about outsiders in the COC. The predominant focus on Jesus’ teaching and example
suggests a significant shift away from earlier preaching trends among the COC. While
preaching in the past was to support the specific COC ecclesiology, these sermons
stand in a broader stream of Christian teaching and preaching practice. Furthermore,
these sermons show important connections to the large theme of Christian
hospitality. Consequently, both traditional and progressive churches heard sermons
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reflecting a broader Christian reflection on this topic than they might have received in
an earlier time.
Limitations of the Study
One limitation of this study is that a sermon presenting an ideal vision may
still be far from the beliefs and practices of individual Christians or an entire
congregation. Christians and churches do not ever live up to their highest ideals. As a
result, this study does not necessarily represent what Christians believe or practice. At
the same time, what is preached does affect Christians and churches. Consequently,
the results are meaningful even if those results do not tell the entire story. Measuring
sermons does not reveal what a congregation is doing or to what extent the ideal
vision is operating.
A second limitation is the small number of participants. Since participants
were self-selecting, the group might have a special interest or feel motivations that
not all COC ministers would share. A broader group of participants would possibly
either further validate this study or support different conclusions.
A third limitation is that the demographic information yielded limited insight.
In particular, more insight could have been drawn from the inquiring about
preachers’ stance as either progressive or traditional. A question to determine if the
preachers saw themselves as progressive or traditional would have helped to put the
question about the stance of the congregations in a larger framework. In addition
asking about the actual activities of churches might yield insight into how the vision
of these sermons is actually operating in the lives of particular congregations.
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Unexpected Observations
The first unexpected observation about the sermons in this study is the limited
number of texts that ministers used. The laser focus on Jesus is important, but a
whole range of scriptural materials was absent. For example the legislation about
outsiders in Jewish law, especially in Leviticus 19, was omitted or mentioned only in
passing. The theme of hospitality in stories in the Elijah/Elisha cycle was also not
discussed. Paul’s explicit treatment of outsiders in 1 Corinthians did not receive any
attention. Finally, the large material about the nations in Revelation was not
developed. In light of the literature review in Chapter 2 where these texts were shown
to be part of the discussion of outsiders, these omissions are surprising.
A second unexpected observation was the sermonic style in some sermons.
Two progressive churches received very traditional sermons filled with large amounts
of texts (R# 12, 13). The only inductive, narrative sermon went to a traditional
church (R# 14). I wonder how a church would receive a sermon like the one offered
by respondent 12. The massive amount of information, I strongly suspect would
overwhelm all but the most dedicated listeners (see Appendix E for his outline).
Respondent 13 had a similar sermon style. I also wonder how a conservative church
would react to respondent 14. The inductive sermon where the application of
Matthew 25 was left to the audience might not play well to a traditional church. The
sermon tradition in the COC is heavily deductive. As a result, this inductive sermon
might not be well received.
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Perhaps the most surprising observation of this study was that while the
importance of boundaries occurred in a few sermons, the lack of references to
traditional church of Christ identity markers, especially among traditional audiences,
was surprising. While one sermon did speak about ecclesiological boundaries, the
precise makeup of phrases such as the church, the Lord’s church, and so on, was
never explicitly described. In the past, these boundaries would have included the
correct plan of salvation, church structure, singing, no instrumental music, and the
proper acts of worship. These boundaries were conspicuous in their absence.
Recommendations
Four recommendations are supported by the research done for this project.
First, all COC ministers should make a thorough study of the biblical and theological
vision of outsiders in Scripture. While the sermons submitted for this study and their
central focus on Jesus and the Gospels was a proper way to proceed, a wealth of
biblical material on this topic appears in other places in Scripture. For example only
two sermons used OT texts as their main scriptural resource. The Old Testament
Law and prophets as well as the New Testament letters address this topic. As a result,
they provide significant biblical and theological resources for addressing this issue. In
addition, while the focus on community and the cross are also appropriate theological
categories to use in considering this topic, these sermons did not exhaust the riches
of these categories to address how to view outsiders. Furthermore, Scripture has
significant theological reflection related to the other two categories of creation and
consummation. If the purpose of the church is to witness to the universal redeeming
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love of God, outsiders are at the heart of the mission of God’s people.
Understanding both the biblical and theological visions of Scripture about outsiders
would yield important insight for ministers as they seek to bring the message of
God’s love to the immediate concerns and situations of their congregations.
Furthermore, this study should be integrated into the preaching practice of
those in the COC. If God’s goal is to bring all humans into the church, this intention
has enormous significance for what churches believe and practice. This study has
pointed out that the sectarian past of the COC has caused the denomination to cut
itself off from other churches and spend time preaching on boundaries. This study
suggests that even traditional churches see problems with the past. As a result, a
careful analysis of the preaching tradition on this topic in the COC should help
contemporary churches not only see the strengths in their past but also see areas that
need change. Educating COC on the faulty beliefs and behaviors on this topic may
lead to different practices. If bad theology leads to bad practice, helping those in the
COC to have a better theology and practice would be a worthy goal.
Preaching and teaching on this topic has another important goal. This study
has also shown that welcoming outsiders is not a problem exclusively for the COC.
Other churches struggle to do the same. Consequently, all churches should study this
important topic and consider what changes in both beliefs and practices are necessary
so the church can take the scriptural message about outsiders seriously. To fail to do
this teaching may result in churches who are hijacked from their mission by baptizing
the prejudices and divisions of the world into the church.
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Postscript
This study, and especially the wide-ranging discussion of Chapter 2, has
impressed on me the need for churches in general and the COC in particular to make
outsiders far more of a priority. My experience has led me to believe that most
churches are far too inwardly focused and oblivious as to how outsiders would view
them. This experience is confirmed by the missional church literature that I read for
this project. Since for the past year I am in a ministry transition, I am committed to
either to finding a ministry where outsiders will be at the center or doing something
else as vocation. I do not see myself being part of an attractional, consumer church
again.
Another thing that I would like to do is to produce a full-blown theology of
outsiders for publication. This study would provide a basis for that work. At the same
time, more research would be needed to add material that could not be included in
this study. While a great deal of secondary literature addresses some part of this topic,
I am not aware of any study that attempts to address its full canonical vision on this
topic. Writing this work would make a valuable contribution to the literature.
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APPENDIX A
SEMANTIC STRUCTURE OF ISAIAH 56:1-9
Isaiah 56:1-3
1Here

is what the Lord says:
Do justice and practice righteousness.
Because my salvation has come near
And my righteousness will be revealed.
2Blessed is the person who does this
and the son of man who grows strong
in this.
Keeping my Sabbaths, not
profaning it
Keeping his hand from doing
all evil.
3Do not let the son of the foreigner,
who has joined himself to the
Lord say,
The Lord will separate
me from his people.
And do not let the eunuch say,
I am a dry tree.

Semantic and Structural Markers
Orienter: Messenger Speech
Verses 1-2 Concession: Exhortations
Grounds for Exhortation

Reasons for Exhortation

Specific Identity of
person and son of man
Verse 3 Contra-Expectation to 1-2;
Orienter: Character/Foreigner
Specific identity of Foreigner
Content of Foreigner’s
Statement
Specific Identity:
Character/Eunuch
Content of Eunuch’s
Statement
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Isaiah 56:4-7
4So

here is what the Lord says
to the Eunuch
who keeps my Sabbaths
and who chooses what
pleases me
and grows strong in my
covenant.
5So I will give to them sons and
daughters, a hand and a name, good sons
and daughters. I will give him a name
forever which will not be cut off.
6And the sons of the foreigner
who joins himself to the Lord
to minister to him
and to love his name of
the Lord
and to be his servants
all who keep the
sabbath, refraining from profaning
it
and growing strong in
his covenant.
7Them I will bring to MY HOLY
MOUNTAIN.
And I will cause them to rejoice
in MY HOUSE of prayer.
Their whole burnt offerings and
their sacrifices will be pleasing on my
altar
because MY
HOUSE will be called a
house of prayer for all
the nations.

Semantic and Structural Analysis
to 3

Orienter: Messenger Speech; Response
Orienter: Recipient of 4A
Eunuch

Specifics about the

Results of 4C, D, E

of 4A

Orienter: Additional Recipient

Specifics about the
Foreigner

Results of 6B, C, D, E, F

Reason for 7A, B, C
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Isaiah 56:8
8Here

is what the Lord says
who gathers the
banished of Israel.
I will gather others who are yet
to be gathered.
9All you wild animals, all you wild
animals in the forest, come to devour!

Semantic and Structural Analysis
Orienter: Messenger speech
Comment on the Lord
Content of messenger speech: God will
gather outsiders.
Exhortation: animals to come to
Banquet
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APPENDIX B
LETTER TO INVITEES
December 13, 2011
Dear:
I am currently completing a doctoral program at Asbury Theological Seminary
in Wilmore, Kentucky; my area of emphasis is preaching and worship. My final
research project is to study what is the view of outsiders that Scripture calls for
Christians to hold and how this understanding is mediated to our churches through
preaching. I am asking you to participate in this study by preparing and delivering one
sermon to your congregation that presents your ideal view of how you would want
your church members to view outsiders.
I am asking for a video of the sermon. The video does not have to be
professional quality; a recorder on a tripod is fine if that is what you have. If you
cannot do produce a video, an audio CD is acceptable. I will need you to submit the
video and the attached form of demographic information.
Your response will be referred to in the dissertation anonymously. Each
response will be labeled when received, Respondent 1, 2, and so on. A list of the
invitees will be included in the final work as an appendix, but only I will know who
the actual participants are. Also, I will produce an aggregate of the total responses
using a grid that identifies the biblical and theological material that appear in the
sermon. If a specific sermon is referenced in the work, the reference will be according
to respondent number. If you are a participant you will be mailed or e-mailed a copy
of that aggregate table if you request it.
Once this project is concluded, all CDs and demographic information will be
destroyed.
Included in this letter is a self-addressed, stamped postcard for you to indicate
as soon as possible your intensions about this project. I ask that you present this
sermon and mail me the requested material in the next sixty days. Also, I have
included a demographic sheet that you can fill out and return with your sermon.
Thank you for considering participating in this project.
All the best,

Van Robarts
Enclosures
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APPENDIX C
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
Name:
Age of the Minister:
Educational Level of the Minister:
Average Number of Sunday Morning Attendance:
Would you consider your church (Choose one):
Conservative or Traditional?

Or

Open or Progressive?
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APPENDIX D
RETURN POSTCARD FOR PARTICIPANTS IN DISSERTATION
Name:
Please check below your response to the request from Van Robarts to participate in
his study.
I plan to participate ___________. I plan to deliver this sermon in the next 60 days.
I am not able to participate at this time ___________
If you do plan to participate, would you give me below a different address (if
you prefer future communication to go there rather than the address where you
received this material) and an e-mail address.
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APPENDIX E
OUTSIDERS
LUKE 4:16-30
Memory Verse: “When Jesus saw the large crowd, he had compassion on them, because they
were sheep without a shepherd. So he began teaching them many things,” (Mark 6:34). “For
what hope do the godless have when he is cut off, when God takes away his life?” (Job 27:8)
Introduction: Defining “outsiders.” An outsider is a
Discuss your definition with your LIFE Group members.
For this lesson we are going to use the following definition and focus on:
1. The _________________, the _________________
2. Those __________________ by __________________ or _____________________
stratification
3. Those ostracized by physical __________________ or ________________________
I. The Way Christians are to View Outsiders should not be in a judgmental fashion, in the sense
of condemnation, but rather but rather a sense based on God’s __________ of ____________
A. We are all ________________, ________ -all have the capability to ______________
incredible sin.
POINT: The view that we were all at one time an __________________
B. Attitude ____________________:
1. I have no ____________, you have no __________, no one has a _____________ on
_________________________ or righteousness
2. To make us ____________
3. To make us ____________
4. To make us _______________________ toward others
II. The Way Christians are to View Outsiders should be how ___________ viewed them
A. Mark 6:30-34 Key: these were Israelites, _________________ but _______________
1. They were not an ______________________ or an ____________________ (vs. 31)
2. He viewed them with __________________________
3. Greek word “spagchnizomai” to be moved as to one’s bowels, bowels were considered the
seat of _________ and __________
4. Compassion that always moves you into ________________
B. Scripture is clear; Jesus came first to the ________ __________ of Israel, not
______________ and not ____________________
1. Canaanite woman-he was moved by ________, one ________________ (do not resist
the opportunity to ____________.
2. Luke’s gospel portrays Jesus has having a great concern for the “marginalized”
III. The Way Christians are NOT to View Outsiders is the Way Some of Israel Viewed
Outsiders:
A. First, important to remember that God had made a covenant with Abraham (Gen. 12:13) all _________________ would be blessed and sealed the covenant in (15:1-18)
B. The various Mosaic laws, and the certain sins like idolatry of other nations, different
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view is seen:
1. Jonah felt God should _________________ them
a. Here we find the wrath and anger of God is tempered by his ______ & _______
b. “Outsiders” knew of God’s compassion, the king of Nineveh said (Jonah 3:6-10)
c. However, Jonah is very angry because of God’s love, __________________,
grace and that He is slow to anger. Jonah seems to have forgotten the Lord God
is Lord of all nations.
d. Ps. 22:28; 47:7-9; Haggai 2:6-7; Daniel 2:20-21

C. It

is easy to see how and why Israel developed their view of “outsiders,” those “outside”
the nation of Israel and undeserving of God’s __________ & ______________

a. Ezekiel 44:7-9; Nehemiah 13:26; II Kings 11:4-10; Ezra 10:11
D. How were the Israelites to treat “outsiders” or “foreigners?” In Solomon’s
prayer and dedication to the temple, He prayed:
a. They would teach them to ________ the Lord
b. And when they had a change of ___________, God would hear their
_________________
c. We are to see ‘OUTSIDERS” as an _____________________ to teach
the way of God
IV. The Way Christians are to View Outsiders is the Way _________ Viewed Them.
A. They were lost in their ___, just as Israel and those of us today (Rom. 1-2)
B. They are _______ from Christ (Eph. 2:12) excluded from citizenship of Israel
a. “Outsiders” or foreigners to the covenants of ______________________
b. Without ________ and without ______ in the world
C. Paul said we are to judge those _____ the church not those _____ (I Cor. 5:913) we are to actually influence those who are involved in disobedient acts of sin.
V. Conclusion: If we use the definition of an “outsider” as one who is “outside” the
kingdom of God, one who is “un-churched” or “un-saved,” as one separated by social
and or economic stratification, as one who is cast aside because of physical
appearance, then, according to Scripture we are to:
A. Remember that the Lord God is God of all _____________
1. It is the Lord God’s desire that all men be _____________ (2 Peter 3:9)
B. Develop the _____________________ heart of God, to see people as Jesus saw
them, as ___________ without a shepherd
1. The need to _____________ God’s way of righteousness to others
2. The need to ____________ into ________________
C. Remember that we can think we are an “______________” when in fact we may
be an “_______________________” (Rom. 10:1-4)
D. Have the correct view of “outsiders,” we too can have a _______ of “outsiders”
GOING DEEPER IN L.I.F.E. GROUP DISCUSSION
Scripture Review: Gen. 6:5; 8:21; 12:1-3; Ps. 51:5; 22:28; 47:7-9; Jer. 17:9-10;
Matt. 15:18-19; Luke 11:13; Rom. 1:21; 3:10-12,23; I Chron. 29:15; Mark 6:3034; Matt. 10:5-6; 15:24-28; Luke 4:18-19; 5:27-32; 14:12-14, 21-24; 15:1-2;
John 18:28; Acts 15:1-11; Gal. 2:11-13; Haggai 2:6-7; Daniel 2:20-21; Exekiel
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44:7-9; Neh. 13:26; II Kings 11:4-10; Ezra 10:11; I Kings 8:41-50; Rom. 1-2; Eph
2:11-13; I Cor. 5:9-13; 2 Peter 3:9; Rom. 10:1-4
ICE BREAKER: Read Ezekiel 3:16-19 Discuss “my” responsibility
1. What was your definition of an outsider? How was it similar or different from what
was discussed?
2. In what ways have we developed similar views like Jonah?
3. Discuss (I Cor. 5:9-13) How can we influence those involved in such acts of
disobedience?
a. What will give us the ability to be “salt” and “light” (Matt.5:13-16)
4. What will create the compassionate heart of God in each one of us? (note Gal.
5:22-23; Rom. 8:9-15)
5. Discuss your thoughts on God being the Lord of all nations in our world today.
Prayer focus: That God will give us His heart of compassion, the eyes of Jesus, the
conviction of Paul and the willingness to see the opportunities God sets before us to
teach “outsiders.”
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